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Abstract

Cloud computing has commoditized remote services in recent years. Collaborat-
ing on shared data using the cloud has become popular for both personal and
professional use. Instead of investing into on-premise infrastructure, low-cost
and scalable cloud-based solutions allow to outsource resource-expensive com-
putation and storage. Despite of the benefits those remote services offer, broad
adoption still faces security concerns regarding confidentiality and integrity.

This thesis addresses the problem of securing data integrity in untrusted
environments. Recent trusted execution technology, such as Intel Software
Guard Extensions (SGX), aims to overcome the security challenges and seems
to pave the way for secure and trustworthy cloud computing. However, when
multiple users interact through a potentially misbehaving remote service,
consistency violations through rollback and forking attacks can lead to loss of
data integrity even when trusted execution is used. In this thesis we identify a
number of different settings where consistency violations must be prevented
to ensure data integrity. We address these challenges by designing practical
solutions that allow to detect a misbehaving remote service.

We first focus on securing a commodity cloud storage service where no
trusted execution is available and propose a protocol that utilizes the evolution
of the storage state to enable the clients to detect integrity and consistency
violations. We then introduce trusted execution at the remote service with the
intention that this solves the integrity problem; however, a detailed analysis
shows that system protection against rollback attacks is challenging. We
address this limitation by complementing the system with a distributed protocol
to detect rollback attacks. We also propose a system that combines trusted
execution with blockchain technology to enhance data protection while resolving
difficulties related to rollback attacks. The proposed solutions have been
implemented as proofs-of-concept working with real-world systems. Evaluations
demonstrate the practicability of these solutions and show that they are direct
improvements over previous approaches.
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Zusammenfassung

Cloud Computing hat in den letzten Jahren Remote Services (»entfernte
Dienste«) zu Standardprodukten gemacht. Die Zusammenarbeit an gemeinsam
genutzten Daten in der Cloud ist sowohl für private als auch für berufliche
Anwendungen weit verbreitet. Anstatt in lokale Infrastruktur zu investieren,
können mit kostengünstigen und skalierbaren Cloud-Lösungen ressourcenin-
tensive Berechnungen und große Datenmengen ausgelagert werden. Trotz der
ökonomischen Vorteile, die solche Dienste bieten, bestehen weiterhin (berech-
tigte) Sicherheitsbedenken hinsichtlich der Vertraulichkeit und Integrität.

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit dem Problem der Sicherung der Datenin-
tegrität in nicht vertrauenswürdigen Umgebungen. Aktuelle Trusted Execution
Environments wie beispielsweise Intel SGX, zielen darauf ab, die heutigen
Sicherheitsherausforderungen zu bewältigen, und scheinen den Weg für ein si-
cheres und vertrauenswürdiges Cloud Computing zu ebnen. Doch wenn mehrere
Benutzer über einen möglicherweise bösartigen Remote Service interagieren,
können Konsistenzverletzungen durch Rollback- und Forking-Angriffe zu einem
Verlust der Datenintegrität führen, selbst wenn Trusted Execution Environ-
ments korrekt eingesetzt werden. In dieser Arbeit identifizieren wir eine Reihe
verschiedener Situationen, bei denen Konsistenzverletzungen verhindert werden
müssen um die Datenintegrität schützen. Wir reduzieren die Folgen dieser An-
griffe, indem wir praktische Lösungen entwickeln, mit denen ein Fehlverhalten
eines Remote Services erkannt werden kann.

Wir widmen uns zuerst der Sicherung eines Cloud-Speicherdienstes und prä-
sentieren ein Protokoll, mit dem Verstöße gegen die Integrität und Konsistenz
identifiziert werden können. Anschließend betrachten wir Trusted Execution
Environments um das Integritätsproblem zu lösen. Eine vertiefte Analyse
zeigt jedoch, dass der Schutz gegen Rollback-Angriffe eine Herausforderung
bleibt. Diese Einschränkung adressieren wir durch ein verteiltes Protokoll zur
Erkennung solcher Angriffe. Wir präsentieren weiter ein System, das Trusted
Execution Environments mit Blockchain-Technologie kombiniert, so den Daten-
schutz verbessert und Probleme im Zusammenhang mit Rollback-Angriffen löst.
Die vorgeschlagenen Lösungen wurden als Proof of Concept für reale Systeme
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implementiert. Auswertungen demonstrieren die Praktikabilität dieser Lösun-
gen und zeigt, dass sie klare Verbesserungen gegenüber bisherigen Ansätzen
mit sich bringen.
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Chapter1
Introduction

Why would anyone send their precious data to a potentially untrusted environ-
ment? Because cloud services are so convenient. It has become easier than ever
to share and collaborate on data using the cloud. Services, such as Github,
Google Suite, and Dropbox make global collaboration easy for both personal
and professional use. One of the biggest promised advantages of cloud comput-
ing is its high reliability and availability [GL02, ZCB10]. Nevertheless, users are
concerned about data security. In particular, user privacy and data confidential-
ity were widely discussed in the public [LSS13, Gar18, Eli19] and received a lot of
attention in industrial and academic research [MG09, TJA10, BCH13, VVA+15]
in the past decade – but what about data integrity?

A common believe is that data corruptions are mostly tedious side-effects
of unreliable data transmission and faulty storage systems. But what if data
corruptions are indented? A corrupted picture in your cloud photo album may
be annoying but won’t do any serious harm, whereas an unauthorized data
modification in a financial service may have severe consequences. Depending
on the type of data, corruption can be easily detected. For instance, noticing
a glitch in a picture may be still feasible for humans, however, detecting
corruption in large and complex documents with millions of entries may be
similar to the search of a needle in a haystack. Moreover, when users share
data or collaborate on a shared document, how can they ensure that they have
received the correct data?

A widely used approach is to authenticate the data using message authenti-
cation codes (MACs) [KMVOV96] or digital signatures [DH76, RSA78, Men12]
before uploading it to the cloud service. Later, the signature can be used
to verify the integrity of the data returned by the cloud service. While this
appears to solve the integrity problem and thereby prevents inadvertent or
malicious data modifications, this approach has its shortcomings. In fact, a
misbehaving cloud service may still corrupt data integrity through a consistency
violation, for example, by returning correctly authenticated but outdated data.
This violation of freshness is also called rollback attack. Another example of
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

a consistency violation is the reordering or omitting properly authenticated
changes to the data, so that the views of the data at different clients diverge.
A malicious cloud service may pretend to one set of clients that some changes
by others simply did not occur. The clients cannot detect such rollback and
forking attacks until they communicate directly [MS02]. So, how can we detect
these attacks and protect data integrity in this setting?

Existing protocols for this problem work by embedding information about
the causal evolution of the data into the interaction between the clients
and the cloud service [LKMS04, FZFF10, CKS11, CO14]. Such protocols
are very similar to the use of hash chains in blockchain platforms [BMC+15],
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [Nak09], and Certificate Transparency [Lau14].
The strongest achievable notion of consistency in this multi-client model is
captured by fork-linearizability [MS02]. However, many of the above protocols
suffer from performance issues or relax their guarantees to weaker consistency
notions to overcome these issues. Can we protect data integrity and consistency,
in particular, support the best possible notion of fork-linearizability and still
provide practical performance for cloud services?

Recent advances in the area of trusted computing promise to make a
change and revolutionize cloud security by addressing confidentiality and
integrity issues. In particular, Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), such
as Intel SGX [MAB+13] or ARM TrustZone [ARM09], allow to securely
execute applications in a potentially untrusted environment and thereby enforce
confidentiality and integrity of the application data. A TEE isolates the
application from the host system in a way that the application code and
data cannot be accessed nor modified from outside the TEE. Despite all the
provided protection, TEE-based applications also suffer from rollback attacks
as acknowledged by Baumann et al. [BPH14]. They suggest to use a central
external service that is contacted on every request, however, this and other
existing solutions [CMSK07, PLD+11, SJP14, SP16] come with significant
performance penalties and are not practical for many cloud-based applications.

1.1 Contributions
The goal of this thesis is to identify a number of different cases where rollback
and forking attacks are challenging and provide practical systems to protect
data integrity and consistency. To that end, we focus on the design, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of solutions to protect the integrity and consistency of
outsourced data in different settings.

Integrity Verification for Cloud Storage. In this thesis we first address
the setting where multiple clients cooperate on data stored remotely on a
potentially misbehaving cloud storage service. As already explained above, a
malicious service may violate the consistency of the data by mounting rollback
or forking attacks.
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We introduce VICOS, a system to protect the integrity and consistency
for a commodity cloud object store. VICOS instantiates a novel abstract
protocol, which enforces fork-linearizability, the strongest achievable notion of
consistency in the multi-client model, and thereby enable the clients to discover
integrity and consistency violations. This protocol generalizes authenticated
data structures [Tam03] to multiple writers and supports wait-free semantics
for compatible operations. VICOS represents the first integrity protection
protocol with all of the above features for standard operations of a commodity
cloud object store. An implementation and evaluation of VICOS demonstrates
its practicality. In particular, the computation and communication overhead
of VICOS for integrity protection remains acceptably small with moderate
concurrency and increases slightly when many clients access the same data
concurrently. The prototype is available open-source [BCK17b].

Trusted Execution Overview. In the second part of this thesis we change
the setting and introduce Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) available at
a cloud service. We begin with a comprehensive survey of the most prominent
trusted execution technologies available today. A detailed overview on the pro-
vided security guarantees and a comparison show that these TEE technologies
aim to protect different use cases and thus implement different level of protec-
tion. The analysis also shows that many TEE platforms are missing essential
system support to protect TEE-based application state against rollback and
forking attacks.

Rollback and Forking Detection for TEEs. In the third part of this
thesis we examine if modern hardware-based TEEs can eliminate the problem
of integrity and consistency violations for cloud services in the multi-client
setting. However, providing the essential system support to protect TEEs
against rollback attacks is challenging. In particular, the need to handle system
restarts, operating system crashes, and power outages makes a completely
secure solution for state continuity [PLD+11, SJP14] difficult to achieve.

We introduce Lightweight Collective Memory (LCM), a distributed protocol
to detect integrity and consistency violations of a remote application that uses
TEEs with the assistance of the clients. It ensures fork-linearizability and
notifies clients about operation stability. Compared to previous approaches
that rely on trusted counters, applications secured by LCM can be migrated
across physical TEEs and maintain their capability to detect rollback attacks
and to enforce fork-linearizability. Moreover, LCM reduces the protocol
complexity and increases the performance compared to solutions that utilize
only plain resources while achieving the same security guarantees as VICOS.
An implementation and evaluation demonstrates its advantage by securing a
key-value store which can be found in many real world cloud-based systems.
The evaluation shows that LCM reaches 72% – 98% of the performance of a
naive solution that does not support rollback and forking detection.
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Secure Smart-Contract Execution. In the last part of this thesis we
explore issues that arise from the combination of TEEs with blockchains. In
particular, the confidentiality guarantees provided by modern TEE technology
promise to enable new applications on a blockchain that are otherwise not
feasible. However, since smart contracts executed inside TEEs are, in principle,
stateless they are susceptible to rollback attacks, which should be prevented
to maintain privacy for the application.

We introduce Secure Chaincode Execution, a framework to develop and exe-
cute smart-contracts of a blockchain application securely using TEE technology.
It provides confidentiality for smart-contracts and their data while preventing
rollback attacks on TEE-based execution in Hyperledger Fabric [ABB+18] as
far as possible, and minimizes the trusted computing base. For increasing
security, the design encapsulates each application on the blockchain within its
own TEE context that shields it from the host system. A prototype imple-
mentation demonstrates an auction application and evaluate the performance
compared to the unprotected execution. The results show that the prototype
reaches 80% – 90% of the throughput of the unprotected implementation,
which is acceptable for protecting the confidentiality of sensitive information.
The source code is available as a Hyperledger Lab on Github [BCKS18].

1.2 Related Publications

Parts of this thesis have also been published in peer-reviewed conferences and
journals, namely:

1. Marcus Brandenburger, Christian Cachin, and Nikola Knežević. Don’t
trust the cloud, verify: Integrity and consistency for cloud object stores.
ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security (TOPS), 2017

2. Marcus Brandenburger, Christian Cachin, Matthias Lorenz, and Rüdiger
Kapitza. Rollback and Forking Detection for Trusted Execution Environ-
ments using Lightweight Collective Memory. In International Conference
on Dependable Systems and Networks (DSN), 2017

3. Marcus Brandenburger and Christian Cachin. Challenges for combining
smart contracts with trusted computing. InWorkshop on System Software
for Trusted Execution (SysTEX). ACM, 2018

4. Marcus Brandenburger, Christian Cachin, Rüdiger Kapitza, and Alessan-
dro Sorniotti. Trusted Computing Meets Blockchain: Rollback Attacks
and a Solution for Hyperledger Fabric. In International Symposium on
Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS), 2019
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1.3 Organziation
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we define
the system model and the assumptions we use throughout this thesis. In
Chapter 3, we address the problem of integrity and consistency violations
in a multi-client setting and introduce VICOS, a system that tackles this
challenge. In Chapter 4, we discuss the most prominent commercial available
trusted execution technologies and perform a comprehensive comparison of
their security properties and system support against rollback attacks. We then
extend the problem of rollback and forking attacks to a setting where trusted
execution is available and present the design and evaluation of Lightweight
Collective Memory in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we explore issues that arise
from the combination of TEEs with blockchains and propose an architecture
and a prototype for secure smart-contract execution within Intel SGX. Finally,
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.





Chapter2
Background

This chapter builds the foundation for the remaining chapters. We introduce
the concepts of potentially untrusted cloud services and describe the system
model we use in this thesis. In particular, we define the scope of this thesis in
the context of data integrity. As we will address this issue in several situations,
we highlight here all necessary aspects needed throughout the thesis.

2.1 Challenges of Cloud Computing

Today, all major cloud providers such as Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and IBM
offer a diverse portfolio of cloud services ranging from storage to computation to
their customers. Targeting personal and enterprise customers, there are cloud
services addressing the needs of end-users (e.g., online photo storage) and others
providing building blocks and infrastructure to build upon. For instance, Netflix
uses Amazon Web Services (AWS) to provide their video streaming service
to more than 100 million customers around the globe [Ama17a]. Instead of
investing into on-premise infrastructure, enterprises such as Netflix can benefit
from cheap and scalable solutions to outsource resource-expensive computation
and storage on demand. Gartner has reported a worldwide public cloud services
market revenue of $227.8 billion in 2019 [Gar19], and forecasts 17% growth per
year. So the market seems flourishing and has potential to transform many
existing business areas and create new opportunities.

Interestingly, the success of cloud computing seems to have another reason
than just the technical advantages and economical benefits. For example, Rob
Witoff, former CTO of Coinbase, said: “We trust AWS to manage the lowest
layers of our stack, which helps me sleep at night” [Ama15]. This institutional
trust based on reputation seems to be fundamental for cloud computing; but
what does trust mean in the context of this thesis? The clients need to trust
the cloud provider as they rely on it for the availability, confidentiality, and
correctness of their outsourced data. For many clients this is a serious issue.

7
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When Something Goes Wrong. Despite numerous efforts by industry
and academia cloud computing suffers still from trust issues [PB10, JSS+14,
AKV15, SC17, JS18]. This is not surprising as clients are concerned about
security issues due to hardware and software failures, misconfiguration, insider
attacks, and external attacks. There are many recent real-world examples that
these concerns are real. For instance:

• In 2017, Amazon AWS experienced a massive outage for several hours
caused by to an administrator error [Ama17b]. This outage took down
many popular internet sites [The17] and demonstrates the issue of avail-
ability of the cloud service.

• In 2017, 14 million Verizon customer records were found unprotected
and openly accessible on the Amazon S3 storage service [ZDN17]. This
data leak illustrates a violation of confidentiality by exposing sensitive
information including phone numbers and account PINs.

• In 2011, attackers gained root access to one of the Linux Kernel repository
servers [The11] that potentially allows to damage the software repository
by injecting malicious code and thereby violate its integrity.

The security incidents above are just a few examples where cloud security
issues caused by various reasons may negatively impact the trust relationship
between the cloud provider and their customers. In other words, there are
good reasons why cloud services can be considered potentially untrusted.

Data Integrity for Untrusted Cloud Services. In the previous section
we have seen examples of real-world cloud security issues where the availability,
confidentiality, and integrity of outsourced data have been jeopardized. As
this thesis focuses on the integrity and consistency of data outsourced to a
potentially untrusted remote service, we now provide the necessary definitions
in this context. Note that we will also address confidentiality in Chapter 6.

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [BR12]
data integrity is defined as the following: “A property possessed by data items
that have not been altered in an unauthorized manner since they were created,
transmitted or stored.”

At a first glance, this definition looks fine, however, it seems to be not
sufficient in the context of cloud computing. In particular, this definition is
missing two things: First, it does not capture the correctness of computation
results returned by a cloud service. And second, it does not include the
consistency of responses to the clients of a cloud service.

To capture data integrity for untrusted cloud service in the context of this
thesis, we extend the definition from above and define an integrity violation
as the following: We say an integrity violation occurs if the response by a
cloud service has been modified in an unauthorized way (according the the
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integrity definition above), or an incorrect computation result is returned, or
the responses to the clients are not consistent. In the next section we will
address the consistency issue in more detail based on a cloud-storage use case.

2.2 Data Integrity for Cloud Storage

One of the most popular type of cloud service is data storage. Cloud providers
offer specialized storage solutions for various use cases. For instance, backup
solutions typically require durable low-cost storage for huge amounts of data
that is rarely accessed, whereas content distribution systems demand high avail-
ability and performance to serve the clients needs. In particular, collaborating
on a shared resource is an emerging application for cloud storage. Services,
such as Dropbox or Google Drive, allow their users to exchange documents
easily or to directly edit them interactively in the browser. The number of
collaborators may vary from a single user to large groups, for instance, in an
enterprise context involving global collaboration.

Although we focus in this thesis on use cases where a group of users interact
with a remote service (e.g. cloud storage service), we first revisit a single user
scenario and introduce the basic concepts to protect data integrity to build
a foundation to discuss the multi-client setting. We will use these primitives
throughout the thesis.

Cryptographic Hashes, Merkle Trees, and Digital Signatures. In a
setting with a single client only, a common approach to protect the integrity
of outsourced data is the following: Before the client sends data to a cloud
storage service, the client may produce a cryptographic hash value of the data
and keep it locally. Later, this hash can be used to verify the integrity of the
data returned by the cloud storage service.

More formally, a cryptographic hash function hash maps a bit string x
of arbitrary length to a short, unique hash value h. An imaginary ideal
implementation would be deterministic and maintains a list L of all x that have
been queried so far. When the invocation contains x ∈ L, then hash responds
with the index of x in L; otherwise, hash appends x to L and returns its index.
This ideal implementation models only collision resistance, i.e., that it is not
feasible to find two different values x1 and x2 such that hash(x1) = hash(x2).

For large data or a set of data objects, hash trees also known as Merkle
trees [Mer88] are used in practice [ABC+02, FKM02, PC07, OR07, Nak09,
Lau14]. Most hash tree implementations are based on binary trees, where each
leaf node contains a hash of a data object (or a data block). The non-leaf
nodes contain a hash of its two child nodes. The root node contains a hash
value representing the entire data (set). The client may keep the root hash
locally and when retrieving a data object from the outsourced data set, it also
retrieves corresponding hash tree. By recomputing the root hash using the
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received data and the hash tree, the client can verify that the content of the
object is correct. Note that to verify a single data object, only the hashes of
all sibling nodes along the path from the leaf node to top are needed. This
has the advantage that the verification complexity is proportional to the tree
height and not the number of data objects.

Cryptographic hashes and hash trees seem to work nicely in a single-client
setting, but they can also be used when multiple clients are sharing data. That
is, other clients need to acquire the corresponding hash for the data object
they want to retrieve from the cloud storage from the creator (or any other
trusted source). However, this approach may be suitable for static data, that
is, data that does not change very often and re-distributing the hash from time
to time is still feasible.

Digital signatures [DH76, RSA78, Men12] based on asymmetric cryptogra-
phy are another standard approach to protect the integrity of outsourced data
but also provide authentication of the data creator. The client may produce a
cryptographic signature of the data using a secret signing key and transmit
the signed data to the cloud storage service. When the client (creator) or
another client later retrieves the data, any data manipulation can be detected
by verifying the signature.

More formally, a digital signature scheme as used here provides two func-
tions, signi and verifyi, to ensure the authenticity of a message created by
a known client. The scheme works as follows: A client Ci invokes signi(m)
with a message m as argument and obtains a signature φ ∈ {0, 1}∗ with the
response. Only client Ci can invoke signi. When m and φ are sent to another
client (i.e., through a cloud storage service), that client may verify the integrity
of m. It invokes verifyi(φ,m) and obtains true as a response if and only
if Ci has executed signi(m); otherwise, verifyi(φ,m) returns false. Every
client may invoke verify. Note that using this scheme we abstract away the
underlying asymmetric cryptography and thereby also the concept of a Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) to distribute signature verification keys.

However, as we can see digital signatures are particularly useful in the
multi-client setting and enable updates on shared data without additional
communication for every update as this is the case when using hashes only.

When Consistency Becomes an Integrity Problem. However, with
multiple disconnected clients, no common synchronization, and no communi-
cation among the clients, neither hashing nor digital signatures are sufficient
by themselves. The reason is that a malicious or Byzantine server (i.e., cloud
storage service) may violate the consistency of the data, for example, by re-
ordering, resending, or omitting properly authenticated operations, so that the
views of the storage state at different clients diverge. A malicious server may
pretend to one set of clients that some operations by others simply did not
occur. In other words, freshness can be violated and the clients cannot detect
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such attacks until they communicate directly. Before we continue we define
the central attacks that may break the integrity of outsourced data through
a consistency violation that cannot be prevented by the use of cryptographic
hashes nor digital signatures.

Replay and Rollback Attacks. Two common attacks on data consistency
are replay and rollback attacks. These attacks are often confused but they are
distinct and differ as follows:

We speak of a replay attack, when a malicious server answers to a query or
read operation with authenticated data, state, or message from older version.
That is, the malicious server may replay a response from a different context,
such as a previous query request, and pretend to the client that this is the
most recent version. In other words, it returns stale data that has already
been superseded by a newer version. In the case of malicious cloud storage
service we can say that a client is a victim of a replay attack, when the client
receives properly authenticated but outdated data. Replay attacks are also a
relevant threat in cryptographic protocols [KL14, Gue16].

Rollback attacks, in contrast, do not target the clients but the remote
service itself. We extend the model from before and differentiate between an
application (i.e., cloud storage service) and the server that hosts the application.
In a rollback attack, a malicious server may revert the application state to a
prior (stale) state. The state is indeed legal and itself correct but ignores the
evolution or execution history of the state. For instance, a malicious server may
cause a cloud storage service to restore properly authenticated but outdated
state from persistent storage (e.g., disk). The service, then, replies to client
requests based on the stale state. Clients may not be able to differentiate
between a rollback attack and a replay attack in this situation. Note that a
malicious server may also try to perform a replay attack on the application,
for instance, by replaying client requests. Rollback attacks are also addressed
in the context of state continuity for trusted modules [PLD+11, SJP14] and
virtual machines [XLCZ12].

Forking Attacks. Forking attacks generalize the problems of replay and
rollback attacks in the case when multiple client interact with the cloud storage
service. In particular, forking attacks can cause that the views of the storage
state at different clients diverge.

For instance, a malicious cloud service may return stale state to a subset of
clients while other clients receive the most recent state. Or a malicious cloud
service may pretend to a client that some operations by others simply did not
occur. The problem is also particularly relevant in cryptographic online voting
and for web certificate transparency [Lau14].

With respect of these attacks what are the best guarantees one can get in
the presence of a malicious cloud service in the multi-client setting?
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Fork-linearizability. The strongest achievable notion of consistency in this
multi-client model is captured by fork-linearizability, introduced by [MS02]. A
consistency and integrity verification protocol may guarantee this notion by
adding condensed data about the causal evolution of the clients’ views into
their interaction with the server. This ensures that if the server creates only a
single discrepancy between the views of two clients, these clients may never
observe operations of each other afterwards. In other words, if the server ever
lies to some clients and these clients communicate later, they will immediately
discover the violation. Hence, with only one check they can verify a large
number of past operations.

The SUNDR system [LKMS04] pioneered fork-linearizable consistency and
demonstrated a network file system protected by a hash tree of every user’s
files. SUNDR uses an expensive protocol, requiring messages of size Ω(n2)
for n clients [CSS07]. Like other systems providing fork-linearizability, it
suffers from the inherent limitation that sometimes, even with a correct server,
clients have to block and cannot proceed with their next operation because
other clients are concurrently executing operations [CSS07].

In order to prevent blocking, FAUST [CKS11], SPORC [FZFF10], and
Venus [SCC+10] relax their guarantees to weak fork-linearizability, which
establishes consistency only eventually, after further operations occur; this
is not desirable because a client may only know later that a protocol output
was not correct. SPORC and the related Blind Stone Tablet (BST) [WSS09]
protocol shift the maintenance of state to the clients, such that the server is
merely responsible for coordination; every client holds a complete copy of the
system’s state. This contradicts the goal of outsourcing data to the cloud.
Another way to avoid blocking is explored by BST and COP [CO14]: they let
any commuting operation proceed immediately.

In Chapter 3 we will present VICOS, a verification protocol for the integrity
and consistency of cloud object storage which ensures fork-linearizability and
overcomes the limitations as mentioned here and demonstrates a complete
practical system.

2.3 Secure Services with Trusted Execution

In the previous section we discussed the impact of consistency violations on
data integrity in the case of a malicious cloud storage service. We expand
our model now to arbitrary services running in an untrusted environment and
explore the resulting integrity problems.

In particular, in this model users outsource the execution of a stateful
program to a cloud server. Users invoke operations of this program and in
return they receive a result. Normally, a correct server returns a correct result
with respect to the program logic, however, a malicious server may return any
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arbitrary value instead. How can the users be sure that they have received a
correct result?

The naive approach to verify the correctness of the result is to perform
the computation locally and check that it matches the result returned by the
server. This approach may indeed work but why would users outsource the
computation if they have to redo the work anyway? In many cases, clients may
not even be capable to perform the computation by themselves due to limited
computation or memory resources (e.g., on a mobile device). In other cases,
the application is stateful and the users may not have access to all the data
that is needed to perform the computation. For instance, the computation
could rely on a complex query operation in a database system processing large
data or other external data services.

Consequently, outsourcing a program to an untrusted environment is only
useful if the verification costs are lower than performing the computation locally.
The research area of verifiable computation [GGP10, PHGR13] addresses this
problem. In this thesis, however, we focus on an alternative approach using
hardware-aided Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) as we introduce now.

Trusted Execution to the Rescue. Trusted Execution Environments
(TEEs), such as Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [MAB+13] or ARM
TrustZone [ARM09], are expected to make a change, as this technology ad-
dresses the security issues that clients face when outsourcing services and their
data to remote locations such as the cloud. With TEEs, an application can be
shielded from the host system in a way that the application code and data can-
not be accessed nor modified from outside the TEE. That is, a malicious server
cannot tamper with the execution of the application. Attestation capabilities
enable clients to verify that an application is executed in such a protected
environment. Hence, clients can establish trust in the application execution,
particularly, that it behaves correctly. In other words, the use of TEEs promise
to solve the integrity problem as described above but also address confidential-
ity. Many cryptographic approaches, such as data masking or homomorphic
encryption, have been proposed but despite the advances in these schemes,
they still come with performance or utility penalties. Cloud providers like
Microsoft, IBM, and Google have also realized this and extend their offerings
with trusted execution support nowadays [Mic17b, IBM18a, Goo19]. In Chap-
ter 4, we provide a detailed overview of the most prominent trusted execution
technologies available as of writing and assess their security guarantees.

Intel SGX offers an instruction set extension that allows to establish trusted
execution contexts, called enclaves. These enclaves might be tailored and
comprise only a small dedicated fraction of an application [HLP+13, BWL+16]
or can contain an entire legacy application and the necessary operating system
support [BPH14, ATG+16]. Thereby, any enclave-protected data and code is
only available for computation inside the CPU, and encrypted as soon as it
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leaves the CPU package. In this way, enclave-residing data is even guarded
against unauthorized accesses by the host administrator or any other higher-
privileged software. In other words, a malicious cloud provider cannot tamper
with the execution of a program that is running inside an enclave. This
addresses the integrity problem as mentioned above.

Rollback Attacks Are Still an Issue. While SGX can be considered
as a big step forward towards trustworthy cloud computing, some attack
vectors nevertheless remain. As these enclaves are residing inside the CPU
and therefore do not have integrated persistent storage, all data that is used
during a computation originates from outside the TEE.

This leads to a similar situation as we discussed in the previous section. In
particular, in this setting, the TEE plays the role of the client accessing data
from an untrusted storage service. Using concepts (i.e., cryptographic hashes
or signatures) mentioned before, the TEE can indeed detect that only correct
data is loaded but cannot prevent to receive outdated (stale) data. In other
words, rollback and forking attacks on stateful applications that make use of
persistent storage seem to be an issue.

Whereas SGX provides mechanisms against main-memory replay attacks,
persistent storage is not under the direct control of SGX and therefore harder
to secure. The need to handle system restarts, operating system crashes, and
power outages makes a completely secure solution for state continuity difficult
to achieve [PLD+11, SJP14]. Baumann et al. [BPH14] who pioneered the
field by proposing application enclaves acknowledge this issue and suggest to
use a central external service that is contacted on every request. However,
this only delegates the problem to an external entity, demands additional
remote communication and adds another single point of failure. Strackx and
Piessens [SP16], on the other hand, proposed abstractions on top of hardware-
based trusted counters. These and similar approaches [CMSK07, LDLM09,
PLD+11, SP16] enable immediate detection of forking attacks but suffer from
bad performance, as writing and reading trusted non-volatile counters for every
request is time-consuming. We will address this in Chapter 5 and see how we
can overcome these drawbacks.



Chapter3
Integrity and Consistency

Verification for Cloud Storage

This chapter addresses the problem of integrity and consistency violations in
the case of a potentially misbehaving cloud storage service. In a setting where
multiple clients cooperate on data stored remotely, a malicious service may
corrupt data integrity through a consistency violation, such as a replay or
forking attack, as we explained in the previous chapter.

We introduce VICOS, a system to protect the integrity and consistency
for a commodity cloud object store where no trusted execution technology is
available. VICOS instantiates a novel abstract protocol, which enforces the
consistency notion of fork-linearizability and thereby enables the clients to
detect integrity and consistency violations. The protocol generalizes authen-
ticated data structures to multiple writers and supports wait-free semantics
for compatible operations. We discuss how the design of VICOS reduces the
computation and communication overhead compared to previous protocols. As
one of the major objectives of this thesis is to provide practical solutions, a pro-
totype that works with the key-value store interface of commodity cloud storage
services has been implemented, and an evaluation demonstrates its advantage
compared to existing systems. This chapter is based on material appeared in
ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security (TOPS 2017) [BCK17a].

3.1 Introduction

This chapters shows how to protect the integrity and consistency of data on an
untrusted cloud storage service accessed by multiple clients. We present VICOS,
a verification protocol for the integrity and consistency of cloud object storage.
It supports the optimal consistency notion of fork-linearizability, provides wait-
free semantics for all compatible client operations, and has smaller overhead
than previous protocols. The notion of compatible operations, as introduced
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here, generalizes the progress condition over commuting operations, which
are considered in past work. Informally, an operation o is compatible with ω
if executing o before ω does not influence the behavior of ω (that is, the
observed behavior of ω and all future operations remains after ω the same as
if o was absent). Conceptually, VICOS is based on abstract authenticated data
structures in a modular way. Moreover, it unifies the two different lines of
work on this problem so far, namely, the untrusted storage protocols [LKMS04,
CSS07, CKS11] that feature remote state and are based on vector clocks, and
the remote service verification protocols [WSS09, FZFF10, CO14], which create
local copies of the state and use hash chains. In particular, VICOS maintains
state remotely, at the server, but uses hash chains for consistency verification.
Furthermore, VICOS incurs only a constant communication overhead per
operation, independent of the number of clients, whereas FAUST [CKS11] and
Venus [SCC+10] require vector clocks of size Ω(n) with n clients.

Similar to all previous work mentioned before, VICOS targets a group
of mutually trusting clients that access an untrusted remote storage service.
Malicious clients colluding with the provider could break its guarantees. As
it seems unrealistic to extend mutual trust to all clients of a general-purpose
commercial cloud storage platform, VICOS aims at protecting relatively small
workgroups, where members trust each other, and ensures consistency among
these clients.

We have implemented and evaluated VICOS with a commodity cloud object
store; the results demonstrate that the overhead for distributed, multi-client
integrity and consistency verification is acceptable for the strong consistency
level that it provides. The overhead remains limited to about 20% for read and
write operations and the abort rate for concurrent operations is significantly
reduced compared to previous work [CO14]. VICOS protects a complete cloud
storage service (assuming it has atomic semantics), spanning many objects
and offering read, write, delete, and directory listing operations; this stands in
contrast to Venus, which only provided consistency for a single data object.
Furthermore, VICOS notifies the clients whenever the integrity or consistency
is violated but does not address recovery operations.

Furthermore, VICOS builds upon the preliminary Fork Resistance Integrity
Ensurance Data Access Protocol (FRIEDA) [Bra14] and extends and improves
it in several ways. At its core, VICOS relies on authenticated data struc-
tures [Tam03], whereas FRIEDA uses the notion of authenticated separated
execution by Cachin [Cac11]. The protocol used in VICOS also generalizes
authenticated data structures to multiple writers. VICOS supports improved
concurrency by leveraging compatible operations. This improves the through-
put compared to earlier protocols, in particular with respect to FRIEDA, which
considered the stronger notion of commutative operations. Even though, both,
VICOS and FRIEDA use a two-phase message exchange protocol, VICOS uses
a modularized approach and adds improvements in the protocol initialization.
Another major improvement over FRIEDA is its modularized protocol, which
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supports clients to go offline as this makes VICOS a practical system. Ad-
ditionally, VICOS provides a collection of extensions to improve the overall
performance, such as compressing operation lists, skipping the passive phase
for read-only operations, and tolerating client crashes. An extensive perfor-
mance evaluation shows the effect of conflicting concurrent operations, which
shows higher operation success rates of compatible operations over commuting
operations used by FRIEDA.

3.2 System Model
We consider an asynchronous distributed system with n mutually trusting
clients C1, ..., Cn and a server S. The communication between the server and
the clients is reliable and respects first-in first-out (FIFO) semantics. Clients
cannot communicate with each other. A protocol P specifies the behavior
of the clients and the server. All clients are correct and hence follow P ; in
particular, they do not crash (although crashes could be tolerated with extra
measures in the protocols). The server is either correct and follows P or
Byzantine, deviating arbitrarily from P .

The clients invoke operations of a stateful functionality F , implementing
a set of deterministic operations; F defines a response and a state change
for every operation. We use the standard notions of executions, histories,
sequential histories, real-time order, concurrency, and well-formed executions
from the literature [AW04]. In particular, every operation in an execution
is represented by an invocation event and a response event. We extend F
with a special return value abort that allows an operation to abort without
taking effect, which may be used when concurrent operations would cause it
to block [MDSS09, CO14].

3.2.1 Consistency Properties

When the server S is correct, the protocols should provide the standard notion
of linearizability [HW90] with respect to F . It requires that an execution
of operations by all clients together is equivalent to an imaginary sequential
execution of F . More precisely, for an execution to be linearizable, all invocation
and response events occuring at all clients can be permuted into one totally
ordered sequence, where (1) every operation invocation is followed immediately
by the corresponding response; (2) all operations are correct according to the
specification of F ; and (3) the operations in the sequence respect the real-time
order among operations observed in the execution.

Fork-linearizability [MS02, CSS07] relaxes this common global view and
permits that the clients observe an execution that may split into multiple
linearizable “forks,” which must never join again. More precisely, an execution
is fork-linearizable when every client observes a linearizable history (containing
all operations that the client executes itself) and for any operation observed
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by multiple clients, the history of events occurring before the operation is the
same at those clients. This implies that if the views of the execution at two
clients ever diverge, they cannot observe each other’s operations any more,
and makes it easy to spot consistency violations by the server.

Furthermore, we recall the concept of a fork-linearizable Byzantine emula-
tion [CSS07]. It requires that our protocol among the clients and the Byzantine
server satisfies two conditions: (1) When the server is correct, then the service
is linearizable; otherwise, (2) it is still fork-linearizable. Finally, our protocol
may only abort (by returning abort) if there is some reason for this; in
other words, when the clients execute operations sequentially, then no client
ever aborts its operations.

We use the concept of cryptographic hash functions and digital signatures
as defined in Chapter 2.

3.2.2 Authenticated Data Structures

This section defines the model of authenticated data structures (ADS) used here.
Authenticated data structures [NN00, MND+04, Tam03] are a well-known tool
for verifying operations and their results over data outsourced to untrusted
servers. Popular instantiations rely on Merkle hash trees or other hierarchical
authenticated search structures [GTT11, MHKS14].

We model an ADS for an arbitrary deterministic functionality F . Departing
from the literature on ADSs, we eliminate the special role of the single writer or
“source” and let any client perform update operations; likewise, we unify queries
and updates into one type of operation from a set O. Operations may contain
arguments according to F , but these are subsumed into the different o ∈ O.
The functionality specifies a state s ∈ S, which will be maintained by the
server S, starting with an initial state s0. For example, this may include all
data stored on a cloud storage service. Given s, applying an operation o of
F means to compute (s′, r) ← F (s, o), resulting in a new state s′ ∈ S and a
response r ∈ R.

Operations are triggered by the clients and executed with the help of S. In
order to verify the responses of S, a client stores an authenticator a, a short
value also called a digest. Initially, the authenticator is a special value a0.

For executing an operation o, the client asks S to run an algorithm queryF ,

(r, σo) ← queryF (s, o),

producing a response r and auxiliary data σo for o; the latter may serve as a
proof for the validity of the response. The client obtains r and σo from S and
locally performs an operation authexecF to validate the response on the basis
of the authenticator. From this the client obtains an output

(a′, σ′o, v) ← authexecF (o, a, r, σo).
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Here a′ and σ′0 are the updated authenticator and auxiliary data, respectively,
and v ∈ {false,true} denotes a Boolean verification value that tells the client
whether the response r from S is valid.

The client should then send σ′o back to S, so that the server may actually
execute o and update its state from s to s′ by running refreshF as

s′ ← refreshF (s, o, σ′o).

Note we may also consider these operations for sequences of operations.
An ADS [NN00, MND+04, Tam03] is a special case of this formalization, in

which the operations O can be partitioned into update-operations U and query-
operations Q. Update operations generate no response, i.e., F (s, u) = (s′,⊥)
for all u ∈ U and queries do not change the state, that is, F (s, q) = (s, r) for
all q ∈ Q.

Furthermore, an ADS may contain initialization and key-generation routines
and all algorithms may take public and private keys as inputs in addition.
For simplicity, and because our ADS implementations are unkeyed, we omit
them here.

An ADS satisfies correctness and security. Consider the execution of
a sequence 〈o1, . . . , om〉 of operations, F (s0, 〈o1, . . . , om〉), which means to
compute (sj , rj) ← F (sj−1, oj) for j = 1, . . . ,m. A proper authenticated
execution of 〈o1, . . . , om〉 computes the steps

(rj , σo,j) ← queryF (sj−1, oj)
(aj , σ

′
o,j , vj) ← authexecF (oj , aj−1, rj , σo,j)

sj ← refreshF (sj−1, oj , σ
′
o,j).

such that vj = true, for j = 1, . . . ,m.
An ADS is correct if the proper authenticated execution of any operation

sequence 〈o1, . . . , om〉 outputs state sm and response rm such that (sm, rm) =
F (s0, 〈o1, . . . , om〉).

Furthermore, an ADS must be secure against an adversary A that tries to
forge a response and auxiliary data that are considered valid by a client. More
precisely, A adaptively determines an operation sequence 〈o1, . . . , om〉, which is
taken through a proper authenticated execution by a challenger; at every step,
A obtains aj and σ′o,j and then determines oj+1 and whether the execution
continues. Finally, after obtaining am and sm, A outputs an operation o∗, a
response r∗, and a value σ∗o . The ADS is secure if no A succeeds in creating
o∗, r∗, s∗m, and σ∗o such that

(·, ·,true) = authexecF (o∗, am, r
∗, σ∗o)

but F (sm, o
∗) = (sm+1, rm+1) with rm+1 6= r∗. (The “don’t-care” symbol · in

the tuple indicates that only a subset of the tuple elements are needed.) In
other words, A cannot find any o∗ executed on sm and forge a response r∗
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and a proof for o∗ that is accepted by the client, unless the response is correct
according to F and r∗ = rm+1.

Note that this formalization represents an “idealized” security notion. This
model subsumes the one of [Cac11] and generalizes ADS [Tam03] to multiple
writing clients, where here the authenticator is implicitly synchronized among
the clients.

3.2.3 Compatible Operations

Our protocol takes advantage of compatible operations that permit “concurrent”
execution without compromising the goal of ensuring fork-linearizability to the
clients. We say an operation o′ is compatible with another operation o (in a
state s) if the presence of o′ before o does not influence the return value of o
(in s). Compatible operations can be executed without blocking; this improves
the throughput compared to earlier protocols, in particular with respect to
COP [CO14], which considered the stronger notion of commutative operations.

Formally, we say an operation sequence ω is compatible with an operation o
in a state s whenever the responses of o remain the same regardless of whether ω
executed before o. Hence, with

(s′, r) ← F (s, ω); (s′′, p) ← F (s′, o); and
(t′, q) ← F (s, o)

it holds p = q. Moreover, we say that ω is compatible with o if and only if ω is
compatible with o in all states s ∈ S of F . In the database literature [WV02],
our notion of compatibility is known as avoiding “write-read conflicts” or the
absence of “dirty reads.”

In algorithms we use a function compatibleF , which takes ω and o as inputs
and returns true if and only if ω and o are compatible.

Note that compatible operations are not necessarily commutative, but com-
mutative operations are always compatible. For instance, a query operation q
is compatible with an update u in any state; but when q returns data modified
by u, then q and u do not commute.

3.3 The ADS Integrity Protocol (AIP)

This section introduces the ADS integrity protocol (AIP), a generic protocol
to verify the integrity and consistency for any authenticated data structure
(ADS) operated by a remote untrusted server. AIP extends and improves upon
the commutative-operation verification protocol (COP) and its authenticated
variant (ACOP) of [CO14]. Section 3.4 shows how to instantiate AIP with an
authenticated dictionary for protecting cloud storage; the result forms the core
of VICOS.
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3.3.1 Overview

Protocol AIP adopts the structure of previous protocols for verifying the
consistency of an operation sequence executed by an untrusted server [MS02,
CO14]. In the simplest form, each client would obtain the complete history of
operations from the server S, verify everything, append its own operation, sign
the history again, and send it to S. But because this is infeasible in practice,
the history is represented compactly by a hash chain or through a vector clock.
Furthermore, since S should not block one client Ci while another, potentially
slow client Cj executes and authenticates its operation, S should respond to
Ci right away. This means Ci can only verify the history speculatively since
Cj has not yet verified and signed it. For a detailed illustration of such a
simplified protocol, see the “bare-bones protocol” of [MS02] or the “lock-step
protocol” of [CSS07].

Every client in VICOS builds a hash chain over the history of all operations
in its view. It includes the hash chain output in signed messages, which makes
it easy for other clients to detect violations of consistency by the server. The
processing of one operation in AIP is structured into an active and a passive
phase, as shown in Figure 3.1. The active phase begins when the client invokes
an operation and ends when the client completes it and outputs a response; this
takes one message roundtrip between the client and the server. Different from
past protocols, the client stays further involved with processing authentication
data for this operation during the passive phase, which is decoupled from the
execution of further operations.

Client Ci Server S

invoke

reply

commit

update-auth

commit-auth

aip-invoke

return
Active
phase

Passive
phase

Figure 3.1: ADS Integrity Protocol (AIP) message flow.

More precisely, when client Ci invokes an operation o ∈ O, it sends a
signed invoke message carrying o to the server S. The server assigns a
sequence number (t) to o and responds with a reply message containing a list
of pending operations, the response computed according to functionality F ,
an authenticator, and auxiliary data needed by the client for verification.
Operations are pending (for o) because they have been started by other clients
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and S has ordered them before o, but S has not yet finished processing them.
We distinguish between pending-other operations, invoked by other clients,
and pending-self operations, which Ci has executed before o.

After receiving the reply message, the client checks its content. If the
pending-other operations are compatible with o, then Ci verifies (informally
speaking) the pending-self operations including o with the help of the authenti-
cator. The authenticator supposedly represents the current state held by S, it
must be signed by the client whose operation produced the state and come with
a hash chain output that matches the client’s own hash chain. If these values
are correct, Ci proceeds and outputs the response immediately. Along the
way Ci verifies that all data received from S satisfies the conditions to ensure
fork-linearizability. An operation that terminates like this is called successful;
alternatively, when the pending-other operations are not compatible with o,
then o aborts. In this case, Ci returns the symbol abort. In any case, the client
subsequently commits o and sends a signed commit message to S (note that
also aborted operations are committed in that sense). This step terminates the
active phase of the operation. The client may now invoke the next operation
or retry o if it was aborted. Note that Ci outputs the response of o: this must
always be correct and consistent, i.e., respect fork-linearizability. The ordering,
on the other hand, is speculative and assumes the pending operations will be
executed and committed in this sequence.

Processing of o continues with the passive phase. Its goal is to actually
execute o on the remote state and to authenticate it within the ordering
on which Ci speculated during the active phase. Hence, at some later time,
as soon as the operation immediately preceding o in the assigned order has
terminated its own passive phase, S sends an update-auth message with
auxiliary data and the authenticator of the preceding operation to Ci. When
Ci receives this, it validates the message content, verifies the execution of o
except when o aborts, and checks that the operations which were pending for
o have actually been executed and authenticated as claimed by S in reply.
The client now computes and signs a new authenticator that it sends to S in a
commit-auth message. We say that Ci authenticates o at this time. When S
receives this message, then it applies o by executing it on the state and stores
the corresponding authenticator; this completes the passive phase of o.

Note that the server may receive commit messages in a different order
than assigned by the global sequence numbers, due to asynchrony. Still, the
authentication steps in the passive phases of the different operations must
proceed according to the assigned operation order. For this reason, the server
maintains a second sequence number (b), which indicates the last authenticated
operation that the server has applied to its state. Hence, S buffers the incoming
commit messages and runs the passive phases sequentially in the assigned order.

Every client needs to know about all operations that the server has executed
for checking consistency, and in particular for verifying update-auth messages.
Therefore, when S responds to the invocation of an operation by Ci, it includes
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in the reply message a summary (δ) of all authenticated operations that Ci

has missed since it last executed an operation. Prior to committing o, the
client verifies these signatures and thereby clears the operations. The client
also extends its hash chain with these operations.

Notation. The protocol is shown in Algorithm 1–3 and formulated reactively.
The clients and the server are state machines whose actions are triggered by
events such as receiving messages. An ordered list with elements e1, e2, . . . , ek

is denoted by E = 〈e1, e2, . . . , ek〉; the element with index j may be accessed
as E[j]. We also use maps that operate as associative arrays and store values
under unique keys. A value v is stored in a map H by assigning it to a key k,
denoted by H[k]← v; for non-assigned keys, the map returns ⊥. The symbol ‖
denotes the concatenation of bit strings. The assert statement, parameterized
by a condition, catches an error and immediately terminates the protocol when
the condition is false. Clients use this to signal that the server misbehaved.

Data Structures. This section describes the data structures maintained
by every client and by the server. For simplicity, the pseudo code does not
describe garbage collection, but we note where this is possible.

Every client Ci (Algorithm 1) stores the sequence number of its last cleared
operation in a variable c. The hash chain H represents the condensed view that
Ci has of the sequence of all operations. It is computed over the sequence of
all applied operations and the sequence of pending operations announced by S.
Formally, H is a map indexed by operation sequence number; an entry H[l]
is equal to hash(H[l − 1]‖o‖l‖j) when the l-th operation o is executed by Cj ,
with H[0] = null. Variable Z is a map that represents the status (success or
abort) of every operation, according to the result of the test for compatibility.
The client only needs the entries in H and Z with indices greater than c and
may garbage-collect older entries. Finally, Ci uses a variable u that is set to o
whenever Ci has invoked operation o but not yet completed it; otherwise u is ⊥.

The server (Algorithm 3) maintains the sequence number of the most
recently invoked operation in a counter t and that of the most recently applied
operation in b. Every invoked operation is stored in a map I and every
committed operation in a map O; both maps are indexed by sequence number.
The server only needs the entries in I with sequence numbers greater than b.
An entry in O, at a sequence number b or greater, has to be stored until
every client has committed some operation with a higher sequence number
and may be removed later. Most importantly, the server keeps the state s of
the ADS for F , which reflects all successful operations up to b. The server
also stores the signed authenticator for every operation in a map A indexed by
sequence number.
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3.3.2 The Protocol in Detail

This section describes the ADS integrity protocol (AIP) as shown in Algo-
rithm 1–3. AIP is parameterized by an ADS and a functionality F that
specifies its operations through queryF , authexecF , and refreshF . The client
invokes AIP with an ADS-operation o by calling aip-invoke(o); the protocol
completes when AIP executes return at the end of the handler for the reply
message. This ends the active phase of AIP, and the passive phase continues
asynchronously in the background.

Active phase. When client ci invokes an operation o (algorithm 1, function
aip-invoke), it computes an invoke-signature τ over o and i; this proves to
other clients that ci has invoked o. Then Ci stores o in u and sends an invoke
message with o and τ to the server.

When receiving this (Algorithm 3, upon receiving invoke), the server
increments the sequence number t, assigns it to o, and assembles the reply
message for Ci. First, S includes in δ the applied operations that Ci has missed
for clearing. Then it stores o and τ in I[t]; the value t is also called the position
of o. The pending operations ω for o are found in I[b + 1], . . . , I[t], starting
with the oldest non-applied operation, and include o. In order to compute the
response and the auxiliary data for o from the correct state, the server must
then extract the successful pending-self operations µ of Ci.

Function separate-pending, shown next, splits the pending operations into
pending-self and pending-others. This method is common to the server and
the clients.

function separate-pending(i, ω) // split ω into pending-self and pending-other ops.
µ← 〈〉 // µ holds successful pending-self ops.
γ ← 〈〉 // γ holds successful pending-other ops.
for k = 1, . . . , length(ω) do

(o′, ·, j)← ω[k]
if j = i then

if k = length(ω) ∨ status of o′ is success then // see text for getting status
µ← µ ◦ 〈o′〉

else if j 6= i then
γ ← γ ◦ 〈o′〉

return (µ, γ)

The server finds the status of a pending-self operation o′ of Ci in O[b+ k]
because Ci has already committed o′ prior to invoking o and because the
messages between Ci and S are FIFO-ordered. On the other hand, Ci retrieves
the status of o′ from Z[b+ k].

Then S computes the response r and auxiliary data σo via queryF (s, µ); the
response takes into account the state reached after the successful pending-self
operations (µ) of Ci but excludes the pending-other operations γ present in ω.
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Algorithm 1 ADS Integrity Protocol (AIP) for Client Ci

state
c ∈ N0: sequence number of last cleared operation, initially 0
H : N0 → {0, 1}∗: the hash chain, initially only H[0] = null
Z : N0 → Z: status map, initially empty
u ∈ O ∪ {⊥}: current operation or ⊥ if none, initially ⊥

function aip-invoke(o) // start processing of client operation o
u← o // client does not invoke further op. before obtaining o’s response
τ ← signi(invoke‖o‖i)
send message [invoke, o, τ, c] to S

upon receiving message [reply, δ, b, α, ω, r, σo] from S do
clear-authenticated(δ, b) // catch up on missed operations
(a, ψ, j)← α // authenticator of last operation applied by S
assert (c = 0 ∧ b = c ∧ a = ao) ∨ verifyj(ψ,auth‖b‖H[b]‖a) // verify last authenticator
check-pending(ω) // verify pending operations
(µ, γ)← separate-pending(i, ω) // µ: successful pending-self ops.; γ: pending-other ops.
t← b+ length(ω)
if compatibleF (γ, u) then

(·, ·, v)← authexecF (µ, a, r, σo) // verify the response computed by S
assert v
Z[t]← success

else
Z[t]← abort
r ← abort

φ← signi(commit‖t‖u‖i‖Z[t]‖H[t])
send message [commit, u, t, Z[t], φ] to S
u← ⊥
return r // return response of client operation o, matching aip-invoke(o)

upon receiving message [update-auth, o, r, σo, φ, q, α] from S do
assert verifyi(φ,commit‖q‖o‖i‖Z[q]‖H[q])
(a, ψ, j)← α // authenticator of last operation applied by S
assert (q = 1 ∧ c = 0 ∧ a = a0) ∨ (q > 1 ∧ verifyj(ψ,auth‖q − 1‖H[q − 1]‖a))
if Z[q] = success then

(a′, σ′o, v)← authexecF (o, a, r, σo)
assert v

else
(a′, σ′0)← (a,⊥)

ψ′ ← signi(auth‖q‖H[q]‖a′)
send message [commit-auth, a′, σ′o, ψ′] to S

The client will only execute o and output r when γ is compatible with o and,
therefore, Ci is guaranteed a view in which the operations of γ occur after o.
This will ensure fork-linearizability. The reply message to Ci also includes A[b],
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Algorithm 2 ADS Integrity Protocol (AIP) for Client Ci, continued
function extend-chain(o, l, j) // extend H with o by Cj at position l

if H[l] = ⊥ then
H[l]← hash(H[l − 1]‖o‖l‖j) // extend by one

else if H[l] 6= hash(H[l − 1]‖o‖l‖j) then // if op. already present, it must be the same
return false // server replies are inconsistent

return true

function clear-authenticated(δ, b) // verify authenticated ops. in δ and clear them
assert b = c+ length(δ)
for k = 1, . . . , length(δ) do // if δ is empty, skip the loop

(o, z, φ, j)← δ[k]
assert extend-chain(o, c+ k, j)
assert verifyj(φ,commit‖c+ k‖o‖j‖z‖H[c+ k])

c← b // all operations in δ have been cleared

function check-pending(ω)
assert length(ω) ≥ 1 // ω must contain at least the current operation (u)
for k = 1, . . . , length(ω) do

(o, τ, j)← ω[k]
assert extend-chain(o, c+ k, j)
assert verifyj(τ, invoke‖o‖j)

assert o = u ∧ j = i // variables o and j keep their values

the authenticator and auth-signature of the operation at position b. For
the very first operation (at position b = 0), the protocol uses the initial
authenticator a0 of the ADS. The client passes these values to authexecF (µ, ·)
for verifying the correctness of the response. Furthermore, the reply message
contains δ, the list of all operations that have been authenticated (each one
by the client that invoked it) and applied by S since Ci’s last operation. In
particular, when c is the sequence number from the invoke message, δ contains
the operations at sequence numbers c+ 1, . . . , b, but δ may also be empty.

After receiving the reply message from S (Algorithm 1), the client (1) pro-
cesses and clears the authenticated operations in δ, (2) verifies the pending
operations in ω, and (3) verifies that r is the correct response for o. These
steps are explained next.

For step (1), Ci first calls function clear-authenticated (Algorithm 2), which
verifies and/or extends the hash chain for every operation in δ and checks the
corresponding commit-signature. This ensures for any operation which has
been pending for Ci that the same operation was committed and authenticated
by its originator at the same position where Ci saw it. If successful, all
operations in δ are cleared and Ci’s operation counter c is advanced to the end
of δ. After executing clear-authenticated, Ci also checks the auth-signature ψ
on the authenticator a (these are in α from the reply).
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Algorithm 3 ADS Integrity Protocol (AIP) for Server S
state

t ∈ N0: sequence number of last invoked operation, initially 0
b ∈ N0: sequence number of last applied operation, initially 0
I : N→ O× {0, 1}∗ × N: invoked operations, initially empty
O : N→ O×Z × {0, 1}∗ × N: committed operations, initially empty
A : N0 → {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × N: signed authenticators, initially A[0] = (a0,⊥,⊥)
s ∈ {0, 1}∗: state of the service, initially s = s0

upon receiving message [invoke, o, τ, c] from Ci do
t← t+ 1
I[t]← (o, τ, i)
δ ← 〈O[c+ 1], . . . , O[b]〉 // operations missed by Ci; if c = b, then δ is empty
ω ← 〈I[b+ 1], I[b+ 2], . . . , I[t]〉 // all pending operations
(µ, ·)← separate-pending(i, ω)
(r, σo)← queryF (s, µ) // compute response r and auxiliary data σo for o
send message [reply, δ, b, A[b], ω, r, σo] to Ci

upon receiving message [commit, o, q, z, φ] from Ci do
O[q]← (o, z, φ, i) // buffer it until o comes up for authentication

upon O[b+ 1] 6= ⊥ ∧A[b+ 1] = ⊥ do // the next committed but not yet authenticated op.
(o, z, φ, j)← O[b+ 1]
if z = success then

(r, σo)← queryF (s, o) // compute response and auxiliary data again
else

(r, σo)← (⊥,⊥)
send message [update-auth, o, r, σo, φ, b+ 1, A[b]] to Cj

upon receiving message [commit-auth, a, σo, ψ] from Ci do
b← b+ 1
A[b]← (a, ψ, i) // store authenticator a and auth-signature ψ
(o, z, ·, ·)← O[b]
if z = success then

s← refreshF (s, o, σo) // actually apply o to the state

The client continues with step (2) in check-pending (Algorithm 2) by
verifying that the pending operations are announced correctly: for every
operation in ω, Ci verifies the invoke-signature τ and checks it against the
hash chain H. If this validation succeeds, it means the operation is consistent
with a pending operation sent previously by S. After iterating through the
pending operations, the client checks also that the last operation in ω is indeed
its own current operation o.

Subsequently (3) Ci invokes separate-pending on ω to extract µ and γ,
the pending-self and pending-other operations (see earlier). Then, Ci checks
whether γ is compatible with o (stored in u). If yes, Ci calls authexecF (µ, a, r, σo)
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for verifying that applying µ yields response r (recall that µ includes o at the
end). The goal of this step is only to check the correctness of the response, as
the other outputs of authexecF are ignored.

Finally, Ci commits o by generating a commit-signature φ over t, the
sequence number of o, its status, and its hash chain entry, sends a commit
message with all of this to S, and outputs the response r.

Passive Phase. During the passive phase, the server receives the commit
message and sends the update-auth message, the client authenticates the
operation and sends commit-auth, the server receives this and updates its
state accordingly.

More precisely, the server (Algorithm 3) stores the content of all incoming
commit messages in O and processes them in the order of their sequence
numbers, indicated by b. When an operation with sequence number b+ 1 has
been committed but not yet authenticated by the client and thus not applied
by S (Algorithm 3, upon O[b+ 1] 6= ⊥∧A[b+ 1] = ⊥), the server uses queryF

to compute the response r and auxiliary data σo from the current state s. It
sends this in an update-auth message to Ci, also including the operation at
position b (from O[b]) and its signed authenticator (taken from A[b]). These
values allow the client to verify the authenticity of the response for the operation
at position b+ 1.

When Ci receives this update-auth message for o and sequence number q
(Algorithm 1), it first validates the message contents. In particular, Ci verifies
that the authenticator a is covered by a valid auth-signature ψ by client Cj

at position q − 1, using Ci’s hash chain entry H[q − 1].
Next, if o was not aborted, i.e., Z[q] = success, the client invokes

authexecF to verify that the auxiliary data and the response are correct, and to
generate new auxiliary data s′o and a new authenticator a′, which vouches for
the correctness of the state updates induced by o. Otherwise, Ci skips this step,
as the authenticator does not change. Then Ci issues an auth-signature ψ′
and sends it back to S together with a′ and s′o in a commit-auth message.

As the last step in the passive phase, server S (Algorithm 3) receives
commit-auth, increments b, stores the signed authenticator in A[b], and if the
operation did not abort, S applies it to s through refreshF . A future reply or
update-auth message from S will contain this signed authenticator from A[b],
to reflect the current state held by S.

3.3.3 Remarks

As in BST [WSS09] and in COP [CO14], operations that do not interfere with
each other may proceed without blocking. More precisely, if some pending
operation is not compatible with the current operation, the latter is aborted
and must be retried later. Preventing clients from blocking is highly desirable
but cannot always be guaranteed without introducing aborts [CSS07]. The
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potential for blocking has led other systems, including SPORC [FZFF10] and
FAUST [CKS11], to adopt weaker and less desirable consitency guarantees
than fork-linearizability.

Obviously, it makes no sense for a client to retry its operation while the non-
compatible operation is still pending. However, the client does not know when
the contending operation commits. Additional communication between the
server and the clients could be introduced to signal this. Alternatively, the client
may employ a probabilistic waiting strategy and retry after a random delay.

In the following we assume that S is correct. The communication cost of
AIP amounts to the five messages per operation. Every client eventually learns
about all operations of all clients, as it must clear them and include them in its
hash chain. However, this occurs only when the client executes an operation
(in reply). At all other times between operations, the client may be offline
and inactive. In a system with n clients that performs h operations in total,
BST [WSS09] and COP [CO14] require Θ(nh) messages overall. AIP reduces
this cost to Θ(h) messages, which means that each client only processes a small
constant number of messages per operation.

The size of the invoke, commit, update-auth, and commit-auth mes-
sages does not depend on the number of clients and on the number operations
they execute. Note that in contrast to some earlier generic systems, such
as BST [WSS09], messages in VICOS do not include the complete state of
the service. The size of the reply message is influenced by the amount of
contention, as it contains the pending operations. If one client is slow, the
pending operations may grow with the number of further operations executed
by other clients. Note that the oldest pending operation is the one at sequence
number b+ 1; hence, all operations ordered afterwards are treated as pending,
even when they already have been committed. The reply message can easily
be compressed to constant size, however, by omitting the pending operations
that have already been sent in a previous message to the same client. See the
protocol extensions in Section 3.3.5 for further discussion.

The functionality-dependent cost, in terms of communicated state and
auxiliary data, is directly related to the ADS for F . In practice, hierarchical
authenticated search structures, such as hash trees and authenticated skip lists,
permit small authenticators and auxiliary data [CW11].

3.3.4 Correctness

We consider three cases: (1) S is correct and the clients execute operations
(1a) sequentially or (1b) concurrently; and (2) S is malicious.

In case (1a), all operations execute one after each other. When, furthermore,
the commit-auth message from a client reaches S before the next operation
is invoked, then AIP is similar to “serialized” SUNDR [LKMS04] and the
“lock-step protocol” of [Cac11]. This means that a client Ci executing an
operation o receives a reply message with all authenticated operations that
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exist in the system and only o as pending operation. Then t = b+ 1, and later
Ci commits o and authenticates o without further operations intermixed at S
nor at any client. Clearly, this execution is linearizable and satisfies the first
condition of a fork-linearizable Byzantine emulation.

In case (1b), there may exist pending-other operations, but since Ci verifies
that its own operations are compatible with them, the response value is correct.
As S is correct, the views of all clients are equal, i.e., prefixes of each other,
and this ensures linearizability.

For case (2), note that every client Ci starts to extend its view from a
cleared, authenticated operation and the corresponding signed authenticator a.
If the pending-other operations in γ are compatible with o and the response
is valid w.r.t. a (according to authexecF ), then it is safe for Ci to output the
response and thereby include it into its view. The malicious S may order the
operations in γ differently at other clients, creating a fork, but they can be
omitted from the view of Ci. The hash chain maintained by Ci contains a
condensed representation of its entire view. By using its own hash chain entry
during the verification of the commit and auth signatures of other clients, Ci

ensures that the views of these other clients are equal. Hence, whenever an
operation o appears in the views of two clients, also their views are the same
up to o. This ensures fork-linearizability.

3.3.5 Extensions

In order to keep the complexity of the protocol description for AIP at a compre-
hensible level, we present important efficiency improvements informally here.

Compressing Operation Lists. Several operation lists are sent multiple
times, such as the pending operations in the reply message. An efficient
implementation will only send the differences. Furthermore, one may remove
aborted operations from being considered as pending to speed up the processing.
Recall that an operation o remains pending until client authenticates it and
server applies it, even if o was aborted. This has the drawback that later
operations may not be compatible with o and abort unnecessarily. However,
if o was aborted, the client has signed this, and S has received the commit
message, then S can include this with the list of pending operations of a
later operation o′. The client executing o′ will take into account that o was
aborted and ignore it for determining whether o′ is compatible with the pending
operations. This reduces the likelihood of further aborts.

Batching and Delegating Operation Authentication. Recall that clients
authenticate operations in the order of the server-assigned sequence numbers.
A client Cslow may fall behind, and when faster clients execute more operations,
the number of pending operations grows continuously. This creates much
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more work for the faster clients for processing the reply message and slows
them down.

However, since all clients trust each other, another client Cfast may step in
for Cslow, handle the update-auth message, and sign the authenticator for
the operation of Cslow. Only small modifications to the data structures are
needed to accommodate this change. Ideally Cfast has more processing power
or is closer to S on the network than Cslow; this choice should be determined
heuristically based on actual performance.

Extending the above idea, S may actually batch all non-authenticated
operations when an operation from Ci commits at position q. Hence, S sends
the update-auth messages for all operations between b and q to Ci and
delegates the step of authenticating them to Ci. This works because a client
can authenticate two consecutive operations without going back to S. The
server then records the commit-auth responses from the fastest client.

Passive Phase Only for Update Operations. Recall that the operations
of F can be separated into query and update operations (Q and U , respectively).
Queries do not change the state; as is easy to see, they are compatible with
every subsequent operation. But the passive phase of AIP is only needed
for creating a new authenticator, after the state has changed. Therefore we
can eliminate the passive phase for all queries; this considerably improves the
efficiency of the protocol for read-intensive applications.

In particular, for every query o ∈ Q, the passive phase is skipped and
the verification operations are adjusted accordingly. When a client Ci has
committed a query operation, the server immediately “applies” it and does
not send an update-auth message later. For implementing this, the sever
has to maintain another variable d with the sequence number of the operation
that most recently modified the state. The reply and update-auth messages
now contain the operation O[d] that allows clients to verify the corresponding
authenticator A[d].

Tolerate Client Crashes. In order to tolerate crashes in practice, we reuse
the second extension. Since a client Cfail may crash before it finishes both
phases, the server will never receive the missing message(s) and the operation
is never authenticated. Suppose that another client Ci could detect the crash
of Cfail. Then Ci may take over for Cfail, and commit and authenticate its
operations. It is important that Cfail must not execute any operations again
later, hence the failure detection should be reliable; if Cfail may join again later,
it must be given a new identity. Group management protocols for adding and
removing clients dynamically have been discussed in the context of existing
systems, such as Venus [SCC+10] and SPORC [FZFF10].
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3.4 Verification of Integrity and Consistency of
Cloud Object Storage (VICOS)

We are now ready to introduce our main contribution, the protocol for verifying
the integrity and consistency of cloud object storage, abbreviated VICOS.
It leverages AIP from the previous section and provides a fork-linearizable
Byzantine emulation for a practical object-store service, in a manner that is
transparent to the storage provider. We first define the operations of the cloud
storage service and outline the architecture of VICOS. Next we instantiate
AIP for verifying the integrity of a simple object store and show how VICOS
extends this to practical cloud storage.

More precisely, VICOS consists of the following components as illustrated
in Figure 3.2:

1. A cloud object store (COS) with a key-value store interface, as offered by
commercial providers. It maintains the object data stored by the clients
using VICOS.

2. An AIP client and an AIP server, which implement the protocol from
the previous section for the functionality of an authenticated dictio-
nary (ADICT) and authenticate the objects at the cloud object store.
The AIP server runs remotely as a cloud service accessed by the AIP
client. This is abbreviated as AIP with ADICT.

3. The VICOS client exposes a cloud object store interface to the client
application and transparently performs integrity and consistency verifica-
tion. During each operation, the client consults the cloud object store for
the object data itself and the AIP server for integrity-specific metadata.
In particular, the ADICT in the AIP server stores the cryptographic
hash of every object.

Note that the cloud object store as well as the AIP server are in the untrusted
domain; they may, in fact, collude together against the clients.

3.4.1 Cloud Object Store (COS)

The cloud object store is modeled as a key-value store (KVS) and provides a
“simple” storage service to multiple clients. It stores a practically unbounded
number of objects in a flat namespace, where each object is an arbitrary
sequence of bytes (or a “blob,” a binary large object), identified by a unique
name or key. We assume that clients may only read and write entire objects,
in contrast to file systems, for example.

Our formal notion of a KVS internally maintains a map M that stores the
values in V under their respective keys taken from a universe K. It provides
four operations:
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Client application

VICOS client (Algorithm 5)

Cloud object store (COS)

COS client
AIP client for ADICT

(Algorithm 1–2)

VICOS serverAIP server for ADICT
(Algorithm 3)

VICOS server

Figure 3.2: Architecture of VICOS: the two untrusted components of the cloud
service are shown at the top, the trusted client is at the bottom.

1. kvs-put(k, v): Stores a value v ∈ V under key k ∈ K, that is, M [k]← v.
2. kvs-get(k): Returns the value stored under key k ∈ K, that is, M [k].
3. kvs-del(k): Deletes the value stored under key k ∈ K, that is, M [k]← ⊥.
4. kvs-list(): Returns a list of all keys for which a value is stored, that is,

the list 〈k ∈ K|M [k] 6= ⊥〉.

This API forms the core of many real-world cloud storage services, such as
Amazon S3 or OpenStack Swift. Typically there is a bound on the length of the
keys, such as a few hundred bytes, but the stored values can be much larger and
practically unbounded (up to several Gigabytes). For simplicity, we assume that
the cloud object store provides atomic semantics during concurrent access, being
aware that cloud storage systems may only be eventually consistent [BG13]
due to network partitions. Its operations are denoted by cos-put, cos-get etc.

Many practical cloud object stores support a single-level hierarchical names-
pace, formed by containers or buckets. We abstract this separation into the
keys here; however, a production-grade system would introduce this separation
again by applying the design of VICOS for every container.

3.4.2 Authenticated Dictionary (ADICT)

VICOS instantiates AIP with the functionality of a KVS that stores only short
values. We refer to it as the authenticated dictionary, denoted by ADICT, with
operations adict-put, adict-get, adict-del, and adict-list.

ADICT is a generic authenticated dictionary according to [NN00] or
[AGT01] (without support for multiple versions or “persistence,” however). It
is implemented using the tree-based approach that descends from a Merkle tree,
such as one of the schemes described by [CW11]. The dictionary must support
efficient ways to authenticate the absence of a key as well, for verifying opera-
tions that access non-existing keys. Such authenticated dictionaries support
short “proofs” for all their operations, which are generally only logarithmic
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in the number of entries stored (except for an adict-list operation, obviously).
More importantly, the query and refresh implementations for ADICT are of
similar logarithmic complexity. The extra information needed for authen-
tication is subsumed in the auxiliary data according to our ADS model of
Section 3.2.2. The operations of ADICT follow the KVS definition above and
are denoted by adict-put(k, v), adict-get(k), adict-del(k), and adict-list(). For
the integration with AIP, the operation itself and its operands are parameters
to queryADICT, authexecADICT, and refreshADICT. The resulting authenticator
is short, typically a single hash-function output.

A function compatibleADICT(µ, o) is needed for AIP to express the com-
patibility of the operations in the authenticated dictionary. The pairwise
compatibility of ADICT, between a first (pending) operation and a second
(current) operation is given by Table 3.1. For instance, adict-put followed by
adict-get for the same key or followed by adict-list are not compatible, whereas
two adict-list and adict-get operations are always compatible. The function
compatibleADICT(µ, o) extends this to a sequence µ and returns true if and
only if every operation in µ is compatible with o.
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adict-put(x, ·)
√ √

—
√ √ √

—
adict-put(y, ·)

√ √ √
—

√ √
—

adict-get(x)
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

adict-get(y)
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

adict-del(x)
√ √

—
√ √ √

—
adict-del(y)

√ √ √
—

√ √
—

adict-list()
√ √ √ √ √ √ √

Table 3.1: The compatibleADICT (·, ·) relation for ADICT and the KVS inter-
face, where x, y ∈ K denote distinct keys,

√
means compatible, and — means

not compatible.

Algorithm 4 Compatible operation implementation
function compatibleADICT(µ, u)

for o ∈ µ do
if ¬compatibleADICT (u, o) then // See Table 3.1

return false
return true
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VICOS supports the same KVS interface and inherits this notion of com-
patibility for the cloud-storage operations. For more general services like
databases, one would invoke a transaction manager here.

The advantage of considering operation compatibility over commutativity
(as used in ACOP [CO14], for instance) becomes apparent here: only 8 pairs
among the 49 cases shown are not compatible, whereas 22 among 49 cases do
not commute and would be aborted with commutativity.

3.4.3 VICOS Client Implementation

VICOS emulates the key-value store API of a cloud object store (COS) to
the client and transparently adds integrity and consistency verification. For
clarity, its operations are denoted by vicos-put, vicos-get etc. As with AIP,
consistency or data integrity violations committed by the server are detected
through assert; any failing assertion triggers an alarm. It must be followed by
a recovery action whose details go beyond the scope of this work. Analogously
to AIP, VICOS may return abort; this means that the operation was not
executed and the client should retry it.

Algorithm 5 presents the pseudo code of the VICOS client. Basically, it
protects every object in the COS by storing its cryptographic hash in the au-
thenticated dictionary (ADICT). Operations trigger corresponding operations
on COS and on ADICT, as provided by AIP for consistency enforcement.

In order to prevent race conditions, VICOS does not store an object under
its key in COS directly, but translates every object key to a unique key for
COS. Otherwise, two concurrent operations accessing the same object might
interfere with each other and leave the system in an inconsistent state. More
precisely, in a vicos-put(k, v) operation, the client chooses a nonce x (a value
guaranteed to be unique in the system, such as a random string) and stores
v in COS using cos-put(k‖x, v), under the translated key k‖x. Furthermore,
it computes h ← hash(v) and stores 〈x, h〉 in ADICT under key k. When
adict-put aborts due to concurrent operations, the client deletes v again from
COS using cos-del(k‖x).

For a vicos-get(k) operation, the client first calls adict-get(k) and re-
trieves 〈x, h〉. Unless this operation aborts, the client translates the key
and calls cos-get(k‖x) to retrieve the value v. After v has been read, the client
compares its hash value to h, asserts that they match, and then outputs v.

Without key translation, two concurrent vicos-put operations o1 and o2
writing different values to the same key k might both succeed with cos-put(k, v1)
and cos-put(k, v2), respectively, but the adict-put for o2 might abort due to
another concurrent operation. Then COS might store v2 but ADICT stores the
hash of v1 and readers would observe a false integrity violation. Thanks to key
translation, no versioning conflicts arise in the COS. Atomicity for multiple
operations on the same object key follows from the properties of AIP with the
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Algorithm 5 Implementation of VICOS at the Client.
function vicos-put(k, v)

x← a random nonce
cos-put(k‖x, v)
h← hash(v)
r ← aip-invoke(adict-put(k, 〈x, h〉))
if r = abort then // concurrent incompatible operation

cos-del(k‖x)
return r

function vicos-get(k)
r ← aip-invoke(adict-get(k))
if r = abort then // concurrent incompatible operation

return abort
〈x, h〉 ← r
v ← cos-get(k‖x)
assert hash(v) = h
return v

function vicos-del(k)
r ← aip-invoke(adict-del(k))
if r = abort then // concurrent incompatible operation

return abort
cos-del(k‖∗) // deletes all keys with prefix k
return r

function vicos-list()
r ← aip-invoke(adict-list())
if r = abort then // concurrent incompatible operation

return abort
return r

ADICT implementation. The vicos-del(k) and vicos-list() operations proceed
analogously; but the latter does not access COS.

3.4.4 Correctness

The implementation of VICOS satisfies the two properties of a fork-linearizable
Byzantine emulation. First, when S is correct, then the clients proceed with
their operations and all verification steps succeed. Hence, VICOS produces a
linearizable execution. The linearization order is established by AIP running
ADICT. Furthermore, when the clients execute sequentially, then by the
corresponding property of AIP, no client ever receives abort from ADICT.

Second, consider the case of a malicious server controlling COS and the
AIP server together. AIP ensures that the operations on ADICT (adict-
put, adict-get, etc.) are fork-linearizable according to Section 3.4. The
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implementation of ADICT follows the known approach of memory checking
with hash trees [BEG+94, NN00] and therefore authenticates the object hash
values that VICOS writes to ADICT. According to the properties of the hash
function, the object data is uniquely represented by its hash value. Since
VICOS ensures the object data written to COS or returned to the client
corresponds to the hash value stored in ADICT, it follows that all operations
of VICOS are also fork-linearizable.

3.5 Prototype

We have implemented a prototype of VICOS in Java; it consists of a client-side
library (“VICOS client”) and the server code (“VICOS server”). The system
can be integrated with applications that require cryptographic integrity and
consistency guarantees for data in untrusted cloud storage services. It is
available as open-source on GitHub1.

3.5.1 Implementation

The client-side library uses the BlobStore interface of Apache jclouds2 (Ver-
sion 2.0.0-Snapshot) for connecting to different cloud object stores. The library
supports streaming of large objects to and from COS. The server runs as a
standalone web service, communicating with the client-side library using the
Akka3 framework (Version 2.4.4).

Akka is an event-driven framework which supports the actor model [HBS73].
It fits perfectly into the system model of VICOS and allows for rapid develop-
ment. This simplifies the actual protocol implementation because of the high
level of abstraction, especially relating to network operations and concurrency.

The client library as well as the server code are implemented as actors within
the framework. Actors are independent units which can only communicate
by exchanging messages. Every actor has a mailbox that buffers all incoming
messages. By default messages are processed in FIFO order by the actor. This
allows the server protocol implementation to process all incoming messages
sequentially and execute each protocol step atomically, that is, mutually
exclusive with respect to all others. The implementation of VICOS therefore
closely follows the high-level description according to Section 3.3. Note that
this clearly limits the systems performance by not utilizing modern multi-core
architecture, on the other hand.

We developed the VICOS client library so that it may easily be integrated
into existing applications to provide integrity protection. It uses the modu-
lar approach of AIP instantiated with an ADS. A developer only needs to

1https://github.com/ibm-research/vicos
2https://jclouds.apache.org
3https://www.akka.io

https://github.com/ibm-research/vicos
https://jclouds.apache.org
https://www.akka.io
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implement the desired ADS functionality, by defining the state, operations,
and the compatibility relation of the ADS. For that reason, we have defined
two interfaces: state and operation processor. Operations are described using
Google’s Protocol Buffers4 executed by the operation processor. This modular
concept allows us to reuse and extend the core implementation of the protocol.

The VICOS prototype provides the ADICT functionality by implementing
these interfaces. For simplicity of the implementation, the current prototype
implements ADICT with a Merkle tree of depth 1. More precisely, the state is
a map supporting get, put, del and list operations, and the authenticator is the
hash computed over the map using a deterministic iterator. In a production-
ready system, this will be replaced by one of the tree-based implementations
of authenticated dictionaries mentioned in Section 3.4.2.

The ADICT operation processor provides the implementations of query,
authexec, refresh, and compatible as described in Section 3.4.2. The client
and the server protocol each contain an instance of the ADICT operation
processor. The client exposes the KVS interface of the cloud object to the
application, adding Java Exceptions for signaling integrity and consistency
violations. Furthermore, the client library is completely asynchronous and
supports processing the AIP passive phase in the background without blocking
the client process.

The cryptographic signatures can be implemented in multiple ways. Ac-
cording to the security model, all clients trust each other, the server alone may
act maliciously, and only clients issue digital signatures. Therefore, one can
also realize AIP in a simpler way with “signatures” provided by a message-
authentication code (MAC). For many applications, where strong mutual trust
exists among the clients, MACs suffice and will result in faster execution. On
the other hand, this optimization renders the system more fragile and exposes it
more easily to attacks, should S collude with a client against the other clients.

In particular, VICOS uses HMAC-SHA1 with 128-bit keys provided by the
Java Cryptography Extension as the default signature implementation. The
code also supports RSA and DSA signatures with 2048-bit keys. A user can
choose between these implementations in a configuration file.

The core implementation of VICOS consists of ∼3400 sloc, the server
part is ∼400 sloc more, whereas the client part including the integration with
the evaluation platform (see below) takes ∼800 sloc extra.

3.5.2 Practical Issues and Optimizations

Bounded Pending List. An issue that we discovered in Akka while imple-
menting VICOS is Akka’s default maximum message size of only 128 kB. In
particular, this becomes a problem in VICOS when reply messages include
a large partial state or many pending operations, such as in runs with high

4https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
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contention. The direct limitation disappears when Akka is configured to allow
larger message sizes. However, we experienced that large messages impact
the overall performance negatively. When the number of pending operations
increases, the resulting very large messages slow down the operations of VICOS.

Therefore, we implemented a way to bound the length of the pending-
operations list, that is, we introduced a maximum number of pending operations
as a configurable value and modified the protocol. When this maximum is
reached, the server buffers all new incoming requests (invoke messages) until
enough other operations have completed and the number of pending operations
goes below the limit. We tested with different maximum sizes for the pending
list from 32 up to 1024 operations, and chose a limit of 128 for the evaluations.
In particular, a reply message for a put operation containing the hash of a
10 kB data object and a single pending operation is about 380B whereas the
message size is about 19 kB with 128 pending operations.

A more robust solution for that issue would be to signal the clients to
wait before sending more requests, instead of just buffering them at the server.
Although limiting the number of pending operations under high server load
increases the latency of client requests, it also increases the overall performance
and stability of the system. In summary, we found that the benefits of this
optimization outweigh its drawbacks.

Message Delivery Order. During development we experienced a slowdown
caused by the FIFO order in which the protocol actors process the arriving
messages. Therefore, we implemented priority mailboxes for the server and
the client actor and defined a priority rule to prefer commit, update-auth,
commit-auth messages over invoke and reply messages. This has the
immediate benefit that the server processes update-auth messages and thereby
completes the passive phase of already authenticated operations before it
starts working on new invoke messages. This preference shortens the list of
pending operations directly. Certainly, this may increase the response time
for new operations again, but eventually it prevents more operations from
aborting due to conflicts under high load.

3.6 Evaluation

This section reports on performance measurements with the VICOS prototype.
They study the general overhead of integrity protection, the scalability of the
protocol, and the effect of (in-)compatible operations.
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Setting Clients VICOS server Cloud object storage Latency [ms]

Datacenter Amsterdam Amsterdam Amsterdam < 1
Wide-area Amsterdam Milan Milan ∼ 10

Table 3.2: Evaluation setting.

3.6.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments use cloud servers and an OpenStack Swift-based object storage
service5 hosted on Softlayer6 – an IBM Company.

The VICOS server runs on a dedicated “baremetal” cloud server with a
3.5GHz Intel Xeon-Haswell (E3-1270-V3-Quadcore) CPU, 8GB DDR3 RAM,
and a 1Gbps network connection. The clients run on six baremetal servers in
total, each server with 2x 2GHz Intel Xeon-SandyBridge (E5-2620-HexCore)
CPUs, 16GB DD3 RAM, and a 1Gbps network connection. All clients are
hosted in the same data center. All machines run Ubuntu 14.04-64 Linux and
Oracle Java (JRE 8, build 1.8.0_77-b03).

To simulate a realistic environment, we conduct experiments in two settings
as shown in Table 3.2. A datacenter setting, with all components in the same
data center (“Amsterdam”), and a wide-area setting, where the VICOS server
and COS are located together in one data center (“Milan”), and the clients at
a remote site (“Amsterdam”).

The datacenter setting establishes a best-case baseline due to the very low
network latencies (<1ms). This deployment is not very realistic in terms of
the security model because the clients and the storage service are co-located.

The wide-area setting exhibits a moderate network latency (round-trip
delay time of ∼20ms) between the two data centers and models the typical
case of geographically distributed clients accessing a cloud service with its
point-of-access on the same continent but in different countries.

The evaluation is driven by COSBench7 (Version 0.4.2), an extensible tool
for benchmarking cloud object stores. We have created an adapter to drive
VICOS from COSBench, as shown in Figure 3.3. COSBench uses a distributed
architecture, consisting of multiple drivers, which generate the workload and
simulate many clients invoking concurrent operations on a cloud object store,
and one controller, which controls the drivers, selects the workload parameters,
collects results, and outputs aggregated statistics. In particular, the COSBench
setup for VICOS reports the average operation latency, defined as the time
that an operation takes from invocation to completion, and the aggregated
throughput, defined as the data rate between all clients and the cloud storage
service. We present the operation latency and throughput as reported by

5https://swift.openstack.org
6https://www.softlayer.com/object-storage
7https://github.com/intel-cloud/cosbench

https://swift.openstack.org
https://www.softlayer.com/object-storage
https://github.com/intel-cloud/cosbench
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VICOS
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COSBench
driver

VICOS
client

...

COSBench
driver

VICOS
client

Cloud object store

VICOS server

Figure 3.3: The experimental setup, with one COSBench controller and many
COSBench drivers, accessing the cloud storage service through the VICOS
client.

COSBench. Every reported data point involves read and write operations
taken over a period of 30 s after a 30 s warm-up. COSBench supports a closed
system model, where clients invoke their next operations only after they have
received a response for their previous operation. We have configured COSBench
to perform a mix of 50% “read” and 50% “write” operations, implemented
by vicos-get and vicos-put, respectively. All reads and writes access different
objects (ensuring that all operations are compatible with each other), except
for the experiment in Section 3.6.2, which evaluates non-compatible operations.
In the experiments two configurations are measured:

1. The native object storage service as a baseline, with direct unprotected
access from COSBench to cloud storage, but accessing the cloud storage
through the jclouds interface; and

2. VICOS, running all operations from COSBench through jclouds and the
verification protocol.

3.6.2 Measurements

Cryptography Microbenchmark. In a first experiment we study how dif-
ferent signature implementations affect the computation and network overhead
of VICOS. We implemented digital signatures using RSA and DSA with 2048-
bit keys, and additionally HMAC-SHA1 with 128-bit keys. The cryptographic
algorithms are provided by the SunJCE version 1.8 provider.

We measured the time it takes on a client to sign and verify an invoke
message using the three signature implementations. Figure 3.4 shows that RSA
signing takes around 5ms, while verification takes around 220 µs. DSA takes
around 4ms for signing and around 1.5ms for verification, whereas HMAC
signing and verification take less than 20µs only. Additionally, the resulting
signature sizes have a direct effect on the message sizes and the network load.
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RSA signatures are 256 byte, while DSA signatures are only 40 byte. HMAC
reduces the signature size to 20 byte.

We use HMAC-SHA1 as the default implementation of signatures in the
remainder of the evaluation. Its operations are much faster than for RSA and
DSA signatures, reducing the computation overhead at the client. Moreover,
the smaller signature size of HMAC-SHA1 also reduces the network traffic.
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Figure 3.4: The average time for digital-signature operations (HMAC, RSA,
and DSA); note that the y-axis uses log-scale.

Object Size. In this experiment we study how the object size affects the
latency and the throughput of VICOS. We define a workload with a single
client executing read and write operations for objects of size 1 kB, 10 kB,
100 kB, and 1MB.

Figure 3.5 shows that the latency and throughput of VICOS behave very
similar to the native system. As expected, we observe that VICOS introduces
an overhead that incurs a small cost compared to unprotected access to storage.
In particular, for the datacenter setting, VICOS increases the latency by
an average of 16.2% for read, and 24.0% for write; it decreases throughput
by an average of 15.8% for read, and 17.7% for write. We also expect the
overhead to decrease with bigger objects. However, we could not find this
effect in the datacenter setting: here the overhead remains practically constant,
from the small to the large objects. In the wide-area setting, the overhead
is approximately the same for the smaller objects (1 kB and 10 kB), but
it indeed decreases as the object size grows and disappears at the largest
object size (1000 kB).

Interestingly, in the wide-area setting, the relative performance in terms of
throughput is reversed between read and write for 1000 kB objects. Whereas
read has lower latency and achieves better throughput than write in the
other experiments, with smaller objects, this relation is reversed in the right-
most data points of Figure 3.5. This may be caused by caching data on the
cloud object store, which improves read performance for smaller objects, but
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Figure 3.5: The effect of different object sizes: Latency and throughput of
read and write operations with one client.

disappears when larger objects are stored and accessed less frequently than in
the datacenter setting.

Number of Clients. We also study the scalability of VICOS by increasing
the number of clients. The workload uses up to 128 clients (spread uniformly
over the six client machines running one COSBench driver each), and 64 objects
with a fixed size of 10 kB. One half of the objects are designated for read
operations and the other half for write operations, respectively. This division
prevents concurrency conflicts among the client operations. As mentioned in
Section 3.5.2, we restrict the size of the pending list in the protocol to 128
operations. We do not use a large number of clients because of the underlying
assumption that clients trust each other, which might not be realistic in much
larger groups.

As Figure 3.6 shows, the native system throughput scales linearly until the
system is saturated with 64 clients in the data center setting. VICOS follows
the same behavior but reaches saturation already with 32 clients. In contrast,
in the wide-area setting, VICOS becomes saturated with 8 clients, from where
throughput remains almost constant and latency grows. No saturation is
evident with the native configuration and up to 128 clients.
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Figure 3.6: Scalability with the number of clients: Latency and throughput
of read and write operations with 10 kB objects.

The reason for the slower operation in the wide-area experiment is that
all requests of the clients are handled by the VICOS server sequentially and
thus it becomes a bottleneck of the system. Due to the higher latency in the
wide-area setting, operations remain longer in the pending queue. This means
more work for the clients and the server. Since the active and passive protocol
phases are asynchronous, clients may invoke the next operation already before
they have completed a previous operation. Hence, the server reaches the limit
of the bounded pending queue and stops processing new invoke messages until
the queue becomes available again. This also limits the throughput of VICOS.

Concurrent Operations. Finally, we investigate the effect of conflicting
concurrent operations. VICOS aborts an operation if it is not compatible with
one of the pending operations (according to Section 3.2.3). In that case the
client has to retry later. Protocols like BST [WSS09] and ACOP [CO14] are
more cautious and abort as soon as two operations do not commute, which
occurs more often. Hence, we define ACOP as our baseline for this experiment.
The implementation throws an abort exception when a conflict occurs; that
causes COSBench to report the operation as failed and to continue immediately
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with the next operation. At the end of each experiment COSBench reports
the overall operation success rate. We expect a higher success rate for VICOS
compared to ACOP as already discussed in Section 3.4.2.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of the Zipf distribution factor θ for the COSBench
object selector: Selection rate for each object with 10000 selections, 64 objects,
and varying θ.
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Figure 3.8: The effect of conflicting concurrent operations: Success rate of
read and write operations with 10 kB objects, sixteen clients, and varying Zipf
distribution factors θ.

To evaluate this behavior we created a workload with sixteen clients each
invoking read and write operations over 64 objects with a fixed size of 10 kB.
Object accesses are chosen according to “Zipf’s law”, which approximates
many types of data series found in natural and social structures. The Zipf
distribution is based on a ranking of the elements in a universe and postulates
that the frequency of any element is inversely proportional to its rank in the
frequency table. Thus, the most “popular” object will occur approximately
twice as often as the second most popular one, three times as often as the
third most popular and so on. Zipf distributions are often observed when users
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access websites [AH02], for example. Figure 3.7 shows the object access rate
using four different values for the Zipf factor θ. For θ = 0.99 the access rate
for the first object (with the biggest contention) is about 20%, and the least
often accessed object is selected only with probability about 0.3%. With θ = 0
the Zipf distribution corresponds to uniformly random access over the objects.

Since COSBench does not support Zipf distributions by default, we imple-
mented the algorithm of [GSE+94] for generating a Zipf-like access distribution,
as also used in YCSB8. With this workload we cause operations to conflict by
progressively increasing θ ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.75, 0.99}. The higher the Zipf factor θ, the
more clients concurrently access the same objects and invoke non-compatible
operations, causing aborts.

Figure 3.8 shows the operation success rates for VICOS and for ACOP, using
the four different Zipf factors. Recall from Section 3.2.3 and from Table 3.1
that a put operation in the KVS interface is always compatible with every
preceding operation and never aborts. Therefore, the write operations show
100% success rate for VICOS. For the commuting operations in ACOP, on the
other hand, writes are progressively more often aborted with increasing θ. The
behavior of reads is similar for VICOS and ACOP because preceding writes
cause aborts equally often.

The advantage of VICOS over protocols considering only operation com-
mutativity becomes evident here, in that write operations always succeed, and
overall the abort rate is significantly reduced.

Evaluation Summary. The performance evaluation shows that VICOS
achieves its goal of adding consistency and integrity protection while remaining
almost transparent to clients using cloud object stores. The cost added over the
raw performance is most visible in the datacenter setting, which is not a realistic
deployment for the intended applications. Still this overhead remains limited
to about 20% for accesses with high throughput. With many clients performing
operations concurrently, the extra cost may become noticeable (concretely,
for up to about 100 clients), and further work is needed for decreasing this.
However, recall VICOS is aimed at a group of mutually trusting clients who
collaborate on shared data stored in the cloud. It is not our goal to support the
full workload of an object-storage cluster and to achieve comparable scalability
for 1000s of clients. Furthermore, we note that the VICOS prototype is
currently a proof of concept and not product-level code.

3.7 Related Work
Many previous systems providing data integrity rely on trusted components.
Distributed file systems with cryptographic protection provide stronger notions
of integrity and consistency than given by VICOS; there are many examples

8https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB

https://github.com/brianfrankcooper/YCSB
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for this, from early research prototypes like FARSITE [ABC+02] or SiR-
iUS [GSMB03] to production file-systems today (e.g., IBM Spectrum Scale9).
However, they rely on trusted directory services for freshness. Such a trusted
coordinator is often missing or considered to be impractical. Iris [SvDJO12]
relies on a trusted gateway appliance, which mediates all requests between
the clients and the untrusted cloud storage. Several recent systems ensure
data integrity with the help of trusted hardware, such as CATS [YC07], which
offers accountability based on an immutable public publishing medium, or
A2M [CMSK07], which assumes an append-only memory. They all require some
form of global synchronization, usually done by the trusted component, for crit-
ical metadata to ensure linearizability. In the absence of such communication,
as assumed here, they cannot protect consistency and prevent replay attacks.

In CloudProof [PLM+11], an object-storage protection system with account-
able and proof-based data integrity and consistency support, clients may verify
the freshness of returned objects with the help of the data owner. Its auditing
operation works in epochs and verifies operations on one object only with a
certain probability and only at the end of an epoch. Moreover, the clients need
to communicate directly with the owner of an object for establishing integrity
and consistency.

Cryptographic integrity guarantees are of increasing interest for many
diverse domains: Verena [KFPC16], for example, is a recent enhancement
for web applications that involve database queries and updates by multiple
clients. It targets a patient database holding diagnostic data and treatment
information. In contrast to VICOS, however, it relies on a trusted server that
supplies fresh values of data objects to clients during every operation and
ensures freshness.

The remainder of this section discusses related work without trusted com-
ponents for synchronization. With only one client, the classic solution for
memory checking by [BEG+94] provides data integrity through a hash tree and
by storing its root at the client. Many systems have exemplified this approach
for remote file systems and for cloud storage (e.g., Athos [GPTT08]).

With authenticated data structures [NN00, MND+04], the single-writer,
multi-reader model of remote storage can be authenticated, assuming there
is a trusted and timely way to distribute authenticators from the writer to
all readers. In practice, this approach is often taken for software distribution,
where new releases are posted to a repository and authenticated by broadcasting
hash values of the packages over a mailing list. AIP as introduced in Section 3.3
represents one way to generalize ADS for multiple writers.

In the multi-client model, [MS02] have introduced the notion of fork-linear-
izability and implemented SUNDR [LKMS04], the first system to guarantee
fork-linearizable views to all clients. It detects integrity and consistency
violations among all clients that become aware of each other’s operations. The

9http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/storage/spectrum/scale

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/storage/spectrum/scale
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SUNDR system uses messages of size Ω(n2) for n clients [CSS07], which might
be expensive. The SUNDR prototype [LKMS04] description also claims to
handle multiple files and directory trees; however, the protocol description and
guarantees are stated informally only, so that it remains unclear whether it
achieves fork-linearizability under all circumstances.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, several systems have expanded the guarantees
of fork-linearizability to different applications [FZFF10] and improved the
general efficiency of protocols for achieving it [CSS07]. Others have explored
aborting operations [MDSS09] or introduced weak fork-linearizability in order
to avoid blocking operations. In particular, SPORC [FZFF10], FAUST [CKS11],
and Venus [SCC+10] sacrifice full linearizability to avoid aborts and blocking,
respectively, and achieve weak fork-linearizability instead. The latter is a
relaxation of fork-linearizability in which the most recent operation of a client
may violate atomicity.

The SPORC system [FZFF10] is a groupware collaboration service whose
operations may conflict with each other, but can be made to commute by
applying a specific technique called “operational transformations.” Through
this mechanism, different execution orders still converge to the same state; still
SPORC achieves only weak fork-linearizability.

Furthermore, VICOS also reduces the communication overhead compared to
past systems considerably, since SUNDR, FAUST, and Venus all use messages
of size Θ(n) or more with n clients, whereas the message size in VICOS does
not depend on n.

With a focus on high availability and scalability the Depot storage sys-
tem [MSL+11] ensures fork-causal consistency, where each client observes a
causal history of the operations in which it is involved. In the core protocol of
Depot clients periodically communicate with each other to exchange data and
consistency values; this enables Depot to join forked histories again, and to
achieve eventual consistency, which is outside the model of VICOS. Fork-causal
consistency relaxes weak fork-linearizability (and transitively also fork-linear-
izability), but appears more difficult to handle for applications than the strong
consistency provided here. Moreover, the model of Depot is complementary to
our approach and exploring the techniques of VICOS in the model of Depot
would be an interesting option.

The BST protocol [WSS09] supports an encrypted remote database hosted
by an untrusted server that is accessed by multiple clients. Its consistency check-
ing algorithm allows some commuting client operations to proceed concurrently;
COP and ACOP [CO14] extend BST and also guarantee fork-linearizability
for arbitrary services run by a Byzantine server, going beyond data storage
services, and support wait-freedom for commuting operations. VICOS builds
directly on COP, but improves the efficiency by avoiding the local state copies
at clients and by reducing the computation and communication overhead. The
main advantage is that clients can remain offline between executing operations
without stalling the protocol.
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3.8 Summary
This chapter has focused on the question of how to protect the integrity and
consistency of data outsourced to a potentially misbehaving cloud storage
service when no trusted execution technology is available. In this case, where
a group of clients cooperate on data stored remotely, a malicious service may
violate the integrity and consistency by mounting forking attacks.

We addressed this challenge by proposing VICOS, a system that enables
clients to detect integrity and consistency violations for data stored at an un-
trusted commodity cloud object store. It shows, for the first time, how to realize
multi-client integrity protection for generic functions with an authenticated
data structure (ADS). VICOS ensures the best possible consistency notion
of fork-linearizability, supports wait-free semantics for compatible operations,
and does not require any additional trusted components. As this thesis aims at
providing practical solutions, a prototype that works with the key-value store
interface of commodity cloud storage services has been implemented, and an
evaluation demonstrates that the computation and communication overhead
of VICOS remains acceptably small with moderate concurrency and increases
slightly when many clients access the same data concurrently.





Chapter4
Trusted Execution Environments

In this chapter we change the system model of the previous chapter and in-
troduce Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), which aim to protect the
confidentiality and integrity of applications when executing in potentially un-
trusted environments. As the use of TEEs seems to be an attractive alternative
to our protocol-based approach as introduced in Chapter 3, we now give a
comprehensive survey of this technology and provide an extensive description of
its security properties. We first define a set of generic security properties which
are necessary to build a Trusted Execution Environment. Depending on which
of these properties are provided, different levels of protection may be achieved.
Then, we use these properties to describe and compare, as of writing, todays
most prominent commercial available technologies, namely ARM TrustZone,
Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX), AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualiza-
tion (SEV), and IBM Secure Service Container (SSC). Our description of
the presented TEE technologies is based on publicly available documentation
and research publications and represents the state-of-the-art at the time of
writing. Before we conclude this chapter, we discuss some known attacks on
these Trusted Execution Environments and outline the associated risks.

4.1 Introduction
Trusted Execution Environments are important building blocks in the context
of modern computer security. With TEEs, an application can be shielded
from the host system in a way that the application code and data cannot
be accessed nor modified from outside the TEE. However, the concept has
already existed for decades. With their origin in the financial and the military
sector, TEEs are nowadays deployed in many different environments, such
as enterprise systems, consumer mobile devices, cloud computing, and even
commodity computer systems. TEEs are first publicly specified by the Open
Mobile Terminal Platform (OMTP) [Ope09] in 2009 and later standardized
by GlobalPlatform [Glo10] in 2011. Since 2019, the Confidential Computing
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Consortium (CCC) unites hardware vendors, cloud providers, developers, and
academics to enhance the development and adoption of trusted computing
technology under the umbrella of the Linux Foundation [The19].

In essence, a TEE provides a secure context for executing some functionality
isolated from the host environment. It is trusted in a sense that a third party
who needs to trust that the execution within the secure context satisfies certain
security guarantees. Depending on the TEE’s implementation, its functionality
can span applications from simple storage to even complex computation, while
providing different levels of protection.

Equipped with hardware- or software-based security measures, TEEs aim
to protect the confidentiality and integrity of code and data running inside the
execution context even if the entire host is compromised. That is, the host
platform (including the operating system or any other privileged software) is
considered malicious and therefore all inputs are untrusted unless they come
from a trusted (often remote) party and are protected in some sense.

These strong security guarantees are interesting for many applications
that process sensitive information, including cryptographic keys, passwords,
medical records, or classified data. In particular, financial applications often
comprise large amount of sensitive customer data, which are a valuable target
for attackers. Dishonest employees (insider attacker) or even customers may
have some incentive to compromise those systems. Hardware and software
flaws may also offer an avenue to compromise system security.

TEEs aim to protect against these security threats. The confidentiality
and integrity guarantees together with attestation capabilities make the use of
this technology particularly interesting for off-loading computation tasks to
remote locations, such as the cloud, and potentially enable new applications
that are otherwise not feasible.

Many different TEE technologies are available today, from fixed-function
devices to freely programmable TEE platforms, implemented in hardware
or software. For example, Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) [Tru11] are
dedicated microcontrollers, which can be embedded in a computer system,
providing a small set of cryptographic primitives to build secure systems. They
can be found in almost every commodity desktop and laptop system today, often
realizing the systems’s root of trust. At its core, a TPM offers a unique device
identity based on a RSA key pair fused into the chip during manufacturing.
The private key never leaves the TPM and builds the foundation to enable
additional security features, such as data binding or attestation. Furthermore,
TPMs can offer small secure storage that can be used, for instance, to store
credentials used for disk encryption, or to store software versions (e.g., a
cryptographic hash of a trusted firmware) to implement authenticated boot.

Crypto cards [DLP+01, IBM18c], also called Hardware Security Mod-
ules (HSMs), are used to outsource cryptographic operations to a tamper-
resistant coprocessor [SPW98, SW99] and securely store cryptographic ma-
terial. In contrast to TPMs, these devices are designed that every attempt
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to penetrate or tamper with the device will trigger the deletion of its storage
content. In addition to the robustness against physical attacks, crypto cards
are highly optimized for cryptographic operations and thus often not available
in commodity systems.

Modern general purpose CPU architectures extended with TEE capa-
bilities [ARM09, BW13, AMD16b, Int18a] offer enhanced security features
without additional hardware. For example, ARM TrustZone [ARM09] is
widely adopted on mobile phones and tablets, whereas Intel SGX [Int18a] and
AMD SEV [AMD16b] target traditional computer platforms. We discuss these
TEE technologies in more detail in Section 4.3.

Other proposed hardware-based and software-based TEE architectures are:
TrInc [LDLM09], SICE [ANZ11], SecureSwitch [SWZS12], OASIS [OGM+13],
TrustLite [KSSV14], Sanctum [CLD16], and TrustonIC TEE [Tru19]. For
instance, the Keystone project [Key18] adds TEE support to the RISC-V ar-
chitecture. There are also many software-based TEEs implementing a trusted
hypervisor, for instance, Overshadow [CGL+08], NOVA [SK10], Cloud Termi-
nal [MPZ+12], InkTag [HKD+13], MiniBox [LMN+14], and Sego [KDL+16].
They have in common that they isolate an application inside a virtual ma-
chine from the hypervisor. Overshadow [CGL+08], for instance, introduces
a protection layer to the application memory that transparently encrypts
and authenticates the memory content. This provides cryptographically isola-
tion among applications and prevents unauthorized access while supporting
unmodified legacy applications. However, many of these solutions, in particu-
lar Flicker [MPP+08], TrustVisor[MLQ+10], and Memoir [PLD+11] build on
TPMs as root of trust.

Even though all the mentioned TEE technologies provide similar security
features they differ in detail. In practice, this also means that each TEE comes
with its own programming model and Application Programming Interface (API).
This makes the integration a challenging task, particularly when developing
software for heterogeneous systems comprising different TEE technologies.
Asylo [Goo18] and OpenEnclave [Mic18], for instance, offer programming
frameworks which abstract the underlaying TEE technology and provide a
generic programming model. That is, TEE applications can be developed
in a uniform way and then compiled for the target TEE technology. The
Enarx project [Bur19, Ena19], in contrast, aims to provide yet another level of
abstraction by providing a deployment system to run unmodified applications
using different TEEs using WebAssembly technology. These approaches have
in common that they aim to foster the adoption of TEEs by simplifying the
development process and allowing applications to take advantage of the security
properties provided by TEEs independently from the platform.
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4.2 Generic TEE Properties
In this section we introduce a set of security properties which define a
generic TEE and are essential to execute applications securely in an isolated
environment. Data and computation confidentiality, integrity, and attestation
define the three key properties. Additionally, a set of building blocks, such
as secure cryptographic primitives, authenticated boot and storage, and de-
vice identification, are needed to implemented these key properties. Another
critical property is the trusted computing base (TCB), which defines all the
components within a TEE that are considered to be trustworthy.

Note that availability is not part of our generic TEE feature set as TEEs
typically cannot guarantee availability. In particular, the host system may start,
stop, or resume a TEE at any time or even deny the service completely (e.g.,
performing a denial-of-service (DoS) attack). A common way to overcome this
limitation is replication.

Cryptographic Primitives. A TEE provides a set of cryptographic prim-
itives which are necessary to build a secure execution environment. It has
access to a secure random number generator that allows to build cryptographic
primitives, such as key generation, encryption and digital signatures. These
and additional primitives, such as cryptographic hash functions, are also avail-
able and can be used by the software that is being executed within the TEE
through a well-defined Application programming interface (API).

A TEE also operates a cryptographic key-management infrastructure rooted
in a secret key (also called root key). This key is initially hard-coded in firmware
or fused into the hardware during manufacturing. Based on this secret a distinct
identity for the TEE can be provided by the manufacturer. This identity can be
a serial number or a public key, where the private key is kept within the TEE.
The identity can be used for authentication and TEE device identification. It
is necessary that the secret key never leaves the TEE, otherwise it may be
used to impersonate the TEE and forge execution results.

Additionally, a key derivation function (KDF) allows to produce program-
specific keys that can be used to encrypt and authenticate data in order to
stored it securely outside the TEE. It is crucial that by using this API, the
root key is never exposed to the application directly and never leaves the TEE.

Authenticated Boot. A critical ability of a TEE is authenticated boot,
which enables to verify that only genuine applications are loaded and executed
in a TEE. “Genuine” means that the code has not been tampered with and
operates precisely as intended by the developer. The TEE measures the appli-
cation code and data loaded into the TEE during launching. The measurement
is typically produced by computing a hash over the application code and data.
That is, different applications or any modification to an application result in a
different measurement (hash) value. The measurement, therefore, is used to
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identify the application running inside the TEE. Authenticated boot builds
the foundation of trusted execution, particularly it is essential to provide
computation integrity, as it enables a third party to verify that the expected
applications are running inside a TEE.

A secure boot mechanism extends authenticated boot and enforces that
only specific code and data can be launched inside the TEE. That is, if the
measurement does not match the hash of the expected application, the TEE
aborts the launching process. Note that secure boot requires that the TEE
must be known expected measurement in advance. For instance, the expected
hash can be stored initially by the manufacturer inside the TEE or is provided
together with application and digitally signed. The verification key is typically
part of a certificate chain rooted in the manufacturer’s public key.

Computation Integrity. The foundation of computation integrity is given
through an authenticated boot mechanism, which ensures that the expected
application is loaded into the TEE.

A hardware-aided access control prevents unauthorized access to the mem-
ory space of an application within a TEE, and thereby also thwarts an adversary
from altering the content. In other words, once an application has been suc-
cessfully loaded into the TEE, the code cannot be tampered with and the
intended computation is performed. However, even though the executed code
cannot be changed, the host can still influence the execution, for instance, by
pausing the execution flow at any point or by simply restarting the TEE.

Normally, the execution inside the TEE is triggered externally by some
event containing arguments which will affect the output of the computation.
However, these arguments are not protected by the TEE and further means
to sanitize the arguments before processing them are needed. Otherwise, an
application inside the TEE can be invoked with arbitrary input arguments.
The same applies for the output of an computation, once it is returned from
the TEE, its integrity cannot be guaranteed anymore. For this reason, the
cryptographic primitives provided by the TEE can be used to protect the
integrity of the inputs and outputs. For instance, cryptographic signatures
allow the application inside the TEE to verify that the inputs have not been
tampered with and originate from a trusted source. The same technique can
be applied to protect the outputs by letting the application inside the TEE
sign the outputs, thus the receiver can verify them.

Attestation. Attestation is a mechanism to prove to a third party (e.g., a
remote client) that a TEE runs a given application and is actually running on
a genuine TEE platform and therefore can be considered to be trustworthy.
The TEE produces a measurement of the code and data it is running and signs
it with respect to the TEE root of trust (e.g., manufacturer identity). Note
that this measurement cannot be altered by the application running inside
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the TEE. The third party then can verify that the measurement matches the
expected application and that it is indeed running securely inside the TEE.

There are two forms of attestation, namely, public and private verifiable
attestation. With public verifiable attestation, any third party can verify an
attestation by a TEE. In contrast, with private verifiable attestation, clients
need access to some secret information that is required to verify an attestation.
For instance, a signature verification key that identifies the TEE.

Attestation briefly works as follows: A client with prior information about
the application sends a challenge to the TEE and in return receives a cryp-
tographic proof φ that reflects the application and the underlying TEE. The
client then verifies φ and thereby becomes convinced that the TEE runs the
expected application, based on the cryptographic protocol and on its trust in
the TEE. This is vital for establishing trust in an application that is executed
in a TEE and is required prior provisioning any secrets or protected data.

Computation Confidentiality. The code and data residing in a TEE is
shielded against unauthorized access, that is, even privileged code (such as
the host operating system) cannot access the data. As mentioned before, a
hardware-based access control mechanism within the TEE prevents accessing
any memory address that belongs to the TEE from other memory regions. This
implies that the confidentiality of the application state is protected as long as
the data stays inside the TEE. In particular, through the integrity protected
it is ensured that the code running inside the TEE cannot be tampered with
in a way that the code reveals application secrets.

However, when data leaves the TEE protection through access control is
not enough. Cryptographic means such as symmetric encryption is used to
protect the confidentiality of any data that leaves the TEE. For instance, when
the TEE memory content is paged-out to untrusted memory, the application
state is persisted on disk storage, or when some computation output is returned
and transmitted over the network. Memory encryption is typically performed
by the TEE itself and thereby transparent for the application running inside
the TEE, whereas the encryption of the application state or output might
require the application logic to perform the encryption using the cryptographic
primitives provided by the TEE.

Secure Storage. The protected memory of a TEE is volatile, thus its content
is only accessible during its runtime. In other words, when a TEE stops, crashes,
or restarts, then its internal state is lost. This is not an issue for stateless
applications, but applications that maintains some state, the protected memory
content must be restored after the TEE has been restarted.

Depending on the technology, no or only very limited non-volatile memory
is available within the TEE and, therefore, the application state must be stored
securely outside the TEE on persistent storage (e.g., on disk).
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Using authenticated encryption may protect the confidentiality and in-
tegrity of the data leaving the TEE. Typically, this is achieved by using
cryptography (e.g. AES with GCM mode) based on keys specific to the code
identity running in the TEE. However, this cryptographic protection but does
not prevent rollback attacks, where an adversary may cause the TEE to recover
from stale data. To overcome this limitation, some form of non-volatile storage
is needed that can keep some version information of the state across TEE
reboots. Alternatively, a trusted third party storage may also be used to keep
this information and typically requires communication over the network.

Trusted Computing Base. The name trusted execution environment sug-
gests that it provides secure execution within its trust boundaries. Depending
on the TEE technology, the trust boundary may comprise dedicated hardware
devices or just the CPU, but typically excludes other system components, such
as the main memory or network devices.

All the hardware and software within these trust boundaries define the
trusted computing base (TCB) [LABW92] of a system. The TCB of a system
can be differentiated into infrastructure and application TCB. The infrastruc-
ture TCB comprises all components that are provided as part of the TEE
and required to make the TEE functional. The application TCB, in contrast,
contains the (software) components of the user application that is executed
inside the TEE. The application developers determine the application TCB
by composing the application whereas the infrastructure TCB is given by the
TEE vendor. The TCB is a non-functional TEE property and can be used as a
metric to assess the security of a system. It is generally accepted that a smaller
TCB improves security as chances of hardware or software flaws decrease and
thereby the attack surface is reduces [BLP76].

A common approach to minimize the TCB of software is to partitioning
the code into trusted and untrusted components [MPP+08]. In principle, the
trusted components comprise only small security critical portions of the code
and shall run inside the TEE. However, this stands in conflict with the support
of legacy software, which may not easily adopt this partitioning principle.
For this reason, systems like Haven [BPH14] and SCONE [ATG+16] have
demonstrated legacy system support by including a library OS into the TCB,
which sacrifices the small TCB principle.

Nevertheless, trusted execution relies on the TEE manufacturer as a trusted
entity. That is, users must assume that the manufacturer implements the TEE
hardware and software with regard to its specification, hence, the TEE works
as excepted, even though flaws can never be completely avoided. The Keystone
project [Key18] address this challenge by featuring an open-source hardware
solution that can be inspected by everyone and thereby reduces the the blind
trust in HW. In addition, the vendor of the software being executed within a
TEE must also be trusted, as it is also part of the TCB. In order to establish
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trust in a TEE, attestation (as described above in this section) may be used
to ensure that hardware and software stack comprise the expected TCB.

4.3 Common TEE Technologies
In this section we give an overview of the most prominent commercial TEE
technologies available today, namely, ARM TrustZone, Intel Software Guard
Extensions (SGX), AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV), and IBM Se-
cure Service Container (SSC). We briefly introduce each technology and
describe its security properties based on publicly available documentation and
research publications with respect of our generic TEE model we defined the
previous section.

4.3.1 ARM TrustZone

TrustZone is a security extension for the ARM System-on-Chip (SoC) ar-
chitecture that features a freely programmable Trusted Execution Environ-
ment (TEE) [ARM09]. ARM-based processors, for instance Qualcomm’s
Snapdragon [Qua16], are widely adopted in a majority of mobile devices, in-
cluding smart phones and tablets, where TrustZone is mostly used for Digital
Rights Management (DRM) applications. However, with the ARM64 archi-
tecture entering the server market, cloud services may also benefit from the
security guarantees provided by TrustZone. For example, AMD offers the
Opteron A1100 server platform based on ARM [amd16a] with Windows server
support [win17]. Amazon has also recently announced the Graviton proces-
sor [ama18], which aims to power workloads in Amazon’s data centers. The
Graviton is a multi-core architecture based on the ARM Cortex-A72 [ARM18].
Both, the Opteron and the Graviton support TrustZone.

TrustZone implements a secure processor mode that splits the whole hard-
ware resources, including memory and peripheral devices, into a secure world
and a normal world. A hardware-enforced access control mechanism ensures
that no components in the normal world can access resources in the secure
world. In particular, applications in the normal world cannot access the mem-
ory of applications in the secure world. This allows an application in the secure
world to process sensitive data, such as secret keys without exposing it to the
normal world. The secure world, however, can access and modify normal-world
memory and thereby enable communication between applications in the secure
and normal world via shared memory.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the high-level architecture of TrustZone, compo-
nents of the secure world (“green”) and normal world are shown above the
ARM Hardware Platform. TrustZone offers a secure world privileged vs non-
privileged mode and hence enables a trusted operating system (Secure OS) to
the applications (Trusted Applications) running inside the secure world. The
Secure OS is the counter part to the rich OS in the normal world and is used
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to communicate with the other applications in the normal world and also to
access peripheral devices such as secure storage or trusted user interfaces. A
monitor component is responsible for coordinating world switches, in particular,
it manages switching the processor registers which are needed to pause and
resume the trusted application execution. In particular, a special instruction
executed in the normal world lets the processor switch to the secure world
using the monitor component.

Normal World Secure World

Secure OS
Monitor

Trusted
App

Trusted
App

Trusted
Apps

Trusted
App

Trusted
App

Normal
Apps

Rich OS

ARM Hardware Platform

Memory Storage
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Figure 4.1: ARM TrustZone high-level architecture.

Cryptographic Primitives. TrustZone implements a set of cryptographic
primitives, which are embedded into the firmware. For instance, the authenti-
cated boot feature of TrustZone relies on a cryptographic signature protocol
(e.g., RSASSA-PSS with SHA256 depending on the implementation of the
device vendor [Qua16]) that is used to verify the integrity of all software that
is executed in the secure world.

Authenticated Boot. TrustZone supports secure boot that is responsible
to load and authenticate the Secure OS during the startup. It works as follows:
Initially, the device vendor produces a signature of a bootloader firmware and
deploys it together with the bootloader binary during manufacturing. With the
help of the corresponding verification key, the TrustZone platform can detect
whether the bootloader has been tampered with. The SoC package, for this
reason, contains a SHA256 hash of the corresponding public key of the vendor
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that is hard-coded in an One-Time-Programmable (OTP) hardware. This
prevents an attacker from replacing the verification key and thus to successfully
start an arbitrary bootloader. Note that the bootloader can be updated by
the vendor using the corresponding private key, so security fixes are possible.

The secure bootloader presents the device root of trust and allows to build
a chain of trust for all software components executed in the secure world. In
the next step the Secure OS is loaded and authenticated using the secure
bootloader.

Computation Integrity. The integrity of applications running in the secure
world is protected against unauthorized modifications using the authenticated
boot mechanism and memory access control mechanism of TrustZone. The first
is used to verify the integrity of the application code and data when it is loaded
into the secure world. The latter prevents components of the normal world
from tampering with the code and data inside the secure world at runtime.

However, these mechanisms do not prevent from any malicious modifications
caused by a defect within the secure world. For instance, software flaws in the
Secure OS or in another trusted application may be exploited to compromise
the TEE, which also may break confidentially.

Attestation. TrustZone does not include support for attestation in its core
design but following the secure boot principle, a software-based attestation
protocol can be implemented. In detail, when a trusted application image is
loaded into the secure world, the secure operating system measures the code
and data being loaded produces a signed attestation report that is sent to the
client that requested the attestation. The client can then verifies it based on a
signature that is rooted in the TEE’s chain of trust. This privately verifiable
attestation requires the client to know the corresponding signature verification
key that has been deployed with the TEE initially.

Computation Confidentiality. TrustZone provides confidentiality through
partitioning the components of the SoC package into a secure world and normal
world, where a hardware-enforced access control mechanism ensures that no
components in normal world can access resources in the secure world. For
instance, a privileged application running in the normal word cannot access
the memory content of another trusted application in the secure world.

While the isolation between normal world and secure world is in place,
TrustZone only allows a single secure world, that is, all trusted applications
share the TEE. In other words, TrustZone does not support isolated compart-
ments for each application but relies on the isolation mechanism provided by
the Secure OS. This is a major difference compared to Intel SGX or AMD SEV
as we see later. Recent work addresses this limitation and proposes an archi-
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tecture that allows to establish secure compartments for isolating applications
with TrustZone in the cloud context [BGK17].

Furthermore, TrustZone does not provide cryptographic protection of the
shared memory. However, since the memory resides within the SoC package
the memory access control mechanism in place seems sufficient.

Secure Storage. TrustZone does not provide support for secure storage but
it can be implemented through the Secure OS or the trusted applications itself
using an authenticated encryption scheme. The encrypted data can than be
stored on persistent storage. The support for secure storage is therefore vendor
depended. Note that, in order to also prevent rollback attacks on the stored
data, some version information must be maintained within the secure world.
For this reason, some non-volatile storage [Qua16] or a TPM on the SoC is
required to store this version information securely.

Trusted Computing Base. The TCB of trusted applications with Trust-
Zone comprises the SoC package and all components residing in the secure
world. In particular, the Secure OS, including the secure monitor, and all
trusted applications. This may also include peripheral devices for user input
or a TPM for secure storage. Note that all trusted applications, which are
running simultaneously in the secure world, are part of the TCB as they are
sharing the secure world. The Secure OS may provide additional support for
trusted application isolation, however, this is enforced through software and
not through the isolation capabilities provided by TrustZone.

4.3.2 Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [MAB+13] introduces support for
Trusted Execution Environments to the Intel CPU architecture. SGX enables
applications to execute certain code in a trusted execution context, also called
enclave. Enclaves isolate their code and data from external access and a
hardware enforced mechanism guarantees the confidentiality and the integrity
of an enclave even if the entire system is compromised. Moreover, the SGX
platform checks that an application has not been tampered with when loading
code and data at initialization into an enclave. SGX offers an attestation
mechanism [AGJS13] for enclaves that allows to prove to a remote third party
that an enclave runs a given application on an actual SGX platform. For
utilizing the system’s persistent storage and at the same time preserving data
confidentiality and integrity, SGX supports data sealing. It permits to unseal
data only on the same platform by the origin enclave or another enclave from
the same developer.

In the SGX programming model, applications in an enclave are considered
to be trusted whereas all other applications (even the operating system) are
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untrusted. Trust in an enclave-based application can only be established by ini-
tially performing some form of code review; and during runtime by identifying
that the expected code is being executed. Typically, those enclave applications
are small, hence, it is less likely to expose vulnerabilities and feasible to be
reviewed. Using the SGX Software Development Kit (SDK) [Int16, Int15]
enables developers to divide their applications into a trusted component (en-
clave) and untrusted component. The trusted component is signed by its
developer during the build process. For bridging the trust border between
enclaves and untrusted components, SGX provides the Enclave Description
Language (EDL) that is used by enclave developers to specify an interface
and generate “gateway” code comprising Enclave calls (ecalls) and Outside
calls (ocalls).

All software and hardware components of the SGX platform are constituted
in the SGX runtime that provides the primitives to launch, execute, and
protect enclaves; and offers additional functionality to enclaves, such as for
attestation and data sealing. In particular, the SGX runtime comprises a
set of architectural enclaves that are responsible to provide secure services
such as attestation. They include the Quoting enclave (QE), the Provisioning
enclave (PvE), and the Launching enclave (LE). The Memory Encryption
Engine (MEE), which is integrated in the CPU but we consider it here as part
of the SGX runtime, is responsible to encrypt the enclave memory and thereby
protects the code and data inside an enclave.

Additionally, the SGX runtime features (optional) support for Trusted
Monotonic Counter (TMC) and Trusted Time Services (TT), which can be
used to implement replay-protection and time-based policies for data sealing. As
these features rely on non-volatile memory to store the counter information or
the timestamps persistently, they are implemented using the Intel Management
Engine (ME). Note that not all platforms support these Trusted Platform
Service Functions [Int17].
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Figure 4.2: Software Guard Extensions (SGX) high-level architecture.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the high-level architecture of Intel SGX, showing
the separation of the system into trusted (“green”) and untrusted parts. The
trusted parts comprise the enclaves, the CPU, and the components of the SGX
runtime, whereas the rest of the hardware, the operating system and the
non-enclave application part is considered to be untrusted.

Cryptographic Primitives. Applications running inside an SGX enclave
have access to a set of cryptographic primitives, such as key generation,
encryption, and digital signatures. These primitives are available inside an
enclave through the SGX API provided by the SGX SDK.

The foundation for these primitives is a secure random number generator
that can also be accessed through the API. Both, remote attestation and data
sealing, rely on a cryptographic key-management infrastructure rooted in a
secret key fused into the CPU, which provides deterministic key-derivation
functions to an enclave. The key derivation function also takes into account
the code identity of an enclave and thereby derives unique keys for enclave
running on the same host and so is foundation for attestation and data sealing.

Authenticated Boot. SGX implements an authenticated boot mechanism,
which enforces that only genuine applications are executed in an enclave. “Gen-
uine” means that the code has not been tampered with and operates precisely
as intended by the application developer. For this reason, the enclave binary
contains an Enclave Signature (SIGSTRUCT) produced by the enclave devel-
oper that allows the SGX platform to detect whether the code of the enclave
has been tampered with. In particular, SIGSTRUCT comprises an enclave
measurement mrenclave (a cryptographic hash that identifies the code and
data), a signature over the measurement, and the enclave developer’s public
key, that serves as the identity of the enclave developer. When the enclave
binary is loaded, the CPU verifies the signature and calculates the enclave
measurement and compares it to mrenclave in SIGSTRUCT; if they match
the enclave completes its instantiation successfully.

Computation Integrity. Once the application code and data is successfully
loaded into an enclave, the computation integrity of the enclave is enforced
by the following means. First, all the enclave code and data is residing in
protected memory area that is called Enclave Page Cache (EPC) that is part
of the Processor Reserved Memory (PRM) in the main memory. The EPC is
divided into pages (4KB each) and each page can be assigned to an enclave.
The memory access controller ensures that only enclaves can access their
assigned pages. For this reason, the CPU maintains security and access control
information for every EPC page inside a hardware structure called Enclave
Page Cache Map (EPCM). It is used to enforce access-control on the enclave
pages int the EPC via address-translation. This strict access-control mechanism
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prevents tampering with the code and data of enclaves, in particular, even
privileged software such as the operating system cannot access the EPC and
direct memory access is also prevented.

However, since the main memory is not part of the CPU package and
therefore the EPC is residing outside the trust boundaries of SGX, the Memory
Controller, which is integrated in the CPU package, is extended with the
Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) [Gue16] to protect the data flow between
the CPU and PRM using cryptographically means. In particular, the MEE
encrypts and authenticates the content of the PRM per cache line. In order to
prevent replay attacks, a hash tree is maintained where the root hash is kept
inside the MEE.

Since the PRM, and therefore the EPC size, is limited, SGX allows to
move pages that are not immediately needed for the execution of an enclave to
unprotected area of the main memory. For that reason, SGX employs a special
paging mechanisms where each page is encrypted and authenticated using
Message Authentication Codes (MACs) before it leaves the EPC. To ensure
the freshness of pages evicted to main memory, SGX keeps Version Array (VA)
pages inside the EPC. When a page is loaded back, the corresponding VA is
used to ensure that only the most recent version of the page is loaded. It is
crucial that the VA pages stay inside the EPC as long as the enclave pages are
residing in main memory. However, to better use the limited EPC, VA pages
can also be evicted to main memory but it is required that at least once VA
page stays inside the EPC. This is similar to a Merkle Tree where the root
hash has to be maintained all the time.

However, SGX does not prevent a malicious host from pausing, restarting
or completely stop an enclave. In particular, the threads executing the code
inside an enclave are still controlled by the operating system.

The enclave developer is responsible to check and sanitize all inputs an
enclave receives from the untrusted environment which may lead to unexpected
behavior. Furthermore, as data integrity is only guaranteed as long data
is residing inside an enclave, all outputs produced by an enclave should be
integrity protected as well. For instance, the enclave code may explicitly sign
the output using an enclave-specific key, which is bound to the identity of an
enclave and known by the receiver of the output.

Attestation. SGX supports remote attestation [AGJS13] that demonstrates
to any third party (e.g., a remote client) that an enclave runs a given application
on a SGX-enabled platform and therefore can be considered to be trustworthy.
This is vital for establishing trust in an enclave application and is required
prior to provisioning any secrets or protected data.

The remote attestation of SGX briefly works as follows: A remote client
with prior information about mrenclave of the target enclave sends an attes-
tation challenge to the enclave host including a nonce. The SGX platform
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produces a report of the enclave that comprises some metadata including the
measurement (mrenclave) of the application code, the enclave developer (au-
thor) identity (mrsigner), the nonce, and additional user data. Note that
enclave developers may also include custom information in the report, for
instance, some information about the current state of an enclave application or
a specific identity in a form of a public key. Additionally, the report comprises
a Message Authentication Code (MAC) that is produced using a report key pro-
vided by the SGX platform. A special enclave, so called Quoting Enclave (QE),
receives the report and validates it by using the same report key. The SGX
platform enforces that only enclaves are able to retrieve this report key, thus,
are able to create and verify report structures. This MAC verification step
is also called local attestation. Note that local attestation can be performed
between any two enclaves hosted on the same platform. This is useful when an
application leverages multiple enclaves which need to interact with each other.

If the local attestation verification succeeds, the QE signs the report with a
platform specific key and replaces the MAC with the signature. SGX leverages
a group signature scheme (EPID [BL11]) that does not reveal the identity of
the platform. In other words, the signature states that some SGX platform has
produces that signature. The signed report (Quote) is sent back to the remote
client which then validates the signature (using an EPID infrastructure) and
finally checks that the Quote matches the challenge using the nonce and contains
the expected mrenclave. In particular, Intel provides a special verification
service, so-called Intel Attestation Service (IAS) as key component of its EPID
infrastructure, which is currently the standard way to verify a Quote produced
by an enclave. The client forwards the Quote to the IAS and receives a
signed statement which tells the client whether the Quote verification failed
or was successful. Alternatively, Intel recently introduced SGX Data Center
Attestation Primitives (DCAP) [Int18b], which allow to run an independent
remote attestation infrastructure.

Computation Confidentiality. The code and data of an enclave reside in
an isolated memory area called Enclave Page Cache (EPC). We have already
discussed the use of the EPC in the context of computation integrity, however,
it is also an essential component to provide computation confidentiality as we
discuss now.

The EPC is divided among all enclaves running on the system. The
memory controller, which is integrated into the CPU, enforces that enclaves
cannot access the EPC area of another enclave. This ensures that enclaves are
isolated from each other. Moreover, this access control also prevents any other
unauthorized access of that memory region, even against privileged software
or direct memory access (DMA).

As the main memory resides outside the CPU and thereby also outside the
trusted boundary of SGX, using only access control may not be sufficient to
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protect the confidentiality of an enclave against attackers with physical access.
The Memory Encryption Engine (MEE), therefore, encrypts and authenticates
the content of the EPC such that the code and data of an enclave is always
encrypted when it leaves the CPU. This protects even against hardware access
there the memory bus is probed. In other words, the data inside an enclave is
kept secretly through hardware-enforced access control and encryption.

Since SGX also supports memory paging, the confidentiality of evicted
pages must be protected as well. For this reason, SGX encrypts pages before
they are moved to unprotected main memory.

Even though the code and data residing in an enclave are protected against
unauthorized access, this holds not for the enclave binary before it is loaded
into an enclave. That is, the application logic of an enclave could be extracted
through binary inspection. For this reason, Intel suggests not to embedded any
sensitive information, such as cryptographic keys, into the enclave code [Int13]
that should remain secret. The preferred way to provision an enclave with
secrets is through a secure channel (based on attestation) from a trusted source.

Secure Storage. Since enclaves reside in a protected memory area in the
CPU, enclaves are volatile, thus, when an enclave stops, restarts, or just crashes,
its internal state is lost and cannot be recovered. SGX does not feature on-chip
secure storage, instead, it provides a sealing mechanism [Int16, Int15] to protect
application state when stored externally (e.g., on disk or network storage).
SGX’s data sealing is based on AES-GCM-128 that allows to encrypt and
authenticate data before it leaves an enclave by using a special sealing key
which is only known to the enclave that seals the data. In particular, SGX
provides two sealing modes: An enclave-based sealing that only allows the
same enclave to unseal the data; and an enclave developer-based sealing where
all enclaves, which are developed (signed) by the same developer, can unseal
the data. Note that data sealing binds the sealed data to the platform as the
sealing key is bound to the platform as well.

After an enclave restarts, it may restore its state by loading the sealed data
and decrypting it. Although the sealing mechanism protects data integrity and
confidentiality, it does not prevent rollback attacks, that is, an attacker may
cause an enclave to recover from properly sealed but stale data. For stateless
applications this may not be relevant, however, for many applications this poses
serious problems and they must be protected against it [BPH14]. In order to
overcome this issue, some version information (e.g., a simple counter) must
be stored together with the data and also kept securely inside the enclave for
later use. SGX features access to Trusted Monotonic Counters (TMCs) [Int15]
provided by the Intel Management Engine (ME) that stores the counter in
non-volatile memory. However, using TMCs in practice is challenging and
imposes practical limitations. For instance, they are not yet available on all
SGX platforms.
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Trusted Computing Base. The TCB of SGX comprises the CPU pack-
age, the Architectural enclaves (AEs), Attestation Infrastructure (IAS), and
the application running inside the enclave. Note that not all Architectural
enclaves (AEs) are always part of the TCB. In particular, the Platform Service
Enclave (PSE) is only included if the Trusted Monotonic Counters or the
Trusted Time Service are used. The Provisioning Certification Enclave (PCE)
is only included with DCAP. The Quoting Enclave (QE) on the other hand is
always part of the TCB. The SGX developer reference manual [Int16, Int15]
recommends to divide an application into trusted and untrusted components,
and only execute the trusted components inside an enclave. This approach
reduces the TCB but may also increase the application complexity. The SGX
SDK and other third party libraries which are used by the trusted components,
are also part of the TCB. Note that the code base of the SDK is mostly
available as open source and thereby easily accessible for security audits. Some
pre-built components of the SDK use optimized cryptographic primitives from
Intel Integrated Performance Primitives (IPP) but equivalent open source
alternatives are available [Int16].

4.3.3 AMD SEV

AMD has introduced Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) [AMD16b] to
its CPU architecture which provides trusted execution capabilities for se-
cure isolation of Virtual Machines (VMs) on hypervisor systems. With this
technology, AMD addresses security concerns for multi-tenancy virtualized en-
vironments (e.g., the cloud), where multiple clients run their VMs on a shared
hypervisor. In this setting, the risk of cross-VM and hypervisor-based attacks
is present. In particular, an insider attacker can easily retrieve all guest data
by directly accessing the VM memory and a malicious system administrator
can even inject arbitrary code in a guest VM. Moreover, a malicious guest VM
may exploit flaws in the hypervisor to gain access to other guest data.

Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) builds on AMD’s Secure Memory
Encryption (SME) technology, which adds a memory encryption layer to
protect against unauthorized memory access. In particular, it aims to prevent
physical attacks, where an attacker can access the machine to probe the memory
interface or freeze and steal memory DIMMs. The encryption is performed
transparently by a dedicated memory controller using an encryption engine
within the CPU package, therefore, no changes to existing applications are
needed when adopting SEV.

SEV combines SME with the virtualization feature of the AMD CPU
architecture to support full VM isolation. It protects the confidentiality of the
code and data residing in a virtual machine memory in a way that even the
higher privileged hypervisor and other guest VMs cannot access the data in
clear. The SEV Encrypted State (SEV-ES) [AMD17a] extends the protection
capabilities of SEV by also protecting the content of the CPU registers. Without
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this extension is was possible that register contents where moved in clear to
the main memory and thereby breaking the confidentiality guarantees provided
by SEV. The lately released incarnation of SEV, so called SEV Secure Nested
Paging (SNP) [AMD20] builds on top of SEV and SEV-ES and adds additional
hardware-based security mechanisms such as memory integrity protection.

Moreover, SEV provides means for authentication of the hypervisor platform
and perform attestation with guest VMs. For this reason, each platform holds
a unique signing key, which is also signed by the AMD root signing key. The
guest VM or a third party can obtain a signed statement from the platform to
verify that it is running on a SEV-enabled platform. Note that SEV does not
prevent DoS attacks against guest VMs.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the high-level architecture of AMD SEV, showing
the trusted parts (“green”) including VMs and the components for memory
encryption and key management. In particular, the memory content of each VM
is encrypted with separate encryption keys provided by the AMD Secure
Processor. It is a dedicated ARM Cortex-A4, which is integrated into the
AMD CPU package, and provides the root of trust of the platform.

Furthermore, SEV comes with built-in support for VM migration from
one host to another SEV-capable host. The core of the migration protocol
is a key exchange protocol, which is performed between the AMD Secure
Processors of the current platform and the target platform. Once both platforms
have successfully authenticated each other, the current platform sends the
corresponding encryption key using a secure communication channel (e.g.,
TLS channel) to the target platform. The hypervisor transfers the encrypted
memory to the target platform, which then uses the encryption key to resume
the VM on the new platform.

SEV provides a management interface to the hypervisor that is used to
perform VM operations, such as start, stop, snapshot, migration, and debug
a guest VM. The management interface is also responsible to interact with
the ARM Secure Processor to perform key management tasks, for instance,
creating a new encryption key when spawning a new VM.

Cryptographic Primitives. SEV relies on the AMD Secure Processor,
which is an ARM-based component integrated into the AMD CPU package, for
managing the memory encryption keys. The AMD Secure Processor creates a
128-bit key for each VM using a NIST SP800-90 compliant hardware random
number generator. The encryption engine retrieves the corresponding keys
from the AMD Secure processor and performs the memory encryption using
AES. Apparently, the encryption engine is exclusively used by the memory
controller and is not exposed to the VMs. Additionally, the AMD Secure
Processor has a unique identity key that is signed by AMD and can be used to
demonstrate that the platform is an authentic AMD platform featuring SEV.
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Figure 4.3: AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) high-level architec-
ture.

Authenticated Boot. AMD Secure Processor builds the foundation as
the root of trust [AMD18] for the authenticated boot mechanism of SEV. It
supervises the boot process of the hypervisor, including the BIOS and operating
system, and supports protection for SEV virtual machines.

The authenticated boot mechanism of SEV works as follows: Initially, a
Secure Loader (SL) is booted and validated with the help of the AMD Secure
Processor. In detail, when the AMD Secure Processor receives the SL image, it
first verifies the signature attached to the image. Next, it computes a hash of
the SL image and compares it with the hash in the signature; if the signature
is valid and the hashes match, the boot process proceeds. Note that the
AMD Secure Processor keeps the SL signature verification key that is initially
deployed during manufacturing. Once the SL is booted, it is is responsible
to verify the subsequent loading of other software components, such as the
hypervisor operating system.

The authenticated boot of a guest virtual machine works as follows: The
hypervisor loads the guest VM image from disk into the memory, which is not
encrypted at this point. The AMD Secure Processor, then, generates a fresh
encryption key for the new guest VM and loads it into the memory controller.
In order to prepare the encryption of the VMs memory and map the memory to
a specific VM, the memory controller creates an address space identifier (ASID)
that is unique for each VM. Finally, the memory controller encrypts the VM
memory with the help of the encryption engine and the hypervisor continues
to launch the virtual machine.
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Computation Integrity. SEV supports cryptographic protection through
encryption and integrity protection has only been introduced with recent
release of SEV-SNP [AMD20]. Apparently, before this release there was no
support for memory integrity protected [HB17, AMD16b, AMD17b].

The memory integrity protected relies on a Reverse Map Table (RMP) that
maintains entries for each page and indicated the ownership of the page. Only
the assigned owner (e.g., a guest VM) of a page can write to it and thereby
integrity corruptions, such as page replay/rollback attacks, are prevented
through this hardware-aided mechanism. In other words, when a program tries
to access a memory address that it does not own, the Memory Management
Unit (MMU) uses the RMP to signal a page fault to the CPU.

Attestation. Another important feature supported by SEV is attestation.
It allows to prove to VM owners that their VMs have been started correctly
on an actual SEV-enabled platform. The attestation protocol begins with
an authenticated boot sequence of a guest VM. During launching, the AMD
Secure Processor creates a measurement of the guest VM image that is being
loaded and signs the measurement using its identity key. When the guest VM
owner receives the signed measurement, it can verify that the hypervisor has
launched the expected VM image. If the attestation is successful, the guest
may continue with provisioning the guest VM with additional secrets, such disk
encryption keys or other credentials. Additionally, the identity key can also be
signed by the platform owner to demonstrate that the VM has been launched
on a machine that belongs to a specific owner, such as a cloud provider. Note
that this form of private verifiable attestation employed here is based on some
sensitive information initially supplied by the owner to the guest VM in a
so-called identity block. In order to verify an attestation produced by SEV for
a specific VM, the content of the corresponding identity block is required at
the verifier (e.g., a remote client).

Computation Confidentiality. SME provides cryptographic protection of
the VM memory through encryption. A dedicated memory controller within the
CPU package performs the encryption and decryption when data is swapped
between the main memory and the CPU page cache. In particular, the memory
controller uses AES with 128-bit keys for encryption. The encryption keys are
managed and kept secret inside the AMD Secure Processor, which generates
fresh keys with every system restart.

SME can be used in two different modes, full memory encryption and
partial memory encryption. For this reason, page tables comprise a special
flag bit that indicates whether a page is encrypted or not. With full memory
encryption the entire main memory is encrypted, whereas with partial memory
encryption, the VM operating system or the hypervisor may selectively encrypt
only a subset of the main memory. Moreover, partial memory encryption
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allows a more fine-grained encryption which can be useful, for instance, to
protect only selected applications or docker containers. Disabling encryption
for non-sensitive data may help to improve the system performance since
encryption increases memory access latency.

AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) builds on SME and uses a
key hierarchy scheme to encrypt each VM memory with a separate key. A
unique address space identifier (ASID) for each VM and the hypervisor allows
the memory controller to load the corresponding encryption keys when data is
loaded from or into the main memory. This ensures that code located in one
address space can only access data with the same ASID.

Secure Storage. Both, SME and SEV, do not provide secure storage. How-
ever, a secure storage protocol may be implemented within the guest VM
but without some secure persistent memory it may be susceptible to rollback
attacks, where an attacker may restore the guest VM with stale state.

Trusted Computing Base. The TCB of SEV comprises the CPU package,
the AMD Secure Processor, and the entire VM including the operating system
and the software stack. As SEV aims to protect entire virtual machines using
transparent memory encryption, this contradicts the small TCB approach. In
particular, commodity operating system kernels come with a large code base
comprising millions of lines of code [lin18].

4.3.4 IBM Secure Service Container

IBM Secure Service Container (SSC) provides enhanced security features
for the IBM Z and the Linux One mainframe platform [RBL+18, IBM18d,
IBM16]. Mainframes are designed for high availability and massive parallel
transaction processing targeting enterprise applications for customers from
banking, insurance, government, and health care. Those applications typically
involve highly sensitive data and need strong security means to be compliant
with customer’s security requirements. The goal of SSC is to protect against
disclosure and manipulation of customer data by anyone except for the owner
of an asset. In particular, SSC aims to reduce the risk of insider attacks. For
example, the IBM Blockchain Platform (IBP) [IBM18b] builds on SSC to
provide a high-security multi-organization business network for blockchain
applications on top of Hyperledger Fabric [MDN+18].

Similar to the TEE technologies introduced before, IBM Secure Service
Container relies on partitioning the mainframe hardware into multiple compart-
ments and restricting the access control. This mechanism enforces the isolation
of appliances running on the same system. An appliance is a specialized
container that comprises an operating system, middleware, and other software
components (e.g., user applications). An appliance is built and packaged by
an appliance vendor.
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In detail, an appliance runs in a Logical Partition (LPAR), which is a virtual
representation of the physical hardware resources of the mainframe system,
including the CPU(s), main memory, network devices, and other peripheral
devices, such as crypto cards [ACD+15]. This is similar to a virtual machine,
but in contrast, SSC leverages separation mechanisms on a hardware level
which are certified with an Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) of 5+ [RBL+18].

In other words, each appliance is associate with a partition to ensure
isolation among all appliances running on the mainframe. The hardware
resources can be configured individually for each appliance. That is, the
mainframe system administrator can provision small appliances with just a
single CPU core or more powerful appliances with many CPU cores according
to the needs of the appliance owner.

The SSC architecture ensures that all data in an appliance is kept privately
and cannot be accessed or unauthorized modified by another appliance running
on the same system. Figure 4.4 illustrated the high-level architecture of SSC,
where the mainframe hardware is partitioned into three LPARs, each hosting
an appliance containing several applications and an operating system (OS).

To ensure high availability, a watchdog component is used to collect heart-
beats from an SSC appliance; if an appliance is not responding anymore, the
watchdog terminates the appliance and restarts it automatically.

Appliances are built from a common code base, which is certified by the
appliance vendor (e.g., IBM) and thus part of the TCB. This code base includes
components such as the operating system and common software packages. IBM
offers a building and packaging toolkit for SSC appliances, which allows to
install software into existing appliances. Updating an appliance typically
results in creating a new appliance image, including the updated operating
system and software stack. Appliance images are encrypted and authenticated
at the end of the build process. When an appliance is deployed, SSC verifies
the authenticity of the image and decrypts it. This has the advantage that
an appliance image can be packaged with sensitive information, such as an
appliance identity in the form of a public/private key pair, network credentials,
or disk encryption keys. Currently, the SSC building toolkit is not yet publicly
available and only a few pre-built appliance images are available such as the
IBM Blockchain SSC [IBM18b]. One reason for that might be that SSC does
not yet support the provisioning of appliance image encryption keys, which is
needed to allow other appliance vendors than IBM.

A system administrator is responsible to perform appliance deployment and
life-cycle management tasks. The administrator has only restricted access to the
appliance through a REST interface using HTTPS. All other communication
is blocked by default, in particular, remote access is disabled to prevent a
malicious system administrator to get direct access to the appliance. Optionally,
the appliance vendor can configure which appliance services are exposed and
through which ports are explicitly blocked. This, however, requires special
care by the vendor, which is responsible to protect any kind of remote access.
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Figure 4.4: IBM Secure Service Container (SSC) high-level architecture.

Cryptographic Primitives. SSC leverages hardware-accelerated crypto-
graphic functions provided by the Z platform. A dedicated built-in processor
performs cryptographic operations and supports symmetric and asymmetric
algorithms, such as Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256), Advanced Encryption
Standard, Galois Counter Mode (AES-GCM), Elliptic Curve Digital Signa-
ture Algorithm (ECDSA) [ACD+15]. Additionally, SSC also benefits from
PKCS #11 devices, such as the 4768 crypto card [IBM18c], to generate and
store encryption keys within the secure coprocessor. In particular, the crypto
card contains a public/private key pair, where the public key is registered with
IBM. The private key never leaves the mainframe system and therefore serves
as uniques system identifier.

Authenticated Boot. A special bootloader and an installer for appliances
feature not only authenticated boot but a stronger secure-boot capability for
SSC. It supervises the launching process of an LPAR with a Linux boot volume,
containing an appliance image, from disk or over local network. During the
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secure boot process, the installer measures the appliance image by computing
a cryptographic hash and verifies that it matches the expected hash of the
correct image. For this reason, each appliance image comes with a signature
created by the appliance vendor including the expected hash.

Appliance images are encrypted and authenticated in a way that they can
only be decrypted when loaded into an LPAR. The corresponding keys are
deployed by the appliance vendor using a crypto card [IBM18c]. This means
that appliances can only run on systems which have access to the corresponding
appliance image encryption key.

Computation Integrity. The appliance integrity is protected through the
LPAR isolation and the secure boot capabilities of SSC. In particular, it
leverages separation mechanisms at a hardware level and prevents any access
to the code and data of an appliance running in SSC. When an appliance
boots, the secure boot mechanism checks the integrity of the appliance image.
If a violation is detected, the boot process is aborted. This ensures that only
unmodified appliance images are booted and thus the expected software stack
is being executed.

Attestation. Hardware-aided attestation is not yet supported by SSC. How-
ever, private verifiable attestation can be implemented on top of the secure
boot feature combined with an asymmetric key-pair embedded in an appliance
image. As the secure boot mechanism ensures that only unmodified images
are booted on an actual SSC-enabled platform, the appliance can run an attes-
tation protocol with a remote third party that knows the embedded public key
of the appliance. Alternatively, those keys for attestation can also be stored in
the crypto card [IBM18c], which can provide a unique system identifier.

Computation Confidentiality. SSC protects the confidentiality of the code
and data within an appliance through hardware isolation. SSC is a special type
of Logical Partition (LPAR) [IBM18d], which is conceptually similar to ARM
TrustZone (as discussed before in Section 4.3.1). In contrast to TrustZone,
where the hardware is divided into a secure world and normal world, with
SSC each LPAR represents a secure world. The SSC access control mechanism
even prevents privileged system administrators from accessing the content of
an appliance. That is, LPARs are completely isolated from each other. The
appliance, however, is responsible to protect all data that leaves the appliance,
for instance, when data is stored on disk or transmitted over the network.

Crash reports of an SSC appliance are protected as well. SSC generates
encrypted system logs, which can only be decrypted by the appliance owner.
This protects against attacks by a malicious system administrator which may
trigger system crashes to reveal sensitive information.
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Secure Storage. From the documentation it is not clear if SSC has built-
in support for secure storage that also protects against replay and rollback
attacks [IBM18d]. The documentation states that all the data that leaves
an SSC appliance is encrypted and authenticated on a filesystem-level by the
appliance operating system but details about rollback prevention are missing.
However, as SSC compatible systems can be extended with crypto cards, it
should be possible to store some version information for replay and rollback
prevention securely within the trust boundaries.

Trusted Computing Base. The TCB of SSC comprises the LPAR hard-
ware and firmware (e.g. the secure bootloader) and the appliance, including the
operating system and the software stack. That is, the appliance vendor (i.e.,
IBM) has the opportunity to tailor the appliance code base to the respective
use case and thereby reduce the potential attack surface.

4.4 TEE Comparison

In this section we compare the TEE technologies presented in the previous
section and highlight their main differences according to the security properties
of the generic TEE (recall Section 4.2). In particular, we compare how these
TEEs achieve different levels of isolation in terms of confidentiality and integrity.
We also analyze which building blocks (e.g., authenticated boot, secure storage,
etc.) are implemented and compare the required TCB, which defines all the
components within a TEE that are considered to be trustworthy. Table 4.1
shows a summary of the main differences.

Level of Isolation. The presented TEE technologies target different use
cases and thereby provide different levels of isolation. These levels reach
from fine-grained to coarse-grained isolation. With fine-grained isolation, only
a small fraction of the application code is running inside the TEE, whereas
coarse-grained isolation targets the protection of entire virtual machines running
unmodified applications and services.

SGX, for instance, offers isolation per enclave. An SGX application can
comprise multiple enclaves, each providing a specific functionality and they
are completely isolated from each other. In contrast, TrustZone provides a
single secure world that is shared among all the trusted applications running
on the system. There exists no cryptographic isolation between these trusted
applications. Hence, the Secure OS is responsible for to limit the memory access
control. A software bug may bypass this access control and thereby violate the
confidentiality and integrity the trusted applications. SEV goes one step further
and provides cryptographic isolation of virtual machines on a shared hypervisor.
SSC is similar to SEV but also builds on hardware partitioning (LPAR) to
provide isolation. In summary, SGX provides fine-grained isolation whereas
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TrustZone, SEV, and SSC shift towards coarse-grained isolation. Clearly,
fine-grained isolation enhances security but also increases the development
overhead when adopting the TEE technology.

Authenticated Boot. TrustZone, SGX, and SEV feature hardware-aided
authenticated boot to load and authenticate the software running inside the
TEE. SSC even supports secure boot. However, hardware vendors that
incorporate TrustZone-capable SoCs must explicitly enable this feature by
providing an authenticated/secure bootloader mechanism. For instance, it
has been reported that the processor used in the Raspberry Pi3 platform has
support for TrustZone but does not implement secure boot [op-19].

Computation Integrity. Essential for ensuring computation integrity is
an authenticated boot mechanism that enforces that only genuine application
code and data is loaded and executed in a TEE. However, once the “correct”
application is loaded, additional means are required to ensure computation
integrity while it is running in the TEE.

All TEEs provide some mechanism to protect computation integrity based
on memory integrity protected. In particular, TrustZone and SSC leverage
their access control mechanism to protect the TEE content from unauthorized
modifications during runtime. SGX, on the other hand leverages authenticated
encryption to protect the integrity of enclave pages when there are swapped-out
to main memory. This prevents an adversary to alter the content or perform
replay attacks. SEV has recently introduced memory integrity protected with
SEV-SNP [AMD20]. The MMU enforces that only the owner assigned to a
memory page can write to it. This prevents page replay/rollback attacks as
only the owner of a page (i.e., the guest VM itself) can write to this part of
the memory.

Attestation. All the presented TEE technologies support some form of
attestation and they all require the TEE vendor as root of trust. In particular,
only SGX supports a public verifiable attestation protocol that relies on a
remote attestation infrastructure which requires to contact the Intel Attestation
Service (IAS) during attestation.

The other TEEs employ private verifiable attestation protocols that re-
quire to predefine certain information that allows to identify the TEE during
attestation. TrustZone and SSC require additional hardware and software
support (e.g., TPM or crypto card) to enable attestation. SEV relies on the
AMD Secure Processor as a root of trust and requires VM owners to supply
an Identity Block to identify a guest VM during attestation.
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Computation Confidentiality. In principle, all TEEs technologies com-
pared here are offering some form of protection that provides computation
confidentiality. However, computation integrity and attestation are prereq-
uisite for computation confidentiality. For instance, SGX and SEV rely on
cryptographic mechanisms to secure the memory content and thereby prevent
unauthorized access. When the code and data residing in the CPU caches
are swapped-out to main memory, the TEE encrypts the content and even
privileged code (such as the host operating system) cannot access the TEE
data in clear. TrustZone, on the other hand does not feature cryptographic
memory protection, instead it protects the confidentiality through hardware-
aided memory access control by separating the memory into two distinct areas,
namely, a normal and a secure world. SSC follows a similar approach, where
the main memory is partitioned and associated with a particular LPAR. The
separation mechanism enforces that the content of the memory of one LPAR
cannot be accessed by another LPAR.

Furthermore, in contrast to the other TEE technologies, SSC features
encrypted appliance images, which hides the content of an appliance from the
system administrator. This, for instance, allows to deploy proprietary software
and embedded sensitive information without revealing them to the operating
host. Schuster el al. [SCF+15] have demonstrated that also other TEEs, in
particular SGX, can be extended with a secondary bootloader to load and
execute encrypted software.

Secure Storage. In addition to computation confidentiality and integrity,
secure storage is yet another TEE feature where TrustZone, SGX, SEV, and
SSC are different. For instance, SGX provides data sealing that allows to
encrypt and authenticate data before it leaves an enclave in a way that
only the an enclave (i.e., any enclave with the same MRENCLAVE or the
same MRSIGNER) on the same host can unseal the data later. TrustZone
and SEV do not provide secure storage support natively but it could be
implemented by the operating system (Secure OS) or the application itself
running inside the TEE. Additional efforts are needed to mimic the data sealing
mechanism of SGX and in particular special care is needed to persist and
protect corresponding encryption keys. In the case of SSC, the documentation
states that all data that leaves an SSC is encrypted and authenticated.

However, these data sealing mechanism seem to work nicely as long as the
TEE keeps some information about the most recent sealed data to prevent
replay and rollback attacks as we described in Chapter 2. In particular,
when a TEE context (e.g. an SGX enclave or a SEV guest VM) restarts, all
internal state (including this extra information about the most recent stored
state) is gone and the TEE cannot differentiate between stale and most recent
sealed data when restoring. To overcome this issue, SGX supports Trusted
Monotonic Counter on some SGX-capable platforms. Some TrustZone-capable
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SoC [Qua16] integrate a TPM that can be used inside the secure world to
persist some version information. The other TEE platforms apparently do not
offer any form of non-volatile storage within the trust boundaries to prevent
replay and rollback attacks on storage.

Trusted Computing Base. The trusted computing base (TCB) size of
the presented TEE technologies is a major key differentiator. As already
mentioned, SGX for instance, targets to protect only small portions of an
application, whereas SEV aims to protect entire virtual machines running
unmodified applications. In contrast to SEV, which supports commodity
operating systems, SSC currently only supports pre-built appliances that are
tested and certified by IBM. TrustZone supports Secure Applications that rely
on the Secure OS running in the secure world.

In terms of application TCB size, SGX apparently has the smallest TCB,
as it only includes the enclave application and the SGX runtime components,
whereas TrustZone, SEV, and SSC include an entire operating system and
software stack in their TCB. Note that the TCB of the Secure OS in TrustZone
may be significantly smaller than the TCB of a commodity operation system as
supported by SEV and SSC. In particular, commodity operating system
kernels come with a large code base comprising millions of lines of code [lin18],
whereas the OP-TEE Secure OS, for instance, comprises only 250k lines of
code [Lin20]. However, one could argue that the operating system is part of
the infrastructure TCB as application developers typically do not have full
control over this component.

However, they all have in common, that their infrastructure TCB includes
the TEE hardware and firmware. SGX and SEV comprise just the CPU
package, whereas SSC comprises all components of an LPAR, including CPU(s),
memory, storage, and peripheral devices.

4.5 Examples of Attacks on TEEs

Despite that the name trusted execution environment contains the word
“trusted”, also a TEE can be compromised as any other security system.
Remember the story about the Trojan horse where even an invincible victim
such as the city of Troy was conquered with a “simple” trick. In other words,
it is indisputable that total security is an illusion and there exists nothing like
a 100% secure solution. In the past, many successful attacks on TEEs have
shown evidence for that, such as the recent Foreshadow [VBMW+18] attack
on Intel SGX. This attack, for instance, exploits side effects of speculative
execution and may result in revealing sensitive information residing in an
enclave. In this section we give a brief overview of some attacks on TEEs
that demonstrate how vulnerabilities can compromise the confidentiality and
integrity of secured systems. Note that the number of attacks for each TEE
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reported here, should not be interpreted as a metric of how vulnerable a TEE
platform is.

Generally, attacks on TEEs can be divided into two categories according to
the vulnerabilities they exploit. The attacks of the first category target TEE
system components to compromise the entire system that may result in infor-
mation leakage for all TEE-based applications on the host system. The second
category relies on software bugs in the application executed by the TEE. Since
bug-free software is unlikely as decades of software development experience
have shown, particularly, with increasing code complexity, exploitable flaws in
the code are very likely to exists. Even though, the concept of a small TCB
is a step forward to less vulnerable systems, however, it is often sacrificed to
support legacy applications or to provide a generic isolation environment for
arbitrary applications.

Attacks on ARM TrustZone. Other TEE technologies are not spared
from attacks either. Cache-based side-channels are also a problem for ARM
TrustZone. For example, TruSpy [ZSS+16] exploits the cache design of Trust-
Zone. In particular, the access to secure world cache is restricted, but access
patterns are not protected. By intentionally provoking cache contention be-
tween the normal world and secure world, an attacker can trace the cache
access patterns and reconstruct sensitive information. TruSpy leverages the
prime and probe technique [OST06] and has successfully demonstrated that it
is possible to recover a full AES encryption key from secure world application.

Another attack targets the TrustZone implementation of the Qualcomm
Snapdragon SoC [Ros14]. A flaw in the Secure Monitor component of TrustZone
can be exploited to trigger an integer overflow, which enables an attacker to
write data to arbitrary memory in the secure world. This allows to inject and
execute arbitrary code in the secure world, hence, it may be used to disable
other protection mechanism or to leak sensitiveness data.

Attacks on Intel SGX. Recent work has identified several attacks than can
leak large amounts of sensitive information from an application that is running
inside an SGX enclave. Although SGX provides hardware-aided isolation of
the application that is being executed in an enclave, SGX cannot prevent
exploits caused by software bugs.

AsyncShock [WKPK16] demonstrates how synchronization bugs of a multi-
threaded application can turn into serious security vulnerabilities when using
SGX. It exploits use-after-free and time-of-check-to-time-of-use (TOCTTOU)
bugs in an enclave application and thereby allows an attacker to take over the
control flow of a victim application or to bypass access control. AsyncShock is
a good example that shows how difficult it is to write secure TEE applications
for hostile environments. Note that the exploit used here may apply also to
other TEE platforms.
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Many works have investigated attacks on SGX through side-channel attacks.
Note that Intel excludes side-channel attacks from the threat model for SGX
as they can often prevented through a larger security context where other
security measures are in place. There exists two types of side-channel attacks,
namely, cache-based and page-fault-based side-channel attacks.

Cache-based attacks [BMD+17, SWG+17] allow an attacker to monitor the
enclave cache and thereby extract memory access patterns which may result
in information leakage. In particular, researchers have demonstrated cache-
based side-channel attacks to reveal sensitive information from cryptographic
primitives and privacy-preserving algorithms (i.e., genome indexing) when
executed inside an enclave.

In contrast to cache-based side-channel attacks, page-fault-based side
channel-attacks are deterministic. Controlled-channel attacks [XCP15, CD16,
SCNS16] on SGX have shown how sensitive data created inside an enclave can
be reconstructed outside by intentionally triggering page faults and thereby
observe memory access patterns at the granularity of memory pages. For
example, security researchers were able to reconstruct a text document and
images residing in an enclave [XCP15] and extract encryption keys from
commodity implementations of cryptographic routines in OpenSSL [SCNS16].
Mitigation solutions based on transactional synchronization have been pro-
posed [SCNS16, SLKP17]. In particular, page faults within a transaction
context lead to an abort of the ongoing transaction instead of passing the
fault to the operating system (OS). This means that the malicious OS cannot
learn if a page fault has occurred. Even though security researchers have
demonstrated how effectively side-channels can be used to extract sensitive
information from an SGX enclave, Intel considers these side-channel attacks
as out of scope for SGX [Int18a].

Another exploitation technique, called Dark-ROP [LJJ+17], is based on
a memory-corruption vulnerability in the enclave application. This attack
leverages return-oriented programming (ROP) to compromise an SGX enclave
even when the enclave code is unknown (i.e., encrypted code is loaded into the
enclave) to the attacker. It is possible to disclose the enclave’s encryption keys
and generate an attestation report that passes verification successfully. Note
that this technique may also apply to other TEE platforms.

The side-channel attacks mentioned above have some limitation as they only
reveal coarse-grained page-level access patterns. In contrast, branch-prediction
side-channel attacks (i.e., branch shadowing attack [LSG+17]) target to reveal
fine-grained execution traces of an enclave application. This attack leverages
the branch history as a side-channel, which is erased when the CPU switches
the execution mode from enclave to normal.

Another severe attack on SGX uses the same vulnerability as recently
announced Meltdown [LSG+18] attack. Foreshadow [VBMW+18] exploits a
speculative execution bug in Intel’s CPU architecture that makes it possible
to extract sensitive information out of an enclave from the CPU cache. In
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particular, researchers have demonstrated how this attack can be used to
break confidentiality and integrity guarantees provided by SGX by leaking
long-term platform launch and attestation keys from the Launching enclave and
Quoting enclave. Thereby, it is possible to bypass the protection mechanism
implemented in the Launching enclave and launch arbitrary enclave code, for
instance, to circumvent application license checks. Moreover, the platform’s
private attestation keys can be used, when leaked, to forge an arbitrary
attestation, and hence, compromise the entire SGX ecosystem.

Attacks on AMD SEV. Furthermore, multiple attacks [MHHW18, HB17,
BGN+17] on AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) have been demon-
strated, which allow a malicious hypervisor to extract the full main memory
from an SEV-protected virtual machine in plaintext. They exploit the facts
that earlier generations of SEV only features memory encryption but no in-
tegrity protection. Integrity protection has been added with the most recent
generation of SEV-SNP [AMD20]. SEVered [MHHW18], for instance, shows
how to exploit page table manipulation with a remote service running in a
victim VM, to compromise data confidentiality of the entire VM encrypted
memory. The attacker may identify some memory pages of interesting content,
and then repeat requesting the remote services (e.g., a web server or SSH
service) while switching the page table mapping of the identified resources and
thereby receive data in plaintext. In other words, by requesting the remote
service, an attacker can read from the encrypted memory.

Attacks on IBM SSC. We have not seen any research reports on security
breaches on IBM Secure Service Container (SSC) yet. One reason might be
that these mainframe systems are very expensive and thus only affordable for
enterprise customers but not for the academic security research community.
Another reason may also be that they are just perfectly secure. However, there
might also exist the risk that SSC could be affected by similar attacks as we
have discussed in this section for other TEE technologies. Given the large TCB
of an SSC-protected appliance, particularly, including an operating system
and a potentially large software stack, it is probably not inevitable that some
vulnerability may be exploitable.

For example, the IBM Blockchain Platform (IBP) offers an production-
ready SSC appliance to build a Hyperledger Fabric network. Recent security
analyzes of Fabric have demonstrated how a rogue chaincode can be exploited
to establish a remote shell session with the endorsing peer [Sta18]. Even though
chaincodes are executed in a separate docker container on the endorsing peer,
this type of attack may violate the security properties given by SSC, in
particular, enable a malicious administrator to get remote access to the system.
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4.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced modern hardware-based Trusted Execution Envi-
ronments (TEEs), which provide a secure context for executing applications
isolated from the host environment. We first have introduced a set of security
properties of a generic TEE which are essential to provide trusted execution
within such a secure context. In particular, we defined computation confi-
dentiality and integrity as the pillar security properties for trusted execution
and described a set of building blocks that are necessary to achieve these
guarantees. We have used this generic TEE model to describe and compare
the most prominent TEE technologies nowadays, namely ARM TrustZone,
Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX), AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualiza-
tion (SEV), and IBM Secure Service Container (SSC). Even though these
technologies implement basic TEE functionality and provide similar security
properties they differ in detail as our comparison has shown.

Moreover, our assessment has also shown that secure storage is available
with most TEEs, however, essential system support to protect against rollback
is often missing. With TrustZone, it is the responsibility of the chip vendor
to add some non-volatile storage to the SoC that enables to keep version
information about the data stored outside the trust boundaries of the TEE.
SEV and SSC seem to address this issue not at all, even though, for SSC
one could argue that all persistent storage that is available inside an LPAR
would be sufficient to prevent rollback attacks. Only Intel SGX features access
to Trusted Monotonic Counters (TMCs) provided by the Intel Management
Engine (ME) that stores the counter in non-volatile memory. However, using
TMCs in practice is challenging and imposes practical limitations. For instance,
TMCs are well known to be slow and are not yet available on all SGX platforms.

In conclusion, TEEs can help to protect data confidentiality and integrity
but support to protect TEE-based application state against rollback attacks is
still challenging. We address this issue in the next chapter in more detail and
propose an alternative solution that overcomes the limitations mentioned here.





Chapter5
Rollback and Forking Detection

for Trusted Execution
Environments

This chapter examines the question of whether modern hardware-based Trusted
Execution Environments (TEEs) can eliminate the problem of integrity and
consistency violations for cloud services in the multi-client setting. As TEEs
aim to protect the confidentiality and the integrity of application data in
an untrusted environment, they seem to be an attractive alternative to our
protocol-based approach as proposed in Chapter 3. However, our analysis of
existing TEE technologies in the previous chapter has shown that essential
system support to protect persistent application state against rollback attacks
is often missing and existing solutions come with serious limitations.

We now address this challenge and present Lightweight Collective Mem-
ory (LCM), a distributed protocol to establish a collective memory amongst all
clients of a remote application to detect integrity and consistency violations.
LCM enables the detection of rollback attacks against the remote application,
enforces the consistency notion of fork-linearizability and notifies clients about
operation stability. The protocol exploits the Trusted Execution Environ-
ment (TEE), complements it with simple client-side operations, and maintains
only small, constant storage at the clients. This simplifies the solution com-
pared to VICOS as introduced in Chapter 3, where no TEEs were available
and the clients had to verify all operations initiated by other clients. In partic-
ular, LCM reduces the protocol complexity while achieving the same security
guarantees as VICOS. A prototype implementation of LCM demonstrates
its advantages with a key-value store application that represents a common
use-case for cloud applications. The evaluation shows that it introduces low
network and computation overhead. A preliminary version of this work was
published in the proceedings of the International Conference on Dependable
Systems and Networks (DSN 2017).
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present Lightweight Collective Memory (LCM) – a distributed
protocol to establish a collective memory amongst all clients of a remote
application to detect integrity and consistency violations. By leveraging TEEs,
such as Intel SGX, LCM keeps client interaction and service state confidential.
It ensures fork-linearizability [MS02], which denotes the strongest consistency
notion among the clients that can be achieved in the presence of rollback
attacks without direct client-to-client communication and in absence of trusted
non-volatile memory. Furthermore, LCM notifies clients about operation
stability. This criteria refers to stable operations where a client can be sure
that its request has been acknowledged by a designated number of other clients.
A typical size would be the majority of clients. Finally, compared to previous
approaches [LDLM09, TVE13] that rely on trusted counters, applications
secured by LCM can be migrated across physical TEEs and maintain their
capability to detect rollback attacks and to enforce fork-linearizability.

We implemented LCM as a Java and C++ framework and demonstrate its
advantage by securing a key-value store. We evaluated the performance of the
prototype by using the YCSB benchmark and compare with native execution
and SGX-secured approaches. It turns out that a SGX-secured key-value store
achieves 42% – 78% performance of unprotected native execution. However,
the performance of LCM is 72% – 98% of the SGX-secured key-value store
throughput, while on top enabling rollback and forking detection.

5.2 Problem Description

5.2.1 System Model

Similar to the system model in Chapter 3, we consider an asynchronous
distributed system with n clients C1, ..., Cn and a server S, but additionally
here, the server contains a trusted execution environment (TEE), which hosts
a trusted execution context T ; this is an isolated, protected container that runs
an application protocol and is trusted by the clients. A protocol P specifies
the behavior of the clients, the server S, and the trusted execution context T .
All clients are correct, follow P , and mutually trust each other; clients and
the server may crash but are able to recover with the help of stable storage,
which they can access through load and store operations. In contrast, T is
correct but runs under the control of S as explained in detail later; T does not
have direct access to stable storage and may lose its state. The server is either
correct and follows P or is Byzantine, deviating arbitrarily from P .

The clients and T interact by exchanging messages as specified by P . They
communicate indirectly through the server which should forward messages
among them. If S is correct, then their communication is reliable and respects
first-in first-out (FIFO) semantics; otherwise, S may arbitrarily interfere
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Figure 5.1: System model comprising trusted clients, a potentially misbehaving
server S that hosts a trusted execution context T .

with their messages. Clients have limited communication capabilities beyond
this and do not interact with each other normally. The clients invoke a
stateful application functionality F , which provides a set of operations; F
defines a response and a state change for every operation. The operations
are executed by T inside the TEE and, therefore, the state of F is protected
from a potentially malicious S. We use the standard notions of executions,
histories, sequential histories, real-time order, concurrency, and well-formed
executions from the distributed-computing literature [AW04]. In particular,
every operation execution is represented by an invocation event and a response
event. An operation is called complete when a client receives a response event.
Two operations are concurrent if the invocation event of one of them occurs
before the other operation is complete.

5.2.2 Trusted Execution Context

A TEE provides a secure context for executing applications, isolated from
the server that hosts the TEE. It protects the confidentiality and integrity of
code and data for the application running inside the execution context. More
specifically, a trusted execution context T is instantiated with a protocol P ,
which defines the program code executed by T . After server S has created
some T , S may start, stop, and restart T at its discretion. Once T has been
created, P running within T cannot be modified anymore nor may any other
protocol P ′ be executed in T . The server may also create and run multiple
instances of T concurrently. The time between starting and stopping of T is
called an epoch. The entire lifetime of a trusted execution context can span
multiple epochs. That is, once T has been instantiated, it may be restarted
again to continue running P .

The TEE provides access to a secure random number generator that allows
to build cryptographic primitives, such as key generation, encryption and digital
signatures. The TEE operates a cryptographic key-management infrastructure
rooted in a secret key protected by the TEE, which may provide a program-
specific key to a trusted execution context. That is, a function get-keyT,P is
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available to T when it executes protocol P and returns a secret key k that
is specific to P and the TEE. Another T ′, which is also instantiated with P ,
obtains the same k, but any T running P ′ 6= P or any other TEE obtains a
key different from k.

The clients can verify that a trusted execution context has been instantiated
with a certain protocol P and that P is indeed running inside the TEE. This
is essential for the assumption that T is trusted. For this purpose clients
leverage a procedure called remote attestation [AGJS13]. In short, a client
with prior information about P sends a challenge to T and in return receives a
cryptographic proof φ that reflects P and the underlying TEE. The client then
verifies φ and becomes convinced that T runs P , based on the cryptographic
protocol and on its trust in the TEE.

Furthermore, T is equipped with a small protected memory area M that
can only be accessed by T . It holds the execution-specific state as defined
by P . Neither the server nor any other trusted execution context can access or
modify M . The protected memory is volatile, thus M is only accessible within
an epoch of T . In other words, when T stops, crashes, or restarts, then M is
lost. This is not an issue for stateless protocols, but services without state are
generally not very useful; in realistic applications, where the server maintains
some state, M must be restored after T has been restarted. For this reason M
is stored externally on stable storage using load and store, so that T can access
state from another epoch.

5.2.3 Threats

Normally server S is correct, but it may become malicious and behave in-
correctly, when corrupted by an attacker or affected by a software bug. A
malicious server has full control over the operating system, applications, and
the data residing in memory and stable storage, but it cannot tamper with
code and data in the trusted execution context. This means T is correct and
follows P even though S is malicious.

However, S controls every interaction of T with the environment. A
malicious server may intercept, modify, reorder, discard, or replay messages to
and from T . Although some of those attacks can be prevented by establishing
a secure channel between a client and T , a malicious S may simply discard
their messages; such a denial-of-service (DoS) attack is outside the scope of
this work, however.

The trusted execution context must consider anything that it receives as
untrusted. In particular, this holds when T accesses the stable storage through
load and store, in order to persist its state M . With a correct S, load always
returns the state that has been stored most recently. For protecting against a
malicious S, the trusted execution context uses encryption and authentication
to protect M before it leaves T . Yet, a malicious server may still return
a correctly protected but outdated state to T . We call such a consistency
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violation a rollback attack. In particular, a malicious server may restart T at
any time and load its memory from some state that T has stored earlier.

Furthermore, a malicious server may start multiple instances of a trusted
execution context and let the clients interact with different instances over time.
In this way, clients may be separated so that they only see operations of other
clients talking to the same instance. Even if the TEE can run only a single T at
a time, S can multiplex different copies of the trusted context. The malicious
server might supply a different, but valid state to each trusted execution context
instance, similar to a rollback attack. This clearly violates the consistency
of the data, so that the responses from different trusted execution contexts
to the clients diverge. We call this a forking attack; it is more general than
a rollback attack because multiple instances of T answer concurrently to the
clients. Note that with a single instance of T a forking attack always involves
at least one rollback attack. It is well-known that clients cannot detect rollback
and forking attacks in asynchronous systems, unless they communicate directly
with each other [MS02].

5.3 Protecting against Forking Attacks

5.3.1 Trusted Monotonic Counters

For defending an execution context T against a forking attack, we need to
assure state continuity, i.e., that the state of T evolves continuously and is never
rolled back. One might think that T could simply maintain a cryptographic
hash of M inside the TEE whenever it stores M and verify that upon a load
operation. However, this does not work because the memory of T and the
TEE is volatile and disappears when the epoch ends.

To overcome this, T will need non-volatile storage that survives reboots.
Such defenses have been proposed in the form of an attested append-only
memory (A2M) [CMSK07] or a trusted incrementor (TrInc) [LDLM09]. These
works demonstrate that the functionality needed from the trusted non-volatile
storage can be reduced to a trusted monotonic counter (TMC).

In more detail, suppose T has access to a TMC that is located in the TEE,
the TMC uses a non-volatile storage location that survives power loss, and the
TMC’s state and its communication with T are protected from S. Whenever T
stores M at the untrusted server, it increments the counter and includes the
counter value with the state. When T is restored, e.g. after a reboot, it loads
its state from S, extracts the counter value, reads the TMC, and compares it
to the extracted counter. Since T protects all stored data cryptographically
with a key known only inside the TEE, the server cannot tamper with the
counter attached to M . This allows T to detect rollback attacks. However,
this approach suffers from several disadvantages as we argue now.
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First, it is not easy to tolerate concurrent crashes and maintain live-
ness [PLD+11] at the same time; that is, when T has incremented the TMC
but the server crashes before the state including the new counter value has
been saved to stable storage outside the TEE, then T might falsely accuse
the correct server of performing a rollback attack. The reason is T cannot
differentiate between a rollback attack and a server crash. In order to tolerate
crashes, one can resort to complex schemes that ensure state continuity, which
increment the TMC, save it persistently, and write state to disk atomically;
they either need hardware modifications [SJP14] or perform a variation of
2-phase commit [PLD+11, SP16], but the latter only works for deterministic
operations, which can be replayed by T and always give the same output.

Second, TMC-based solutions often suffer from limited performance. Typ-
ically, TMCs are implemented using TPMs which are well known to be
slow [PLD+11]. The reason is that in order to prevent a counter overflow,
the TMC artificially increases the time to increment the counter to several
milliseconds. Although a response time of a several milliseconds is acceptable
for, say, digital right management (DRM), this has a negative impact on the
throughput of a server application that processes requests at a high rate.

Finally, the main disadvantage of any TMC-based approach is the lack of
location transparency. That is, the TMC is normally bound to one trusted
execution environment within one server. However, in modern cloud-compu-
ting platforms, applications must be able to scale and run on different servers
during their lifetime. This may already be caused by system maintenance. For
the end-user this should be completely transparent, but a trusted execution
context cannot be stopped on one server and restarted on a different server
with the same TMC; this is exactly what trusted hardware should prevent.
Therefore this would require a migration protocol that needs the help of a
trusted party.

For these reasons, we do not consider any solution that requires extra
hardware or restricts the application to be deterministic in this chapter. Instead
we exploit the guarantees available with standard TEEs.

5.3.2 Ensuring Consistency at the Clients

In the model considered here the TEE does not prevent a malicious server
from mounting rollback and forking attacks and from isolating the clients
from each other. The best possible option is to ensure that the clients remain
“synchronized” with each other as much as possible and to mitigate attacks
through this.

Fork-Linearizability. Fork-linearizability [MS02] denotes the strongest con-
sistency notion among the clients that can be achieved in the presence of
rollback attacks and without client-to-client communication. We recap this
well-established notion from Chapter 3, which ensures that whenever the mali-
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cious server has separated two clients, they can never be joined again to see
mutually inconsistent responses from the server, without one of them detect-
ing the attack. In essence, the server has to pretend that the inconsistency
remains forever. Clearly, the clients can detect this through a lightweight,
out-of-band mechanism.

Unfortunately, fork-linearizability cannot be achieved without taking into
account that some client operations on a correct server are blocked until other,
concurrent operations terminate [CSS07]. This inherent limitation has led to
the relaxed notions, such as weak fork-linearizability. In FAUST [CKS11], for
instance, an operation returns a response to the client that is not guaranteed
to be immediately fork-linearizable or linearizable, but the protocol notifies
the client later when it knows that other clients have observed the operation
as well. This is captured by the notion of stability, discussed next.

Operation Stability. We now define a way to inform the client about those
of its operations that have reached some level of consistency with respect to
other clients. More precisely, we call an operation o by a client Ci stable with
respect to another client Cj if the views of Ci and Cj both include o. In other
words, Ci knows that Cj has observed o and that S was forced to take into
account any effects of o in later service responses to Cj .

Operation stability has also been used by [TTP+95, CKS11]. Here we
use it as follows. We augment the response event of every operation with
two numbers: a sequence number, which is assigned by the protocol to the
operation that completes; and a stable sequence number, which denotes the
latest stable sequence number of this client. The sequence numbers returned at
one client are strictly increasing; the stable sequence numbers never decrease.

Definition 1 (Operation stability). Let o be a complete operation of Ci

that returns sequence number t. We say that o is stable w.r.t. a client Cj 6= Ci

after Cj completes any operation that returns a sequence number that is bigger
than t. Operation o of Ci is always stable w.r.t. Ci.

For a set of clients G that includes Ci, an operation o of Ci is stable w.r.t.
the set of clients G, when o is stable w.r.t. all Cj ∈ G. An operation that is
stable w.r.t. all clients is simply called stable.

One may use different strengths of stability; for example, an operation
might take a long time until it becomes stable (because all clients must observe
it), but it might already be stable at a subset of the clients much earlier. A
particularly useful subset is a majority quorum of the clients.

Definition 2 (Operation stability among a majority [SCC+10]). An
operation o of Ci is stable among a majority of clients, when o is stable w.r.t.
a set of clients C, where |C| > n/2.

Note that any subsequence of a history that contains only operations that
are stable among a majority is linearizable.
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5.4 Lightweight Collective Memory
This section introduces Lightweight Collective Memory (LCM), a protocol that
allows a group of mutually trusting clients to run a service on a (potentially
malicious) remote server. It benefits from a trusted execution context T that
runs on the server and executes the operations on behalf of the clients. LCM
facilitates the detection of forking and rollback attacks against T by ensuring
fork-linearizability for every client operation. Moreover, LCM indicates which
operations are stable among a majority; this permits clients to infer when
their operations are linearizable. The LCM protocol benefits from the security
guarantees of the TEE; in contrast to all previous protocols in the line of
work originating with Mazières and Shasha [MS02], aiming at fork-linearizable
semantics, the clients do not verify operation results here. Clients only handle
metadata and rely on the TEE for producing correct responses.

5.4.1 Overview

LCM executes a stateful functionality F inside a trusted execution context T
that is instantiated with the LCM protocol and also runs F . The trusted T
constructs a hash chain from the history of all operations that it executes and
embeds this information in its responses to the clients.

A client invokes an operation by sending an encrypted invoke message to
the (untrusted) server S, which forwards all incoming messages to T . After T
has decrypted this, it first verifies that the view of the client is consistent
with T ’s own history. Then T executes the operation and assigns a sequence
number to it. The operation produces an output for the client and may modify
the state of F . The output is returned to the client in a reply message,
together with the sequence number and the latest stable operation (represented
as a sequence number). When the client receives the reply message, it
completes the operation and returns the result, the assigned sequence number,
and the majority-stable sequence number. The latter informs the client about
the stability of its earlier operations.

Figure 5.2 shows the protocol interaction. For simplicity we assume that
each client invokes operations sequentially, that is, it invokes a new operation
only after completing the previous operation. For protecting T against a
malicious S, three cryptographic keys are used:

1. To safeguard the protocol’s consistency data in the hash chain and the
service state, T encrypts it with a protocol-state encryption key kP before
storing it in the server’s stable storage and decrypts it again after a load.
This key is generated by an admin during bootstrapping and required
for migrating T to another server.

2. A sealing key kS is initially generated by the TEE using get-keyT,LCM

when T starts. It encrypts the protocol-state key kP when T stores this
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Figure 5.2: Protocol message flow in Lightweight Collective Memory.

in persistent storage to tolerate crashes. Note that, the sealing key is
unique for each TEE and thus should not be used to encrypt the protocol
state directly as this would not allow migration of T .

3. A communication key kC protects all messages exchanged between the
clients and T . The key is also generated by an admin and made known to
all clients and to T . Alternatively, kC could also be negotiated through a
secure communication protocol such as TLS.

All encryption operations use authenticated encryption with a symmetric-
key k and two functions auth-encrypt(m, k) and auth-decrypt(c, k) for a mes-
sage m and ciphertext c. Authenticated encryption produces a ciphertext
integrated with a message-authentication code (MAC); it protects the content
from leaking information to S and prevents that S tampers with messages or
stored data by altering ciphertext. The hash function in LCM, denoted hash(),
can be any cryptographically secure collision-free hash function; it maps a bit
string x of arbitrary length to a short, unique hash value h.

5.4.2 Protocol

In the pseudocode in Algorithm 6–7, the symbol ‖ denotes the concatenation
of bit strings, and the assert statement, parameterized by a condition (where
∗ matches any value), immediately terminates the protocol when the condition
is false. The clients and T use this to signal that the server misbehaved. Note
that auth-decrypt may also signal an error; this is equivalent to an assert false
statement.

Invocation at the Client (Algorithm 6). The client uses variables tc
and ts to hold sequence numbers for the last operation by Ci and the last op-
eration stable among a majority, respectively. In addition, the client stores hc,
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the hash chain value computed by T corresponding to its most recent opera-
tion (with sequence number tc). When Ci invokes an operation o, it buffers o
in a variable u and sends an encrypted invoke message containing i, o, tc,
and hc to the server. The latter two values represent the context in which Ci

invokes o; they result from Ci’s last operation.

Algorithm 6 LCM Protocol for client Ci

state
tc ∈ N0: last sequence number, initially 0
ts ∈ N0: last majority-stable sequence number, initially 0
hc ∈ {0, 1}∗: last hash chain value, initially hc = h0
kC ∈ K: protocol key

function invoke(o)
invoke← auth-encrypt([invoke, tc, hc, o, i], kC)
send message invoke to S

upon receiving message reply from S do
[reply, t, h, r, q, h′c]← auth-decrypt(reply, kC)
assert h′c = hc

(tc, ts, hc)← (t, q, h)
return (r, t, q) // response of operation

Execution at T (Algorithm 7). The trusted execution context T main-
tains the sequence number of the most recently executed operation in a counter
t and a corresponding hash-chain value in h. T processes the operations of the
clients sequentially. When T receives an invoke message from Ci (forwarded
by the server), it decrypts the message with kC and signals a violation if the
message does not have valid authentication. Then T verifies that (tc, hc) sent
by the client correspond to the last operation response that T has returned
to Ci. For this purpose, T maintains a map V indexed by client identifier,
where entry V [i] holds the sequence number of the last acknowledged operation
by Ci, the sequence number and corresponding hash chain value after the
last operation by Ci. Again, when an inconsistency is detected, then T halts.
This verification is essential for the protocol and has three goals: First, it
acknowledges the previous operation by Ci in the sense that T learns that
Ci has actually received the reply for its last invocation. Second, this de-
tects message-replay attacks. When a malicious S forwards the same invoke
message multiple times, T can easily filter these out with V . Finally, the
verification detects rollback or forking attacks because the client sends the
condensed view of its own history contained in tc and hc.

If sequence number and hash chain value verification is successful, then
T increments the sequence number t, and calls execF , which applies the
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operation o to state s and yields the corresponding result r according to F .
Next, T extends the hash chain h by setting this to hash(h‖o‖t‖i). With the
information from the invoke message, T also determines if more operations
have become stable. It uses the data in V and a function majority-stable that
returns q, the highest sequence number of an operation stable among a majority.

Then T sends a reply message to Ci encrypted with kC, containing the
sequence number t, the hash chain value h, the result r, the stable operation q,
and the client’s previous hash chain value hc. Before sending reply, T also
needs to store the current state for recovering from a crash. For this, T encrypts
the service state s, the protocol state V , and the key kC using auth-encrypt
with kP and stores this as a blob through S.

Algorithm 7 LCM Protocol for trusted execution context T
state

t ∈ N0: sequence number, initially 0
h ∈ {0, 1}∗: last hash chain value, initially h = ⊥
V : N→ N0 × N0 × {0, 1}∗: current protocol state, init. [0]N
s ∈ S: state of the service, initially s = s0
kS ∈ K: sealing key, initially kS = ⊥
kP ∈ K: state encryption key, initially kP = ⊥
kC ∈ K: communication encryption key, initially kC = ⊥

function init
kS ← get-keyT,P // get sealing key
(blobkey, blobstate)← load // possible rollback attack
if blobkey = ⊥

perform bootstrapping as described in the text
else

kP ← auth-decrypt(blobkey, kS)
(s, V, kC)← auth-decrypt(blobstate, kP )
(·, t, h)← V [ argmax(V ) ]

upon receiving message invoke from Ci do
[invoke, tc, hc, o, i]← auth-decrypt(invoke, kC)
assert V [i] = (∗, tc, hc)
t← t+ 1
(r, s)← execF (s, o)
h← hash(h‖o‖t‖i‖r‖s)
V [i]← (tc, t, h)
q ← majority-stable(V )
blob← auth-encrypt((s, V, kC), kseal)
store(blob)
reply← auth-encrypt([reply, t, h, r, q, hc], kC)
send message reply to Ci
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Verification at the Client (Algorithm 6). When Ci receives a reply
message, it uses kC to decrypt the contents and extracts t, h, r, q, and h′c.
The client verifies that the previous hash chain value h′c is equal to its own
hc, in order to match the reply message to its most recent invoke. Next, Ci

stores the new sequence number and hash chain value (t, h) and outputs the
operation result r and the majority-stable operation q. These two sequence
numbers allow the client to keep track of the operation history. In particular, a
majority of clients have observed all operations with sequence numbers up to q.
Any operation of Ci with the sequence number t′ ≤ q is now stable among a
majority. For correct functioning of the protocol, the state of each client must
be recoverable from stable storage if a client crashes. For simplicity this is not
part of the pseudocode.

Server. The (correct) server S runs a TEE and hosts T , which is initially
created by an admin. Whenever S reboots or crashes, it restarts T . Recall
that a malicious S may restart the trusted execution context at any time or
even spawn multiple instances. Furthermore, a correct S forwards all messages
between the clients and the trusted execution context in FIFO order. A
malicious server, in contrast, can discard, reorder or delay messages.

5.4.3 Bootstrapping

Bootstrapping sets up the necessary cryptographic keys and security contexts
for trusted execution. It consists of three phases: (1) creating a trusted
execution context T on a remote server; (2) remote attestation and provisioning
of T ; and (3) key distribution among the group of clients.

In the first phase, a special admin client instructs the server to create a
new trusted execution context T for running protocol LCM (Algorithm 7).
When T starts this protocol, it enters init first. Function init is also executed
after a reboot, where it first loads the encrypted state from stable storage.
During initialization no such state exists yet.

Second, the admin initiates the remote attestation process, to verify that T
has been started correctly and is running LCM. Remote attestation is a core
function of the TEE and produces a cryptographic proof, which convinces
the admin that T indeed runs LCM. If a malicious S would instantiate T
with some P 6= LCM this verification will reveal it. Note that the remote
attestation protocol also convinces the admin that T is actually executed on
the TEE and protected against a malicious server.

Finally, the admin generates two secret keys, kC for securing the communi-
cation and kP for storing the protocol state, and injects them into T through a
secure channel provided by the TEE. After T has received the keys, it initializes
the protocol and service states, and retrieves a sealing key kS = get-keyT,LCM

from the TEE. Recall that kP is used to encrypt the state, and that kP and kC
together are stored encrypted kS . Since kS is generated in a deterministic way
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in the trusted hardware of the TEE, T can recover its state from an earlier
epoch using the stable storage of S after a crash. And because every T running
on a different physical TEE obtains a different sealing key, this binds the state
of T to the hardware. The admin also distributes the communication key to
the clients using a secure channel to each of them.

5.4.4 System Reboot and Recovery

The server S controls starting and stopping T . As argued before, the TEE is
stateless and, therefore, T cannot distinguish a reboot after a crash from an
attack by S. In order to tolerate server crashes and reboots without admin-
istrative intervention, but also to facilitate planned restarts, the application
state is stored on stable storage.

When the server reboots after a crash, it recreates the trusted execution
context T that runs LCM. T then enters init, which first tries to load a previous
state and resumes from there when it exists. As T obtains kS = get-keyT,LCM

from the TEE, it can decrypt and authenticate kP and the state with kS ; the
state also contains kS for communicating with the clients. T recovers V form
the state and can easily derive (t, h) from V by looking up the client which
executed the last operation in V . Formally, V is an array of (ta, t, h) triples, and
argmax(V ) returns the index of the triples with the highest sequence number t.

T has now entered a new epoch and is ready to continue request processing
without remote attestation. The clients trust that T runs LCM from the initial
verification step during bootstrapping and from the binding of the sealing
key (kS) to the TEE through the secure hardware. Recall that T recovers
the communication key kC via the sealing key. Once a client can engage in
encrypted and properly authenticated communication, protected through kC ,
to some TEE, the trust of the client from the initial attestation extends to the
current holder of kC .

5.4.5 Operation Stability

For determining the stability of operations, T maintains the map V with
two sequence numbers for every client. One sequence number of the last
acknowledged operation, and another sequence number of the last operation.
The function majority-stable(V ) returns the sequence number of the operation
that is stable among a majority, that is, the largest acknowledged sequence
number in V that is less than or equal to more than n/2 sequence numbers in V .
Stability indicates to the clients when their operations have been observed by
others and helps detecting forking attacks. When the server is correct and
all clients periodically invoke operations, then all operations become stable
eventually. In the case of a forking attack, where one or more clients are
separated, the operations of the forked clients will cease to become stable.
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The client protocol returns the sequence number t and the majority-stable
sequence number q together with the operation result. This enables the client
to track the progress of the operation history. Depending on the application, a
client might want to verify that some critical operation has become stable or
wait until it does before invoking new operations. Note that the client protocol
as described in Algorithm 6 only receives stability updates when it invokes new
operations. If the client needs to be informed earlier about the stability of past
operations, it can simply invoke dummy operations to receive stability updates.
By letting all clients periodically invoke dummy operations, as introduced by
FAUST [CKS11], operation stability will be reached within a defined time
frame (with a correct server). However, this approach pollutes the operation
history with dummy operations. Alternatively, Algorithm 6 could be extended
to support a callback mechanism, where clients can register for notifications of
stability updates, as also used in Venus [SCC+10].

5.4.6 Extensions

Tolerating Server Crashes. As the server might crash, we now extend the
protocol to allow T to recover and continue processing. In the simple case
where T crashes while it is idling, the correct server restarts it and continues
with the protocol as described before. On the other hand, when T crashes
during the processing of a client request, we differentiate between two cases:
either it crashes before the store operation returns and has saved the application
and protocol state or afterwards.

Therefore, we equip the client with a retry mechanism: When the client
has not received a reply until a timer expires, it sends the message again, but
marks it as a retry attempt. In the first case (T crashes before successfully
stores), the server will restart T and it eventually receives the retry message.
The verification of the sequence number tc and the hash chain value hc ensures
that the lost message has not already been processed. T simply continues
processing and returns the reply to the client. In the second case (when T
crashes after stores), the verification of tc and hc fails since ti stored in V [i] is
bigger than the value received from Ci. The retry marker instructs T to not
consider this as a rollback attack. Therefore, we extend the protocol state V
to store the last operation result r as well. Then T can retrieve the result
from V and (re)send the reply message.

Server Migration. Since location transparency is a major advantage in
cloud computing, we also include a migration mechanisms that allows to move
a trusted execution context T to a different host system. There are two trusted
execution context instances involved, T on the current system and T ′ on the
target system to which the protocol migrates. Migration requires cooperation
between the two machines and that the server’s stable storage can be accessed
from the current and the target system, for instance by using shared remote
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storage. Note that the migration of the trusted execution context to another
system comes with the risk of a rollback or forking attack. In particular, in the
case when, both, the current system and the target system are malicious, the
target system may try to restore T ′ with an outdated state provided by the
current system. The (malicious) current system may also decide to continue
operating T such that T and T ′ may serve client requests concurrently. However,
with LCM clients can detect such attacks using the hash chain value hc they
receive with every response and the stability mechanism.

The migration works as follows. The (correct) current server signals the
target server to start a trusted execution context T ′ and to prepare it for
migration. Normally, T ′ would try to retrieve a state encryption key kP from
stable storage but since it was encrypted with the sealing key of T on the
current system, T ′ cannot obtain it. For this reason, T takes over the role
of the admin and bootstraps T ′ according to the earlier description. After a
successfully remote attestation, T injects the state encryption key kP via a
secure channel. At this point, T stops processing requests and provides its
current state to T ′; then T ′ restores the application and protocol state, resumes
executing requests, and is still able to uphold the guarantees of LCM against
rollback and forking attacks.

This migration mechanism does not require a trusted party and works
completely transparently for the clients. However, when the current system
crashes without any possibility to recover, e.g., when the TEE hardware
malfunctions, then an intervention by a trusted admin is required. In contrast
to the solutions based on a TMC mentioned in Section 5.3.1, this migration
mechanism is more robust to server failures. In particular, the migration of a
TMC always requires an admin to read the last TMC value from the current
system and to update the TMC on the target system with the correct counter
value. Clearly, this fails if the current system becomes inaccessible. LCM still
allows migration because the TEE is stateless and because the state is stored
on remote storage. Our proposed migration scheme is similar to [SL15].

Group Membership. In a practical system, the group of clients will dy-
namically change, as clients may be removed from the collaboration group
and new clients may join. Although the protocol formulation uses a static
client group, it is easy to extend LCM for handling dynamic changes. When a
new client joins the group, the admin sends the shared secret kC for secure
communication with the trusted execution context to the new client and in-
structs T to include the client in the protocol state. For removing a client,
the admin generates a new fresh communication key k′C and distributes it to
all remaining clients. Then the admin sends a removal request with k′C to T ,
which uses the fresh key afterwards.

However, this approach may not be ideal for frequent group changes as
it requires all clients to receive and use the most recent communication key
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whenever some client leaves the group. Alternatively, the LCM protocol can be
extended to use some secure communication protocol, such as TLS, to establish
a secure channel between the clients and T instead of encrypting all client
requests with the shared communication key kC . An access control list (ACL)
maintained within T allows to specifies the clients that are granted access
to invoke operations. Operations by unauthorized clients are refused. The
admin can submit operations to T for adding and removing clients dynamically.
Application-specific fine-grained access control management can be added
additionally as also discussed in the context of existing systems, such as
Venus [SCC+10] and SPORC [FZFF10]. In contrast to other existing systems
for TEE-based access control for secure file system, such as Nexus [DLL19] and
IBBE-SGX [CPV+18], with LCM there is no need to re-encrypt the protocol
state when the group membership changes.

5.5 Implementation
The LCM protocol relies on our assumptions as described in Section 5.2 and
can be, in principle, implemented with any TEE technology as described
in Chapter 4. However, here we use Intel SGX as it perfectly matches our
assumptions in Section 5.2.

5.5.1 LCM Framework

We implemented LCM as a framework in Java and C++ consisting of a
client-side and a server-side library that can be integrated with SGX-enabled
applications which require rollback and forking detection for persistent state.
The LCM client-library is implemented in Java and follows the description as
presented in Algorithm 6. It uses AES-GCM with 128-bit keys provided by
the Java Cryptography Extension to protect the confidentiality and integrity
of all protocol messages. The LCM client-library uses a simple network
interface including methods for sending and receiving protocol message. This
allows to reuse an existing application network stack instead of handling the
communication with the server by our library. The LCM server-side library is
implemented in C++ using the Intel SGX SDK (Version 1.6) [Int16]. It only
utilizes trusted libraries provided by the SGX SDK, such as libsgx_tcrypto
for cryptographic hashing and encryption. In particular, we use SHA-256 for
constructing the hash chain and AES-GCM with 128-bit keys for encrypting
the protocol messages, as well as the protocol and application state. The state
encryption key is encrypted using the SGX sealing function before storing
persistently. We defined two interfaces that must be implemented by the enclave
application. First, an operation processor, that receives a client operation and
returns the operation result; and second, a serialization interface that returns
the application state as a byte sequence. The implementation does not strictly
follow the Algorithm 7 as presented in Section 5.4. That is, we optimized the
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code in order to eliminate the ocall when storing the application and protocol
state at server’s persistent storage. Instead, we piggyback the encrypted data
together with the reply message. Furthermore, we implemented operation
batching mechanism where the LCM protocol receives multiple invoke messages
with a single ecall. In contrast to Algorithm 7, the application and protocol
state is stored once per batch. Our current proof of concept does not make
use of remote attestation. However, this can be easily extended using the
mechanisms as provided by the SGX SDK.

5.5.2 Building Applications with LCM

In order to demonstrate our LCM framework we integrated LCM with a simple
persistent key-value store (KVS) running in an enclave on a remote server. This
is a typical use case as used in many cloud-based applications. The prototype
architecture is shown in Figure 5.3. Clients and the server communicating via
TCP socket connections. A KVS stores data objects in a flat namespace, where
each object is identified by a unique name or key. The KVS is implemented
using trusted libraries provided by the SGX SDK. In particular, we use std::map
for storing key-values pairs as strings of arbitrary length. The current version
of the SGX SDK does not support std::unordered_map which would be our
first choice due to its constant access time.
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Figure 5.3: The prototype architecture of an enclave based key-value store
protected with LCM.

Clients invoke get, put and del operations through the KVS client which
instantiates the LCM client-library. A server application handles the socket
communications, implements an interface for stable storage (disk), and hosts an
enclave running the server-side LCM protocol and the KVS. When the server
application receives a client request (invoke message), it collects the message
in a bounded queue (batch). Once the queue has reached the limit or no more
client request are available, the server application performs an ecall and passes
the collected (batched) messages to the enclave. The LCM protocol processes
them sequentially and returns the corresponding reply messages for each
client request and the aggregated application and protocol state. The server
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application then, writes the encrypted states to disk and forwards the reply
messages to the clients. Note in order to achieve crash tolerance, the server
application has to write the state synchronously to disk (fsync), this clearly
decreases the performance. Our prototype implementation of a LCM-protected
key-value store comprises about 4000 sloc, where enclave components comprise
around 2200 sloc. The rest is for the untrusted server implementation including
the storage and network code. The KVS client and the LCM client-library add
additional 1600 sloc to the prototype.

5.6 Evaluation

We evaluated the overhead of LCM with a set of benchmarks using YCSB
and compare it against a SGX-secured key-value store without rollback and
forking protection. Furthermore, we compare the performance of LCM against
a trusted monotonic counter approach and unprotected Redis.

5.6.1 Experiment Setup

The experiments use a Dell Optiplex 7040 desktop machine with an i7-6700
Intel CPU that is SGX-capable to run the server. It is equipped with 8GB of
memory, 1Gbps network connection and a SSD drive. We simulate clients on
a virtual machine with 24 virtual CPUs and 8GB of memory, running YCSB
as workload generator using Oracle Java (Version JRE 8, build 1.8.0_111-b14).
All machines run Ubuntu Linux 14.04.4 Server with the generic 4.4.0-47 Linux
kernel. The evaluation is driven by YCSB [CST+10], an extensible tool for
benchmarking key-value stores. It supports many different key-value stores,
such as Redis1, Cassandra2 and many more. YCSB comes with a set of core
workloads spanning different application scenarios. For the evaluation we
use workload A with a mix of 50/50 put and get operations and show the
overall throughput of all clients. Every reported data point is taken over
a period of 30 seconds. We integrated the KVS client including the LCM
client-library with YCSB. As a baseline for our experiments we use our KVS
(see Section 5.5.2) protected with SGX. For the comparison with Redis and
our native KVS implementation we use Stunnel3 to secure the communication
with the clients. Redis has been originally designed for deployment in private
networks, thus, it does not support TLS connections. LCM and the SGX-based
KVS prototype establish a secure communication with the clients by using
AES-GCM encryption with 128-bit keys. In order to simplify the evaluation
process we use predefined encryption keys.

1https://redis.io
2https://cassandra.apache.org/
3https://www.stunnel.org

https://redis.io
https://cassandra.apache.org/
https://www.stunnel.org
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Figure 5.4: The effect of EPC paging.

5.6.2 Measurements

Enclave Memory. In a preliminary experiment we evaluated the memory
consumption of the SGX key-value store. We inserted one million objects
and measured the enclave heap allocation using sgx-gdb. Each object with a
key size of 40 byte and 100 byte values. For 300000 objects we measured an
allocation of 93MB enclave memory whereas we expected only about 40MB.
It turned out that the KVS implementation based on std::map<std::string,
std::string> comes with a memory overhead of about 134%. In particular, the
string key-value pairs consume about 280 byte whereas the map data structure
allocates additional 48 byte for each object for maintaining an internal search
structure. Moreover, we measured the latency of put and get operations for
different number of objects. As the EPC is limited, we expected a performance
drop when the number of objects increases and the SGX driver starts swapping
EPC pages as also reported in [ATG+16, BWL+16]. We observed that the
latency increases up to 240% when the KVS holds more than 300000 objects
as illustrated in Figure 5.4. Our observation matches our expectation that we
experience a performance penalty once the EPC limit of our SGX hardware is
reached. As the actual EPC size depends on the SGX hardware we choose our
further evaluation workloads to fit into the EPC.

LCM Protocol Message. We first study how the LCM protocol message
overhead affects the throughput. As described in Section 5.4.2, LCM sends
additional metadata, such as the sequence number and hash chain value, along
with a client request. In particular, our LCM implementation adds 45 byte
to an operation invocation and 46 byte to a result. This overhead remains
constant for varying operation and result sizes. In order to evaluate this, we run
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Figure 5.5: Throughput with different object sizes with async disk writes.

the experiment with 8 clients for 1000 objects with different sizes from 100 byte
to 2500 byte. Figure 5.5 shows that the throughput of LCM behaves similar
to the plain SGX KVS. As expected, we observe that LCM introduces an
overhead but it decreases with bigger object sizes. In particular, for objects
with the size of 100 byte the throughput is 20.12% and for objects with size
of 2500 byte it is 10.96% lower compared to the plain SGX KVS.

The Throughput of LCM. We also study the overall throughput of LCM
by increasing the number of clients. This workload uses up to 32 clients,
1000 objects with a fixed size of 100 byte. Each object key is 40 byte. In
this experiment we compare two variants of LCM against a KVS without
SGX (“Native”), SGX-secured KVS (“SGX”), Redis, and SGX-secured KVS
with emulated trusted monotonic counter (“SGX+TMC”). We run LCM and
SGX without batching enabled and with batching of up to 16 operations. We
configured Redis to use an append log strategy for persistence. We also disabled
fsync (synchronous disk writes) for Redis as well as for our KVS prototypes.
As Figure 5.6 shows, the throughput of Redis and the Native KVS scale almost
linear. In contrast, LCM and SGX reach saturation already with 8 clients.
We observed that the SGX KVS reaches 0.42 x – 0.78 x the throughput of the
Native KVS. LCM, on the other hand, reaches 0.67 x – 0.95 x the throughput
of the SGX KVS, with batching even 0.72 x – 0.98 x. The reason is, LCM and
SGX are single threaded applications and perform the encryption of every client
request inside the enclave. Although, Redis and Native KVS are also single
threaded, they leverage Stunnel that uses multiple processes to encrypt/decrypt
client communication. That way, secure communication becomes a bottleneck.
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Figure 5.6: Throughput with different numbers of clients with async disk
writes.

The Performance Impact of Trusted Monotonic Counter. In this
experiment we investigate the performance impact of Trusted Monotonic
Counters (TMCs) when used to protect against rollback and forking attacks.
The current version (Version 1.6) of the SGX driver and SDK do not yet
support Intel’s Trusted Monotonic Counter [Int16] on Linux. However, on
Windows [Int15] they are available provided by the ME that stores the counter
in non-volatile memory. We measured an average latency of 60ms to increment
a SGX TMC on Windows, whereas [SP16] reported even higher latency of
about 95ms. We emulated the TMC on Linux by using a simple counter
followed by setting the thread to sleep for 60ms when incrementing the counter.
As Figure 5.6 shows, the throughput remains constant for the emulated TMC
with an average of 12 operations per seconds, whereas LCM with batching, on
the other hand is 96 x – 2063 x faster. However, by using trusted monotonic
counters rollback and forking attacks can be detected immediately but this
comes with low throughput.

The Costs of Crash Tolerance. Finally, we study the performance over-
head induced by synchronous disk writes when storing the application and
protocol state that is necessary to support crash tolerance. We performed
the same experiment as in Section 5.6.2 but enabled fsync for our KVS pro-
totypes as well as for Redis. We expect much lower performance compared
to asynchronous writes. Figure 5.7 shows the throughput with different num-
ber of clients with synchronous storing. As expected, fsync introduces high
latency when writing to disk. In particular, we observed that throughput
of Native, SGX, LCM, and SGX with TMC remain constant whereas Re-
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dis, SGX and LCM with batching scale. SGX KVS achieves 0.98 x of the
Native KVS throughput and LCM without batching achieves 0.69 x of SGX
KVS throughput. In contrast, LCM with batching reaches 0.72 x – 9.87 x the
throughput of the SGX KVS and 0.71 x – 0.75 x the throughput of SGX KVS
with batching. The experiment shows, that expensive storing operations reduce
the relative overhead introduced by SGX but can be reduced by leveraging
batching mechanisms.
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Figure 5.7: Throughput with different numbers of clients with sync disk writes.

5.7 Related Work

With the advent of Intel SGX, trusted computing has achieved a new level of
practicality with the aim of wide-spread deployment. Recent publications detail
how legacy applications [BPH14], micro services [ATG+16], data intensive
programming [SCF+15] but also specific services [BWL+16] can be secured on
top of an infrastructure where only the CPU needs to be trusted. While TEEs,
such as SGX, provide special means to protect against memory replay attacks,
system support for secure storage is often not provided as our assessment
has shown in Chapter 4. Accordingly, additional measures are necessary to
prevent rollback and forking attacks mounted through external storage. This
is especially complicated if a TEE is restarted (e.g. due to crashes or system
maintenance reboots). As a pragmatic solution, Intel SGX offers trusted
counters that are linked non-volatile memory inside the Intel Management
Engine (ME). However, trusted non-volatile counters as provided by a TPM
are slow, e.g. adding 35-95 ms latency for each operation depending on the
hardware platform, as different reports show [LDLM09, SP16, MAK+17].
Thus, in essence, all hardware-based solutions that rely on trusted counters
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and are consulted on every request of a secured service suffer from performance
problems [CMSK07, LDLM09, PLD+11]. An additional issue of current trusted
counter TPM-based realizations is wear out if used very frequently. Strackx
and Piessens [SP16] specifically address this problem by clever usage strategies,
however the performance problems remain. Recent work [MAK+17] proposes
a complementary approach to LCM where enclaves across multiple systems
assist each other in order to prevent rollback attacks. This requires multiple
enclaves to interact with each other to store and retrieve version information
from the group of enclaves whereas in LCM it is stored at the clients.

5.8 Summary
The work in this chapter has focused on a shortcoming of trusted computing
technology, which affects current trusted execution environments (TEEs). In
particular, the trusted execution contexts or “enclaves” are stateless, lose their
memory when a restart or crash occurs, and need support from the host for
state continuity. But since the host is also the adversary of the TEE according
to the security model, additional system support for secure storage that also
prevents rollback and replay attacks is required. In Chapter 4 we have analyzed
most popular TEEs available today and found that secure storage with rollback
protection is often not supported. In particular, Intel SGX features Trusted
Monotonic Counters (TMCs) that can be used to implement rollback and
replay protection but they are not always available on every platform and also
suffer from several disadvantages as we have discussed in this chapter.

As became clear from this discussion, just using TEEs to protect cloud
services against malicious hosts does not solve the integrity and consistency
problem we are focusing in the context of this thesis. As a solution we have
introduced Lightweight Collective Memory (LCM), a system for detecting roll-
back and forking attacks that complements TEE technology with a lightweight
mechanism for maintaining consistency information by the clients. The LCM
protocol ensures the same consistency guarantees as VICOS, which we have
introduced in Chapter 3. In particular, the protocol enforces the consistency no-
tion of fork-linearizable, yet without the need for clients to verify all operations
initiated by other clients. Our prototype implementation demonstrated the
practicability of LCM with a key-value store application without introducing
impractical limitations into a service.
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Execution

So far we have focused on the problem of integrity and consistency violations for
cloud-based applications where a group of mutually trusting clients interacts
with a potentially misbehaving service. In this chapter we explore issues
that rise from the combination of TEEs with blockchains. Using TEEs to
protect blockchain-based applications, so called smart contracts, promise to
preserve the execution integrity and also maintain data confidentiality in a
blockchain network; thereby enabling new blockchain use cases with strong
privacy requirements. However, rollback attacks on TEEs may also impact the
execution of smart contracts, which should be prevented to maintain privacy
for the application. Existing approaches, including our solution presented in
the previous chapter, seem not to be sufficient in the blockchain setting as we
will elaborate in this section.

To address this challenge we introduce an architecture and a prototype for
smart-contract execution within Intel SGX technology for Hyperledger Fabric,
a prominent enterprise blockchain platform. Our system resolves additional
difficulties posed by the specific execute-order-validate architecture of Fabric
and prevents rollback attacks on TEE-based execution as far as possible. In
contrast to our approach presented in the previous chapter, which relies on
the help of the clients to detect rollback attacks, here we are leveraging the
blockchain to detect any integrity and consistency violation by a malicious
host. For increasing security, our design encapsulates each application on the
blockchain within its own enclave that shields it from the host system. An
evaluation shows that the overhead of moving the execution into SGX is within
10% – 20% for a sealed-bid auction application. A preliminary version of this
work was published in the proceedings of the International Symposium on
Reliable Distributed Systems (SRDS 2019) and the material in Section 6.9
appeared in the proceedings of Workshop on System Software for Trusted
Execution (SysTEX 2019).
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6.1 Introduction

Blockchain and distributed ledger technology (DLT) have received a lot of
attention recently as means to distribute trust over many nodes in a network.
The transparency and resilience gained from the decentralized protocol execu-
tion ensure the integrity of blockchain applications, or smart contracts, realized
on such a “world computer.” However, the proliferation of data on a blockchain
directly contradicts the goal to keep the application state confidential and
to maintain privacy for its users, a condition that exists for many intended
applications of blockchain technology.

Although cryptographic protocols (such as secure multiparty computation
and zero-knowledge proofs) offer attractive solutions for privacy on a blockchain,
they are not yet mature enough to run general-purpose computations easily
and to be widely deployed. As a promising alternative, the use of trusted
execution environments (TEEs) for running blockchain applications has been
proposed, especially by the industry working on consortium blockchains, where
the consensus process is governed by controlled nodes [Mic17a, Hea16]. Intel’s
Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is the most prominent TEE technology today
and available together with commodity CPUs [AGJS13, HLP+13, MAB+13]. It
establishes trusted execution contexts called enclaves on a CPU, which isolate
data and programs from the host operating system in hardware and ensure that
outputs are correct. In contrast to other TEE technologies (recall Chapter 4),
an enclave might run only a small dedicated part of an application [HLP+13,
BWL+16, LPM+17] or can contain an entire legacy system, including some
operating-system support [BPH14, ATG+16, TPV17]. By using a TEE, one
does not have to trust the host system of the enclave, which runs the blockchain
node and participates in protocols.

For protecting smart contracts through TEEs, issues around rollback at-
tacks, state continuity, and protocol integration for TEEs [SJP14] must be
addressed. As is well-known, there are non-trivial interactions between integrity
violations and information leakage for stateful secure computation [ACCK01].

Motivating Example. Imagine an auction of a digital item on a blockchain.
In sealed-bid auction designs [Mil04] (e.g., Vickrey auctions) keeping the
bids secret is of primary importance, so that neither another bidder nor
any other party can learn anything about them. Only a trusted auctioneer
should learn the bids to the extent necessary for evaluating the auction.
For moving the auction to a blockchain, the functions of the auctioneer are
implemented by a smart contract. The distributed ledger stores encrypted bids
such that the bidders are able to verify that their submitted bids were actually
considered in the final evaluation. The blockchain nodes execute the auction’s
smart contract, which records the bids, closes the auction, evaluates it, and
autonomously executes the transaction assigning the item to the winning bidder
and transferring the payment to the seller.
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By running the auction’s code within an SGX enclave, the auction maintains
privacy and simultaneously benefits from the transparency of the blockchain.
More precisely, the bids are encrypted, the key to decrypt them resides only
inside the enclave, and the smart contract controls operations with the key. The
bidders commit their encrypted bids to the blockchain and the enclave decrypts
them for determining the winner. As the result of the auction evaluation, the
enclave writes the winning bid in clear to the ledger. However, this simplistic
auction solution may leak information, as described next, whenever a malicious
node can manipulate the operation invocation order.

State Continuity and Rollback Attacks. As the industry is slowly real-
izing, rollback attacks on stateful applications running in TEEs pose serious
risks, unless the state continuity of an application is ensured [PLD+11, SJP14,
SP16, MAK+17]. For instance, if a malicious blockchain node may influence
the order in which transactions are executed by the enclave, the node can
break the confidentiality of the sealed-bid auction even if it cannot decrypt the
bids. In particular, the node might cause the enclave to execute the evaluation
transaction multiple times and reset the enclave again afterwards, every time
when a new bid has been revealed through the blockchain. Thereby the node
could learn information about other bids. This illustrates how an integrity
violation can lead to breaking confidentiality.

In Chapter 5 we have discussed existing mechanism to ensure state continu-
ity that suffer from severe drawbacks. For instance, Intel SGX provides access
to non-volatile monotonic counters that might prevent rollback attacks. How-
ever, using these introduces considerable complications for tolerating crashes
and they are often too slow [PLD+11]. Other defenses against rollbacks intro-
duce specialized hardware [SJP14] or require that some TEE nodes among
a group of nodes are not resettable. Our proposed Lightweight Collective
Memory (LCM) protocol (recall Chapter 5) relies on the help of a group of
mutually trusting clients to detect rollback and forking attacks on TEE-based
applications. All these solutions change the trust assumptions, limit the gener-
ality, and make it difficult to universally deploy a TEE-based system. Hence,
we do not consider them further in the context of blockchain in this chapter.

Rollback attacks can be prevented if the state input to the smart-contract
enclave always corresponds to the unique, committed blockchain state. One
way to guarantee the desired state continuity would be to run the whole
blockchain node, especially its protocol logic and the state maintenance, within
the enclave. However, this is often not feasible for practical reasons or leads to
other security issues because the code running inside the TEE has a large attack
surface. However, in blockchain systems with non-final consensus protocols
that may fork temporarily, a node remains prone to being rolled back by design,
even when it resides completely in a TEE, because the underlying consensus
protocol requires it.
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Contributions. In this chapter we examine the state-continuity problem for
trusted execution on blockchains, arising from rollback attacks that malicious
nodes might mount. We discuss why blockchains with consensus that has
no final decisions, such as the “proof of work” in Bitcoin or Ethereum, are
inherently unable to benefit from TEEs to maintain confidentiality. If the
blockchain nodes hosting TEEs can access the final blockchain state in a trusted
way, on the other hand, then such rollbacks can be prevented.

As the main contribution of this work, we design a solution for secure
smart-contract execution on a blockchain using Intel SGX, the most prominent
TEE technology available today, and Hyperledger Fabric [ABB+18], or Fabric
for short, a flexible and modular platform for consortium blockchains. Fabric
uses a modular notion of consensus whose outputs are always final, which
avoids the protocol-inherent rollback attack. As Fabric is the most prominent
technology for consortium blockchains today, our design can also be integrated
with other, similar systems.

Some consortium blockchain platforms follow the generic approach to state-
machine replication [Sch90], where a consensus protocol first decides on an order
among all transactions and the nodes subsequently execute them according
to the decided order. In Fabric, however, the peers execute transactions and
compute state updates before their relative order has been determined through
a consensus protocol. The ordering process only uses the outcome of the
transaction (i.e., the induced state changes) during consensus. While this
offers a flexible programming model for smart contracts [ABB+18], it also
introduces additional complications that must be considered. Our system
prevents rollback attacks on TEE-based execution in Fabric as far as possible,
and minimizes the trusted computing base. For increasing security, our design
encapsulates each application on the blockchain within its own enclave that
shields it from the host system.

We have implemented a prototype that enables smart-contract execution
inside Intel SGX for Hyperledger Fabric. We demonstrate an auction ap-
plication and evaluate the performance of the prototype compared to the
unprotected execution. The results show that our prototype reaches 80% –
90% of the throughput of the unprotected implementation, which is acceptable
for protecting the confidentiality.

6.2 Consensus with Non-Final Decisions

Public blockchains patterned after Bitcoin [Nak09] do not reach consensus with
finality. We explain now what this means and illustrate some consequences.
The consensus mechanism of those systems is a randomized protocol, in which
for each epoch (or “block height”) a node selected through a probabilistic
scheme that is difficult to bias (such as a “proof of work”) disseminates a block
of transactions to be appended to the blockchain. Such blocks are propagated
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to all nodes with a peer-to-peer gossip protocol that is efficient but does not
guarantee strict consistency. During regular operation, the view of the nodes in
different parts of the network may diverge, and such forks are resolved through
the protocol rule that the “longest” branch is adopted by all nodes as the valid
blockchain and determines the state. As shown by multiple formal analyses
of the protocol (e.g., [GKL15]), the probability that such forks last for many
epochs vanishes exponentially fast, but it cannot be made negligible for short
forks. If the underlying network does not ensure universal connectivity, this
can lead to devastating attacks on the safety of a public blockchain [AZV17].

When a node first receives the block as a candidate that should extend
the current chain, the node validates the block’s content, including that all
transactions inside are correct. For Bitcoin this validation is simply checking
that a “coin state” has not been spent earlier, but for programmable blockchains
like Ethereum [Woo16], this entails executing all transactions and computing
the corresponding state updates. If the block is valid, the node appends
the block to its local chain and updates its state accordingly. But when the
node later receives other blocks that are all valid and collectively extend a
prefix of the currently held chain to a “longer” chain, the node reverts the
earlier transactions and instead executes the subsequently received transactions.
There is a significant probability that a node has to revert transactions during
regular operation and, therefore, consensus is never final. This is the notion
of non-final consensus used here. It means, in essence, that a node must
continue to participate in the consensus protocol forever, just to be sure
that the blockchain state it holds remains valid. Blockchains using “proof-of-
stake” consensus also suffer from similar forks (see the overview and analysis
by David et al. [DGKR18]).

As becomes clear from this discussion, it is difficult to use TEEs to secure
transaction execution and validation, such that state continuity is maintained,
in blockchains based on non-final consensus. For example, an Ethereum virtual
machine (EVM) running within SGX would have to produce the outputs
resulting from a transaction immediately, but already during normal operation,
the EVM could be rolled back to an earlier state that is beyond its control. This
also holds if the consensus protocol is executed inside the TEE, as a malicious
host controlling the communication could censor blocks from the network and
forge valid blocks of its choice, given enough time. As argued before through
the auction example, application-level secrets could be revealed easily.

Therefore consensus with finality seems to be a necessary prerequisite to
rely on TEEs for securing blockchains and for keeping transaction data secret
in practice. If one lets the TEE execute only transactions that are final, any
attempt to roll back its state amounts to an attack, and such attacks can
be prevented using existing methods for state continuity. This insight stands
also behind some of the early designs and technologies that aim at this goal.
For example, Microsoft’s Coco Framework [Mic17a], available only as a white
paper so far, uses the EVM but mentions quorum-based consensus with finality.
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In the Hyperledger Sawtooth platform1, which is most actively developed by
Intel, the role of SGX technology lies in securing the “proof-of-elapsed-time
(PoET)” consensus protocol, but SGX is not used for safeguarding secrets of a
smart contract.

6.3 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric2 is a permissioned blockchain platform (run by a consor-
tium), where multiple parties may participate and together form a distributed
ledger network. The ledger records all interactions between the parties as
transactions. A transaction invokes a smart contract called chaincode, which
defines an application running on the blockchain.

A Fabric network consists of clients, peers, and an ordering service, as
illustrated in Figure 6.1. For each peer, a special client called admin has
administrative control over the peer, for instance in order to install a chaincode.
The basic transaction flow is as follows: (1) A client invokes a chaincode by
sending a transaction proposal to one or more peers, which (2) execute the
chaincode and produce a proposal response called endorsement. (3) The client
then collects the endorsements and (4) assembles them to a transaction that it
submits to the ordering service. (5) The ordering service establishes the total
order of all transactions and (6) broadcasts them as blocks of transactions to
all peers in the network. (7) When a peer receives a block, it validates every
transaction, eliminates those that were based on state that has become invalid,
and commits the valid ones to its local ledger.

Other blockchain platforms execute transactions after ordering them [CV17],
e.g., JPMC Quorum3, Hyperledger Sawtooth4, or Chain Core5. In contrast,
Fabric uses a three-phase execute-order-validate architecture [ABB+18]. In the
remainder of this section we provide more details of each phase.

Execution and endorsement. A transaction of a chaincode is executed
by a set of endorsing peers for the chaincode during the endorsement phase.
Initially the chaincode is installed on every endorsing peer by an admin. The
clients invoke the chaincode by sending a transaction proposal containing a
chaincode operation to the peer. The chaincode takes the operation as input,
processes it according to its smart-contract application, and may return an
optional execution result.

While executing, the chaincode may access the blockchain state, which is
provided as a key-value store (KVS), with getState and putState operations.

1https://www.hyperledger.org/use/sawtooth
2https://www.hyperledger.org/use/fabric
3https://github.com/jpmorganchase/quorum
4https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-core
5https://chain.com

https://www.hyperledger.org/use/sawtooth
https://www.hyperledger.org/use/fabric
https://github.com/jpmorganchase/quorum
https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-core
https://chain.com
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Figure 6.1: A high-level view of a Fabric network, illustrating the transaction
flow invoked by a client (left).

The putState operation does not immediately update the peers’ local state;
instead, it records the change in a writeset, containing the updated keys
and their values. Additionally, all keys accessed by the transaction during
execution and their versions (i.e., the positions in the history where they were
last updated) are collected in a so-called readset.

Taken together, the execution result, the readset, and the writeset form
a transaction proposal response or endorsement. The peer returns this to
the client. Through executing the chaincode and producing the endorsement,
the peer vouches for the correct execution of the chaincode and endorses
the change. An endorsement policy specifies the endorsing rules for each
chaincode (e.g., who are the endorsing peers or how many endorsements are
needed). Accordingly, the client collects sufficiently many endorsements and
integrates them to a transaction that it submits for ordering.

Ordering. The ordering service in Fabric is responsible for establishing the
total order of all transactions in the blockchain and therefore to ensure a
consistent view of all transactions across all peers. Typically, the ordering
service consists of multiple nodes for scalability and resilience, and leverages a
protocol to reach consensus on the total order. Clients submit transactions
created in the endorsement phase to the ordering service. For efficiency,
transactions are distributed among all peers in batches or blocks, using a gossip
protocol [BMM+17].

Validation and state updates. A peer receives a block of transactions
from the ordering service and utilizes a validation system chaincode (VSCC) to
validate each transaction and apply its effects to the local ledger. Validation is
a deterministic process and performed by every peer. In particular, the peer
checks that every transaction fulfills the endorsement policy. Then, a read-write
conflict check is performed, that is, the peer verifies that the versions in the
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readset match the current blockchain state at the peer. If both validation
checks are successful, the updates in the writeset of the transaction are applied
to local blockchain state of the peer. An invalid transaction has no effect on
the state and the issuing client should reinvoke the transaction again. A Fabric
blockchain is initialized through a so-called genesis block, which is created
collaboratively by all network participants.

6.4 Problem Description
This section describes the problem of secure smart-contract execution using
trusted hardware for blockchains with final consensus, in particular, Hyper-
ledger Fabric [ABB+18]. We explore intricacies that may still be caused by
rollback attacks in this setting, illustrate a strawman approach that is in-
feasible, and introduce our approach to support secure chaincode execution
using Intel SGX. This executes each chaincode in its own enclave during
endorsement at a peer and thereby protects the confidentiality and integrity of
the blockchain application.

6.4.1 System Model

We consider a Fabric blockchain network with clients, an ordering service,
and a set of peers, which collaboratively execute transactions and maintain a
distributed ledger on a single Fabric “channel.”

A client invokes transactions by sending a chaincode operation to some peer,
which then executes (simulates) it and produces an endorsement containing
the resulting state change on the ledger. The operation, the response, as well
as the ledger may contain sensitive information that should stay secret.

To prevent such information leakage, every peer is equipped with an SGX-
enabled CPU and executes transactions inside an enclave. The chaincode is
stateless, and a transaction only takes the operation and the blockchain state
in the KVS as inputs, accessed with getState. The chaincode must perform
updates to the ledger only through putState operations. The execution of a
chaincode operation returns a response that may include a computation result,
the state update, and the read-write dependencies.

6.4.2 Threats

Although most peers are usually correct, a peer may become malicious and
behave incorrectly, for instance, when it tries to maximize its own profit or
becomes corrupted by an attacker. A peer has full control over the operating
system, applications, and the data residing in memory and persistent stor-
age (i.e., the blockchain state). A malicious peer, however, cannot access or
tamper with the code and data residing in an enclave (see Section 4.3.2). A
malicious peer may neither break cryptographic primitives nor extract any
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secret information from an enclave. Consequently, a chaincode running in an
enclave always produces the correct results, that is, the chaincode does not
deviate from its specification, the enclave-internal state is only known to the
enclave itself, and nothing is revealed apart from the resulting state change.
Later in Section 6.5.8 we relax these optimistic assumptions and discuss how
to handle compromised enclaves.

However, a malicious peer can invoke an enclave hosting chaincode with
any input and in arbitrary order. The peer may intercept, modify, reorder,
discard, or replay chaincode operations, and when the enclave accesses the
KVS, the peer may feed any blockchain state to it.

Furthermore, the peer might even drop messages or completely halt an
enclave, but we do not consider such denial-of-service attacks in this work. We
also ignore potential information leakage from SGX on side channels [BMD+17,
SWG+17, SLKP17, XCP15] because this appears orthogonal to our focus.

As is well-known from the literature on secure computation with crypto-
graphic protocols [ACCK01], integrity and confidentiality cannot be considered
separately. Likewise, for a secure application running in an enclave, a mali-
cious host may break confidentiality by triggering the enclave to execute on
“incorrect” inputs. In the blockchain context, this means that the chaincode
execution deviates from the consensus-based transaction order.

Repeating and extending the auction example from the introduction, such
an attack could reveal secret information as follows. Suppose that evaluating
the auction on the current blockchain state s1 would let a bid b1 win the auction.
If the malicious node can trigger the auction-evaluation transaction, it learns
b1. If the node can reset the enclave to s1 and execute another transaction, it
can submit a bid b2, add it to the ledger, subsequently evaluate the auction,
and learn if b2 > b1. Such a rollback attack clearly breaks the confidentiality
of the individual bids.

6.4.3 Strawman Approach

It follows from the discussion in Section 6.2 that letting the enclave only execute
transactions that have been ordered by the network with finality prevents
the rollback problem. This amounts to running the entire blockchain peer
inside an enclave, as also suggested by Microsoft Coco [Mic17a, SBZ+17] and
related work. We call this the strawman approach that might work for an
order-execute architecture where the consensus process has only final decisions,
but we argue later why better designs exist.

For Fabric, the strawman design would mean to encapsulate the chaincode
execution, endorser, committer, ledger-state access, and all other parts of
a peer inside an enclave. This obviously protects the integrity of the input
sequence for the chaincode, since the entire Fabric peer runs within SGX. A
similar approach is taken in the blockchain-as-a-service platform of IBM, which
deploys each Fabric peer within its own secure service container on an IBM Z
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system. The secure container includes the whole operating system, middleware
stack, and blockchain platform [IBM18d].

Although no operating system is running within SGX, recent research has
demonstrated how legacy applications can run in SGX through a library OS
that executes unmodified applications in an enclave [BPH14, ATG+16, TPV17].
Note that the library OS adds tens of thousands of lines of code that also run
along the application in the enclave.

This approach introduces multiple problems, however. First, it stands in
contrast to the important computer-security principle of minimizing the size
of the trusted computing base (TCB). Specifically, also the SGX developer
guidelines [Int18a] recommend to partition an application into a trusted and
an untrusted component; only a small portion of the application code should
execute inside the enclave. A smaller TCB has fewer errors, reduces the attack
surface, and is more amenable to security analysis than the entire application.

A second problem stems from the limited memory available to enclaves.
An enclave’s memory resides in the enclave page cache (EPC) isolated from
the rest of the system. The EPC is currently limited to 128 MB depending
on the hardware platform. Once an enclave reaches that limit pages are
outsourced to untrusted main memory. This results in a dramatic loss of
performance, as we have discussed in Chapter 5 and reported in several
works [ATG+16, BWL+16, OLMS17]. In particular, since the ledger grows
with every block, holding the whole blockchain state in the enclave quickly
reaches the memory limitation.

6.4.4 Approach for Hyperledger Fabric

To avoid the drawbacks of the strawman approach, we adopt a modular
architecture that separates the chaincode execution conceptually from the peer
and moves the execution into an enclave. The protocol-specific aspects of the
peer are encapsulated in an abstract ordering service, of which one process
might run on the same peer. The ordering service is trusted in the sense that
it cannot be rolled back.

The ordering service produces a signed sequence of transactions for exe-
cution within the enclave. The enclave can verify that transactions originate
from the ordering service, are in the proper order, and have not been tampered
with. The enclave also keeps information about the transaction history, which
allows to detect transaction-ordering violations or replayed transactions. The
malicious host might still reset the enclave to an earlier point in the execution
sequence, but this would not harm the application since the transactions are
deterministic and execution would simply produce the same outputs again.

As described so far, this approach works fine with an order-execute archi-
tecture for state-machine replication. Fabric, however, uses the execute-order-
validate paradigm, where a peer executes a transaction before consensus on the
order is reached (see Section 6.3). Consequently the execution is speculative
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and can be repeated without affecting the blockchain state, as transactions
are simulated during endorsement and only take effect after the ordering. This
means a malicious host could infer information about the secret application
data from the speculative execution. Not even a trusted ordering service can
prevent this type of leakage.

To resolve this issue, we must ensure that no information about transaction
outputs leaks before it is ordered. We discuss two ways in which this can be
achieved.

Encrypt Transactions for Ordering. For preventing the leakage result-
ing from running transactions during endorsement, the enclave encrypts the
relevant outputs from the endorsement phase (i.e., readset and writeset). The
corresponding decryption occurs only after the transaction has been ordered.
This may, for instance, be done within a specific enclave at each peer which
would know the chaincode-specific decryption key. The enclave would verify
a cryptographically protected statement of the ordering service before it de-
crypts the endorsement and updates the ledger. Another solution would be
to use a causality-preserving total-order broadcast protocol in the ordering
service, such as introduced by Reiter and Birman [RB94] and discussed in
later works [CKPS01, DRZ17]. This would involve a threshold cryptosystem
with a private key shared among the ordering nodes, in order to tolerate
malicious insiders.

If applied to the auction example, this method would not reveal the evalu-
ation result immediately but only when the first peer commits the transaction
to its ledger. Although this is a technically valid solution from the viewpoint
of security, it introduces complexity for managing additional keys or even
requires the use of specific threshold cryptosystems within the ordering service.
Respecting such constraints, we did not choose this solution.

Application-level Barriers. In the alternative solution chosen for the sys-
tem presented in the remainder of this work, we adapt the applications such
that they respect the speculative nature of execution in Fabric. We use a
two-step process for all such transactions that could leak information if their
output becomes known to a malicious peer, but the transaction has not yet
been ordered. This can be achieved by introducing suitable barriers in the
smart contract.

For the auction example, in particular, a barrier is stored on the blockchain
such that the chaincode enclave only evaluates the auction if the barrier is
present. The barrier is set by invoking the chaincode with a transaction to
“close” the auction but not yet evaluate it. If the barrier is present on the
ledger, a malicious peer may no longer submit new bids to the auction. On the
other hand, the auction evaluation will only consider bids added to the ledger
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before the barrier. Note that this barrier plays a role similar to a memory
barrier in a multi-core computer system with concurrent threads.

Following the execute-order-validate architecture, the chaincode enclave
must execute transactions only on the committed blockchain state, that is,
with ledger entries that result from ordered transactions and that have been
committed by all peers. Otherwise a malicious peer may produce the barrier
itself and feed the resulting state into the enclave when evaluating the auction.
The implementation described in the next section follows this approach.

To formally model the information leakage permitted in the execute-order-
validate architecture of Fabric, we model a blockchain as stateful functional-
ity F : S × T → S. At any time the state of the chaincode is an element of
S. The clients invoke transactions in T , which may contain operations with
arguments according to F , but these are subsumed into the different t ∈ T .
Given s ∈ S, applying a transaction t ∈ T of F means to compute s′ ← F (s, t),
resulting in a subsequent state s′ ∈ S. Using a trusted ordering service as
introduced earlier, the blockchain’s state evolution is defined through the
sequence of transactions signed by ordering.

With the chaincode functionality F running in an SGX enclave, even a
malicious peer may only learn the subsequent state resulting from a transaction,
but nothing about the computation itself. Since cryptographic keys could
reside in the enclave, the ledger state doesn’t necessarily reveal all relevant
information. Due to the rollback attacks introduced earlier, however, such a
peer can execute any transaction on any input state that is in the history of
transactions issued by the ordering service.

Definition 3 (Security up to resets). Consider a blockchain system with
an execute-order-validate architecture and suppose the correct ordering service
produces a sequence of states 〈s0, s1, . . . , sm〉, where sj = F (sj−1, tj) for tj ∈ T
and j ∈ [1,m]. We say that the chaincode is secure up to resets if any malicious
peer, through interacting with the chaincode running inside the enclave, may
obtain states s∗k+1 = F (sk, t

∗), for any k ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} and an arbitrary
transaction t∗ ∈ T , but no further information.

The security-up-to-resets notion formalizes attacks on TEE-based execution
in Fabric, where a malicious peer may collude with a client. The client invokes
an arbitrary transaction t∗ that reveals information about the chaincode’s state.
The peer lets the TEE execute t∗ and produce an output, but the endorsement is
never sent for ordering and the transaction is never appended to the blockchain.
The chaincode may leak all states resulting from such executions.

Note that Fabric permits parallelism during execution for separating trust
assumptions and for increasing scalability. By adding a barrier into the
blockchain, an application essentially benefits from the guarantees of the order-
execute design with respect to rollbacks across the barrier. Requiring a barrier
after every transaction would actually impose the order-execute paradigm
onto Fabric.
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6.5 Secure Chaincode Execution

This section describes our system for secure chaincode execution in Hyperledger
Fabric using Intel SGX.

6.5.1 System Architecture

Our approach extends a Fabric peer with the following components: A chain-
code enclave that executes a particular chaincode and a ledger enclave that
enables all chaincode enclaves to verify the blockchain state integrity; all run
inside SGX. In the untrusted part of the peer, an enclave registry maintains
the identities of all chaincode enclaves and an enclave transaction validator
that is responsible for validating transactions executed by a chaincode enclave
before committing them to the ledger. Figure 6.2 shows the components.
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Secure chaincode execution
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Chaincode enclave
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libraryChaincode
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Figure 6.2: System architecture. The dashed box denotes the components
added to the peer to enable secure chaincode execution with SGX. The
components running within SGX enclaves are denoted in green (or dark) color.

Chaincode Enclave. The chaincode enclave executes one particular chain-
code, and thereby isolates it from the peer and from other chaincodes. A
chaincode library acts as intermediary between the chaincode in the enclave
and the peer. The chaincode library exposes the Fabric chaincode interface
and extends it with additional support for state encryption, attestation, and
secure blockchain state access.

Ledger Enclave. The ledger enclave maintains the ledger in an enclave in
the form of integrity-specific metadata representing the most recent blockchain
state. It ensures that only transactions sent by the ordering service are com-
mitted to the ledger. It performs the same validation steps as the peer (see
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Section 6.3) when a new block arrives, but additionally generates a cryp-
tographic hash of each key-value pair of the blockchain state and stores it
within the enclave. The ledger enclave exposes an interface to the chaincode
enclave for accessing the integrity-specific metadata. This is used to verify the
correctness of the data retrieved from the blockchain state.

Enclave Registry. The enclave registry is a chaincode that runs outside
SGX and maintains a list of all existing chaincode enclaves in the network. It
performs attestation (see Section 4.3.2) with the chaincode enclave and stores
the attestation result on the blockchain. The attestation demonstrates that a
specific chaincode executes in an actual enclave. This enables the peers and
the clients to inspect the attestation of a chaincode enclave before invoking
chaincode operations or committing state changes.

Enclave Transaction Validator. The enclave transaction validator comple-
ments the peer’s validation system and is responsible for validating transactions
produced by a chaincode enclave. In particular, the enclave transaction valida-
tor checks that a transaction contains a valid signature issued by a registered
chaincode enclave. If the validation is successful, it marks the transactions as
valid and hands it over to the ledger enclave, which crosschecks the decision
before it finally commits the transaction to the ledger.

6.5.2 System Initialization

When a peer joins the blockchain network, the ledger enclave is initialized by the
admin with the genesis block, which contains the blockchain configuration and
the expected hash (mrenclave) of the ledger enclave. If the actual mrenclave
obtained by the peer does not match the value in the genesis block, the ledger
enclave does not proceed with the initialization. The ledger enclave then
generates a private/public key pair (SKLE ,PKLE), which allows to uniquely
identify the ledger enclave. The public key is revealed to the chaincode enclaves
whereas the private key is kept secret within the ledger enclave.

The ledger enclave maintains several configuration values initially obtained
from the genesis block, such as the identities (i.e., public keys) of the peers, the
clients, and the ordering service, which are used to authenticate all received
blocks and transactions. The ledger enclave only accepts blocks that come from
the ordering service as defined in the genesis block. To ensure this, it verifies
that each block has a valid signature issued by the ordering service. Note that
the blockchain consortium configuration can be updated using configuration
transactions. For simplicity, however, we assume a static consortium.

Every block has a sequence number and contains a list of transactions.
The ledger enclave maintains information about the most recently processed
transaction, to ensure that all blocks are processed in the correct order and no
blocks are missing.
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Once the peer has joined the network and has started its ledger enclave,
the peer admin also installs the enclave registry on every peer and instantiates
it. This completes the initialization of the peer.

6.5.3 Chaincode Enclave Bootstrapping

We now describe how to initialize a chaincode enclave. This is initiated by the
peer admin and consists of the following phases: (1) creating the chaincode
enclave; (2) registering with the enclave registry; (3) provisioning of secrets;
and (4) binding the chaincode enclave to the ledger enclave. These phases are
explained next.
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Figure 6.3: Enclave registration process.

In the first phase, the admin installs the chaincode enclave at the peer and
then sends a setup transaction proposal. The peer then starts the chaincode
enclave, which generates a private/public key pair (SKCC ,PKCC). As for the
ledger enclave, the public key is used to uniquely identify the chaincode enclave.

Second, the chaincode enclave registers itself with the enclave registry as
shown in Figure 6.3. For this purpose, the chaincode enclave calls register
and in turn, the enclave registry performs remote attestation of the chaincode,
as described in Section 4.3.2. In detail, the chaincode enclave first produces an
attestation report that manifests that it is properly instantiated with a specific
chaincode and it is identified by PKCC . The report contains mrenclaveCC and
(hash of) PKCC . The chaincode enclave then calls register at the enclave
registry with the report and its public key as arguments. The enclave registry
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first checks that the report contains the expected mrenclaveCC and the correct
hash of PKCC . Subsequently, it sends the report to the IAS for verification
and in return receives an attestation result, which shows whether the report
was valid or not. Note that the attestation result is signed by the IAS and its
verification key is publicly available. If the verification succeeds, the enclave
registry completes the registration by calling putState to store the attestation
result together with PKCC on the ledger. This makes the attestation result
accessible to all peers in the network through the ledger, certifying that this
enclave runs the particular chaincode on the given peer. Clients and other
peers use this in two ways. First, a client verifies that it invokes transactions
involving secret data on an enclave authorized for this. Second, the enclave
transaction validator of a peer, which updates the blockchain state, verifies
that the execution results are genuine and result from the secure execution
in the enclave.

After successfully registering the chaincode enclave, the admin optionally
provisions the chaincode enclave with secrets. For instance, the admin may
inject an encryption key for data stored on the blockchain into the chaincode
enclave (see also Section 6.5.5).

In the last phase, the chaincode enclave binds to the ledger enclave through
local attestation (see Section 4.3.2). This means that the chaincode enclave
requests the ledger enclave to prove that it is runs the expected ledger-enclave
code and runs on the same host platform. The ledger enclave produces
an attestation report and returns it to the chaincode enclave, which then
performs the same verification steps as described above. (In contrast to remote
attestation, the cryptographic protection of local attestation uses HMAC
and a shared key for verification, provided by the SGX platform.) If the
verification succeeds, the chaincode enclave stores the ledger enclave’s public
key PKLE and thereby binds itself to the ledger enclave, in the sense that
the chaincode enclave uses this for verifying accesses to the blockchain state.
The chaincode enclave rejects any blockchain state values not originating from
this ledger enclave.

6.5.4 Chaincode Execution

Endorsement. A client triggers the chaincode execution by sending an
invoke transaction proposal with a chaincode operation to the peer. The
peer forwards the chaincode operation to the chaincode enclave, which then
processes it according to the smart contract. The chaincode enclave prepares a
response and returns it to the peer, which subsequently sends it as a transaction
proposal response to the client.

In more detail, prior to invoking the chaincode enclave, the client queries
the peer to retrieve the enclave’s public key PKCC and the corresponding
attestation result from the enclave registry. The client then verifies the au-
thenticity of the attestation result, using the IAS verification key, and checks
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that the attestation contains the expected mrenclave of the chaincode enclave,
matching PKCC . If the verification succeeds, the client invokes the chain-
code enclave by preparing a transaction proposal for the target chaincode.
In particular, the client encrypts the chaincode operation using PKCC , and
then sends the proposal to the peer, which extracts the chaincode operation
and relays it to the chaincode enclave. Inside the enclave, the chaincode
library decrypts the operation using SKCC and invokes the chaincode with the
operation as argument.

The chaincode processes the operation, produces a result, and returns
it to the chaincode library. The chaincode may access the blockchain state
using the chaincode library, which performs verifies the accesses as described
in Section 6.5.5.

To complete the chaincode invocation, the enclave library creates a response,
signs it using SKCC , and returns it to the peer. The response includes the
operation, the readset and the writeset, and the execution result. Optionally,
the chaincode library encrypts the execution result before it leaves the enclave
using an encryption key provided by the client. The peer then sends the
transaction proposal response back to the client, which outputs the execution
result, and submits the transaction to the ordering service.

Validation and State Update. The ordering service accepts transactions
submitted by the clients, assigns them to a block, and broadcasts the block to
all peers in the network. In order to finalize a transaction, every peer validates
the transaction and updates its ledger copy.

For validating transactions produced by a chaincode enclave, the enclave
transaction validator essentially performs the same steps as the validation
system chaincode (VSCC), checking for conflicts and evaluating the endorse-
ment policy (Section 6.3). Additionally it verifies that the transaction was
produced by the correct chaincode enclave as follows. The validator accesses
the enclave registry to retrieve the attestation result and public key for the
enclave indicated by the transaction. Then it verifies these following the same
steps as described earlier. Subsequently, it also verifies the enclave’s signature
on the transaction. If this succeeds, the enclave transaction validator marks
the transaction as valid, the peer commits the transaction to its local ledger,
and updates the blockchain state accordingly.

6.5.5 Accessing the Blockchain State

Recall that a chaincode in Fabric must only use and access state on the
blockchain. The chaincode library together with the ledger enclave protects
this data from manipulation by the local peer.

State Integrity and Consistency. As illustrated in Figure 6.4, when the
chaincode calls getState(k) to access the data for key k, the chaincode library
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loads the corresponding value val from the blockchain state in the enclave
through chaincode API provided by the peer. Additionally, the chaincode
library requests the corresponding integrity metadata from the ledger enclave by
calling getMeta(k, z) with a nonce z. The ledger enclave returns the expected
hash hval of val in the blockchain state and a signature φ, produced by the ledger
enclave as φ = signSKLE

(k‖z‖hval). The chaincode library has obtained PKLE

during bootstrapping and uses this to verify φ. If the signature verification
over k‖z‖Hash(val) succeeds, then val is correct according to the state of the
ledger enclave. The nonce ensures that the response is fresh.
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Figure 6.4: Blockchain state verification with the help of the ledger enclave.
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State Confidentiality and Key Management. The chaincode library
may protect the confidentiality of the blockchain state maintained by the
chaincode enclave. The native data sealing method of SGX for protecting
persistent data (Section 4.3.2) is not suitable for data shared by multiple
enclaves on different peers. The reason is that sealed data can only be unsealed
again by the same enclave (or by another enclave on the same host system).

Instead, the chaincode library provides a state-encryption mechanism that
supports two modes: client-based encryption and encryption per chaincode.
With client-based encryption, the client is responsible for key management
and must provide an encryption key together with each chaincode operation.
For chaincode-based encryption, a chaincode-specific key must be provisioned
by an admin or a key-management service to all chaincode enclaves during
bootstrapping. In both modes, encryption and decryption occur transparently
to the chaincode during the putState and getState calls, respectively.

As an additional benefit of client- or chaincode-based key management
compared to SGX-native methods, data on the blockchain can also be retrieved
from the blockchain later, without the support of an enclave.

Alternatively, the chaincode enclaves themselves may be responsible for
the key management. This may briefly work as follows. A chaincode enclave
generates a new secret key and encrypts it with the public key of all registered
enclave that runs the same chaincode. The encrypted secret key is then stored
on the blockchain and thereby accessible by all chaincode enclaves. However,
this approach comes with a major drawback that at least one chaincode enclave
must be always available. That is, when all chaincode enclaves terminate and
cannot recovery, the secret key is also no longer accessible.

6.5.6 Reboot and Recovery Support

A system crash or reboot terminates all enclaves running on the peer. In order to
tolerate these without manual intervention, the internal states of each chaincode
enclave and the ledger enclave are stored on persistent storage periodically.

The ledger enclave leverages sealing (Section 4.3.2) to protect its state
(including integrity metadata and private key). For ensuring state continuity
across crashes, the peer, in principle, has to write the ledger-enclave state to
disk synchronously after each block has been processed. This clearly impacts
the performance and can be mitigated in practice by defining a block interval
for persisting the enclave state.

The chaincode enclave, in contrast, only has immutable state (including its
private key) that was created during the enclave bootstrapping. It is sufficient
to seal and store this once, after initialization. When the chaincode enclave
restarts and restores itself from the sealed state, it will retain the same enclave
identity and does not need to perform registration or remote attestation again.
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6.5.7 Extensions

In order to keep the complexity of the protocol description for AIP at a compre-
hensible level, we present important efficiency improvements informally here.

Support for Confidential Chaincode. Our chaincode enclave can be also
extended to support the execution of confidential chaincode, which requires
support for dynamic loading of encrypted code in enclaves [TPV17, GWM+17].
This allows to deploy proprietary smart-contract code without revealing it to
the executing peers.

To enable this feature, the chaincode enclave is extended with a bootloader
that injects an encrypted chaincode binary in the enclave. The bootloader
then decrypts it and executes the chaincode. For this purpose, the admin
that installs the chaincode on a peer, or the chaincode developer, encrypts the
chaincode binary for a the chaincode enclave using its public key.

Furthermore, the attestation functionality of the chaincode enclave has to
be adapted so that the peers and clients can verify that a specific, encrypted
chaincode is executed by the enclave. Since mrenclave denotes the bootloader
code running in the enclave, the attestation must also contain a hash of the
chaincode binary, which is publicly known by the peers and clients.

Trusted State Transfer. When a peer joins an existing blockchain it has
to validate all blocks processed before and reconstruct the current blockchain
state. Depending on the age of the blockchain, this effort may be prohibitive.
Also, a peer might have been offline for a longer time and must catch up when
it comes online again.

If the peer does not want to trust another peer for providing it the most
recent blockchain state, then it can leverage a ledger enclave to obtain the
current state securely.

When peer PA joins or resumes after a long intermission, it contacts
another peer PB for support. PA sends a message containing the hash of the
genesis block and integrity metadata dependent on the position of its ledger
enclave LEA on the blockchain. Peer PB passes this to its ledger enclave LEB,
which performs four steps: (1) It checks that LEA is part of the same blockchain
by comparing the hashes of the genesis blocks; (2) it calculates the difference ∆
(in terms of KVS keys) between PA’s state and its own state from PA’s integrity
metadata; (3) it creates an attestation report containing ∆ and its last known
block sequence number; and (4) it returns the report and ∆ to PB. At this
point ∆ only contains KVS keys and the corresponding integrity metadata,
thus, PB complements ∆ with the actual values from the blockchain state. PB

also sends the attestation report to the IAS for verification. Next, PB sends
the attestation result and ∆ to PA, and PA verifies its contents. If successful,
then PA updates its last known block sequence number and its blockchain state
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accordingly, and passes the data to LEA, which performs the same verification
steps as the peer and also updates the integrity metadata.

6.5.8 Enclave Compromise

So far our security model as described in Section 6.4.1 is somewhat optimistic
and does not consider compromised enclaves. However, various recent attacks
on SGX have demonstrated [WKPK16, BMD+17, SWG+17, SLKP17, XCP15,
VBMW+18] that enclaves can indeed be compromised. We now briefly discuss
how our architecture can handle to some extend compromised enclaves, in
particular, how we can limit the impact of key leakage and detect integrity
violations by a misbehaving enclave.

In the case of an honest-but-curious attacker, all secrets inside a compro-
mised chaincode enclave may be exposed to a malicious peer, which can use
the state-encryption key to reveal the entire chaincode state. Our architecture
limits the scope of this breach by isolating each chaincode in a separate enclave
on every peer, that is, a malicious peer can only decrypt the chaincode state
corresponding to the compromised enclave but other chaincode data remains
secret. Additionally, our design supports flexible key management that may
further limit the amount of leaked state data. For instance, key-rotation mech-
anism can be used to enforce periodically key change. Also, a key hierarchy
scheme may allow to partition the chaincode state by using separate encryption
keys and provision the chaincode enclave only with the necessary keys.

In a even stronger attacker model, not only the enclave’s secrets are
exposed, but a malicious peer may also produce an arbitrary endorsement
signed with the enclave’s private key. That is, a malicious peer may execute
arbitrary code and forge a valid signature that will pass validation at the
correct peers. Consequently, execution integrity cannot be guaranteed anymore
for a compromised enclave. Our architecture leverages Fabric’s endorsement
policy in order to verify execution integrity. An endorsement policy specifies
the endorsing rules for each chaincode, particularly, it defines who are the
endorsing peers and how many endorsements are needed. A discrepancy can be
easily detected by comparing the endorsements produced by multiple peers and
in case of a violation the malicious peer can be flagged accordingly. That is, the
peer can be banned from the network and its enclave attestation are revoked.

6.5.9 Correctness

This section argues that the secure chaincode execution system preserves
security up to resets. Recall that this security notion implies the use of
application-level barriers for preventing rollbacks and is defined with reference
to a sequence of blockchain states produced by transactions as decided by the
trusted ordering service O. For being secure up to resets, any set of malicious
peers interacting with SGX TEEs that host a chaincode CC deployed on Fabric
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must not be able to infer more than what is given from any transaction of CC
invoked on one of these states. Our informal argument proceeds in three steps.

1. Any state update (in the form of a writeset) produced by a chaincode
enclave with a public key PKCC∗ and accepted by a ledger enclave into the state
of its peer originates from an enclave whose attestation report is stored on the
ledger with public key PKCC∗. Furthermore, any transaction output produced
by a chaincode enclave, for which a correct client has successfully attested the
output to an enclave with key PKCC∗.

This follows from the operations of the enclave registry and the enclave
transaction validator. In particular, the enclave registry performs remote
attestation with the chaincode enclave and thereby creates the attestation
report that it stores in the ledger. This convinces the clients and the peers that
the chaincode enclave has been instantiated with the chaincode represented
by the mrenclaveCC value in the ledger. The correct clients and peers obtain
their state in the form of the sequence of blocks with updates from O and can
verify the integrity of the state updates signed by PKCC∗ .

2. On any peer, the ledger state entries obtained by chaincode CC inside an
enclave represent the blockchain state after executing a prefix of the sequence
of valid state updates that are output by O.

Note that a malicious peer may reset the ledger enclave at will to one of
the sealed and persistently stored states that the enclave produces. Due to the
VSCC checks and the monotonically increasing sequence of block numbers that
the ledger enclave expects from O, the blockchain state represented within
the ledger enclave always results from executing the sequence of transactions
determined by O and deemed valid by VSCC and the endorsement policies.
When the chaincode inside the chaincode enclave accesses state in the KVS,
the mutual authentication between the ledger and the chaincode enclave, and
the blockchain state-verification mechanism in Section 6.5.5 ensure that the
state entries obtained by CC are correct according to the state of the ledger
enclave. Since the ledger enclave holds the state after executing a prefix of the
transaction sequence from O, the above statement follows.

3. Any state held by a chaincode within an enclave remains confidential up
to what is revealed by executing transactions of the chaincode, invoked on a
prefix of the complete sequence of valid state updates that are output by O.

This holds because the enclaves’ execution logic and data are protected
within the TEE. Contents of the ledger enclave are sealed before they are
written to persistent storage, hence they cannot be altered by a malicious
peer without being detected. The state of the chaincode enclave itself remains
unchanged after initialization and is stored by the peer. However, all correct
peers verify that they only interact with chaincode enclaves registered on
the ledger itself. The ledger enclave may also contain an encryption key for
protecting data on the ledger through the chaincode library, which handles
state encryption and decryption transparently.
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6.6 Prototype

We have built a prototype of the design for secure chaincode executing using
Intel SGX with Hyperledger Fabric. It is available as open-source on GitHub6.
This section describes the implementation and reports on the evaluation of the
SGX prototype for the blockchain auction application.

6.6.1 Implementation

We implemented the prototype on top of Hyperledger Fabric 1.0. Each compo-
nent of the architecture in Section 6.5.1 has been integrated with the Fabric
peer code. We use the Intel SGX SDK for Linux 2.1.2 [Int16] to implement
the components residing in an enclave such as the chaincode library and the
chaincode. These components are written in C/C++. The other components,
such as the untrusted part of the chaincode enclave, the enclave registry, and
the enclave transaction validator are written in Go.

The ledger enclave runs as a system chaincode, which allows it to be in-
tegrated in the peer without major changes. This means that the chaincode
enclave can access the ledger enclave via chaincode-to-chaincode (cc2cc) invo-
cations. The ledger enclave uses a simple KVS based on std::map to store the
integrity metadata.

The prototype supports a subset of the original fabric chaincode shim and
provides getState, getRangeQuery, and putState calls. Those functions are
implemented with the help of the untrusted part of the chaincode enclave
and manage the data in the KVS on persistent storage. When the chaincode
accesses the KVS to retrieve a value, the prototype contacts the trusted ledger
enclave via a cc2cc invocation in order to retrieve the corresponding integrity
metadata. This integrity protection uses HMAC-SHA256 with a verification
key generated during bootstrapping (Section 6.5.3).

The enclave registry interacts with the IAS using REST. The registry is
complemented by a custom VSCC that runs on all peers and that verifies
the attestation report returned by the IAS. The enclave transaction validator
is implemented in the form of a custom VSCC. It verifies the SGX-specific
signatures on the response for the transactions produced by the chaincode
enclave, and obtains the corresponding public key from the enclave registry.
Signatures use 256-bit ECDSA, as provided by Go v1.10 and the SGX SDK.
The ledger state as well as the transaction proposals and proposal responses are
encrypted by default with 128-bit AES-GCM. The AES key for encrypting the
proposal is established using a Diffie-Hellman key derivation scheme available
within SGX.

6https://github.com/hyperledger-labs/fabric-private-chaincode

https://github.com/hyperledger-labs/fabric-private-chaincode
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6.6.2 Auction Application

In order to demonstrate and evaluate the overhead of the approach, we have
implemented the blockchain auction mentioned earlier.

The auction chaincode runs in an enclave. A client, the auctioneer, creates
a new auction by invoking create(params) at a peer, and receives in return a
unique auction identifier auction, which is used for any subsequent interaction
with this auction. The invocation specifies a name for the auction, a description
of the asset, and more. When creating a new auction, the chaincode accesses the
KVS (using getState) and ensures that no auction with the same name already
exists. Then it stores params using putState and initializes a placeholder that
will store the bids. After the auction has been created, it becomes active and
remains so until the auctioneer invokes close(auction).

While the auction is active, clients acting as bidders may submit encrypted
bids to the auction by invoking bid(val, auction), where val denotes the value
the bidder wants to offer for the asset. Each bid is stored on the blockchain as
a tuple of the form (key, val) = (auction.client, val).

The auctioneer may close the auction at an arbitrary time by invoking
close(auction). This transaction acts as the barrier described in Section 6.4
and writes the updated auction status to the blockchain using putState.
Once the auctioneer sees from its ledger that the auction is closed, it in-
vokes evaluate(auction). When the chaincode enclave receives this transaction,
it determines the bidder with the highest bid and issues the transfer of the
asset in exchange of the value of the bid.

6.7 Evaluation

6.7.1 Experimental Setup

We deploy a Fabric network with a solo ordering service (one trusted node) using
a single channel and three peers. Each peer and the ordering service run on a
separate Supermicro 5019-MR server with a 3.4GHz quad-core (E3-1230 V5)
Intel CPU that provides SGX support. All machines are equipped with 32GB
of memory, 1Gbps network connection, and a SATA SSD drive; they run
Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS Server with the generic 4.13.0-32 Linux kernel. For
reporting transaction throughput we use an increasing number of clients build
with the Fabric Client SDK for Go7 invoking concurrent transaction over a
period of at least 30 seconds and report the average.

As a baseline for our experiments we run the same auction chaincode written
in Go in an unprotected environment, executed by an unmodified Fabric peer.
For comparison this chaincode also uses 128-bit AES-GCM encryption to seal
bids and to encrypt the auction state. However, since the peer knows the key,
this does not hide the auction data from the peer.

7https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric-sdk-go

https://github.com/hyperledger/fabric-sdk-go
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6.7.2 Measurements

TCB Size. The trusted computing base (TCB) of our prototype includes
the chaincode enclave and the ledger enclave; all other components of the
peer are considered to be untrusted. Taken together, the system consists of
approximately 5,000 lines of trusted C/C++ code and 4,000 lines of untrusted
C/C++ and Go code. The trusted ledger enclave makes up the majority of
the code base, with roughly 3,800 lines, whereas the chaincode enclave only
comprises about 1,200 lines. The auction chaincode itself is 200 lines of C/C++.
In contrast to a solution where the entire Fabric peer (≥ 100, 000 lines) or the
entire Linux kernel (≥ 25M lines) is executed in the trusted environment, our
approach clearly fulfills the goal of minimizing the TCB. This facilitates its
security analysis through code reviews or automated verification.

Transaction Size. In a preliminary experiment we evaluated the transaction
sizes for the auction transactions. We observed an average transaction size
of 3 kBfor bid() and 3.5 kB for evaluate() (with a readset containing 10 bids).
The transactions contain a constant overhead of about 100 byte for a 256-bit
ECDSA signature that is formatted with JSON and produced by the chaincode
enclave as described in Section 6.5. The overhead introduced by our approach
in relation to the given transaction size in Fabric remains relatively small.
As also reported in [ABB+18], transaction in Fabric are large because they
contain PEM-encoded certificates.

Transaction Endorsement. Next we study the endorsement throughput
and latency of our approach with an increasing the number of clients. In this
workload we use up to 128 clients, which concurrently invoke transactions at a
single endorsement peer. Each client invokes noop and submit transactions in
a closed loop, respectively. The auction chaincode returns immediately for a
noop. The submit transaction, on the other hand, receives a bid, encrypts it,
and stores it on the blockchain. We compare the auction chaincode executed
in the SGX enclave with the native, unprotected execution.

As Figure 6.5 shows, the throughput and the latency of the noop transaction
behave almost identically. The SGX-based approach follows the baseline and
scales almost linearly until reaching saturation at 16 clients. We observe that
for the noop transaction our approach reaches 0.93x–0.99x the throughput of
the native execution. On the other hand, when executing submit transactions
execution in SGX reaches 0.55x–95x the throughput of the native execution.
In particular, before saturation our approach shows an increased latency of
about 6ms compared to the native execution. The reason is that the auction
chaincode invokes getState to retrieve data from the KVS and additionally
fetches the corresponding integrity metadata from the ledger enclave using
cc2cc invocations. We profiled the response latency and present the breakdown
in Table 6.1. The table shows that retrieving data from the KVS takes 0.37ms,
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Figure 6.5: Endorsement throughput with different numbers of clients.

whereas cc2cc invocation takes 2.59ms to return. The actual invocation of
the ledger enclave takes less than a millisecond, thus the majority of the
response time is spent for the communication between the two chaincodes.
In this experiment we see that cc2cc invocations are relatively expensive.
Our choice of implementing the ledger enclave as a chaincode allowed for a
simple integration and coupling with the chaincode enclave, but it comes with
noticeable overhead. This overhead can be reduced by moving the ledger
enclave into the peer itself, so that it directly provides Fabric’s chaincode API.

Auction Evaluation. We also investigate the performance of range queries
used by the auction chaincode to read all submitted bids for determining the
winner. We measure the response latency for the evaluate transaction for
different numbers of submitted bids, shown in Figure 6.6. As expected, we
observe that latency increases with larger number of submitted bids. The
relative overhead of executing in an SGX enclave remains constant for a small
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mean σt tmin tmax

Decrypt tx 0.20 0.04 0.17 0.38
getState 0.37 0.23 0.12 4.54
cc2cc 2.59 1.42 1.08 11.44
Ledger enclave 0.68 0.16 0.52 1.42
Decrypt & verify state 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.38
Sign response 0.226 0.045 0.179 0.402

Table 6.1: Endorsement latency breakdown for submit transaction with 4
clients showing the average response time in milliseconds.

number of submitted bids, at about 20%, and for larger numbers it decreases
to 10%. This experiment shows that using range queries reduces the number
of cc2cc invocations, which improves the performance.
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Figure 6.6: Auction evaluation latency with different number of submitted
bids.

End-to-End Performance. In the last experiment we study overall end-
to-end response latency for the auction. The workload is the same as in the
transaction endorsement experiment but here we measure the throughput and
latency for the entire transaction flow including endorsement, ordering, and
validation. We use the default block size configuration with 10 transactions
per block. We observe that execution in SGX reaches 0.80x–0.95x of the
throughput achieved by the native execution, as shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: End-to-end throughput with different numbers of clients.

6.8 Related Work
Trusted execution technology is envisaged to play an important role in the
context of blockchains, especially for enterprise applications and in consortium
blockchains. The two most prominent uses of TEEs are to execute smart
contracts for keeping data private and to represent off-chain data securely. We
review these two and further related applications of TEEs in this section.

Smart-Contract Execution with Intel SGX. Several approaches have
recently suggested to execute blockchain applications and smart contracts
within Intel SGX.

The most prominent among these and most closely related to our work is
the Coco framework, announced by Microsoft in a white paper [Mic17a]. It
provides a set of building blocks based on Intel SGX that can be used to secure
blockchain systems. Coco integrates consensus algorithms, distributed ledger
state, and a runtime environment for executing smart-contract transactions
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in SGX enclaves. It appears to be derived from Ethereum and mentions the
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) for its core data structures and protocols.
The components of Coco are described as potentially separate enclaves, but
conceptually the entire blockchain node (corresponding to a peer in Fabric)
resides in SGX. Coco exploits concepts from a proposed related blockchain
system called VOLT [SBZ+17]. Since only a white paper for Coco is available,
however, it is difficult to clearly assess the framework. It is clear that Coco
suffers from a large TCB with its problems as discussed in Section 6.4.3,
including potential malicious interactions across smart contracts. Our approach
isolates each application within its own enclave with the minimal amount of
code necessary and follows the philosophy of minimizing the TCB.

The R3 Corda distributed ledger platform has also announced a privacy
feature using SGX in a white paper [Hea16]. In Corda, some aspects of
the transaction validation are envisaged to take place inside an SGX enclave,
potentially running at untrusted nodes. By executing the transaction validation
in an enclave, the identities involved in a transaction can be encrypted on the
blockchain and are only revealed inside an enclave during validation. Corda
strives to port a Java runtime environment (JRE) in order to execute native
Corda smart contracts within an enclave. Compared to our approach, this
introduces some runtime overhead for the JRE and an increased attack surface
with the larger TCB, but it benefits from portability of the applications written
in the same language.

The IBM Blockchain Platform [IBM18b] offers an enterprise blockchain-as-
a-service solution allowing for deployment of a Fabric network using Secure
Service Container (SSC) technology [IBM18d] on IBM Z systems. The platform
runs the whole peer and its Linux operating system within a secure container,
which is shielded from access of the host and host administrator, similar to
SGX. This means that running Fabric within a Secure Service Container
requires specialized mainframe hardware and has a large TCB. In contrast,
our approach for running Fabric with SGX works with commodity systems
and minimizes the TCB for each smart-contract application.

Enigma [ZNP15], a public blockchain that focuses on privacy-preserving
smart contracts, has also recently announced [eni18] the support of pri-
vate smart contracts using SGX. In particular, it leverages the Rust SGX
SDK [DDL+17, Bai17] to run a SputnikVM, which is an implementation of
an Ethereum Virtual Machine, inside an enclave. However, public blockchains
with non-final consensus are inherently susceptible to rollback attacks when
smart contracts are executed using TEEs and may leak sensitive information.

Several academic papers have also suggested to run smart contracts inside
SGX for confidentiality, e.g., in the “Ring of Gyges” [JKS16] or in Hawk [KMS+16].
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Blockchain Oracles and Off-Chain Data. Other works [Mic17c, ZCC+16]
realize trusted “oracles” for blockchain smart contracts using SGX. Oracles
are data feeds external to the blockchain that inform a smart contract about
“facts” in the environment. They extend the scope of inputs to which an
application can respond and serve as trusted sources and triggers for actions
on the blockchain. Leveraging trusted execution technology enhances the
trustworthiness of an oracle and allows to verify the correctness of the data
source. This work is orthogonal to our approach, which could also benefit from
oracles that exploit trusted hardware.

Teechain [LEK+17] is a system to perform off-chain payments on top
of Bitcoin. It leverages SGX to establish stateful payment channels among
mistrusting parties. Such off-chain channels resolve exchanges bilaterally
without incurring a blockchain transaction for every exchange, in the normal
case when both parties are honest. Payment channels expected to boost the
overall throughput of a blockchain-based payment system. Through the use of
SGX, Teechain relaxes the synchrony assumptions in existing payment channels
and gains efficiency.

Consensus Protocols. Another line of work leverages trusted execution to
enhance the resilience and performance of consensus protocols. Based on tradi-
tional BFT protocols, systems such as TrInc [LDLM09], CheapBFT [KBC+12],
or Hybster [BDK17] have shown how to enhance state-machine replication with
trusted specialized hardware devices, FPGAs, and SGX enclaves, respectively.

Some blockchain-specific peer-to-peer consensus protocols have been in-
troduced proposed that scale to a large number of nodes based on trusted
hardware. REM [ZEE+17], for example, introduces Proofs-of-Useful-Work
that are run within SGX in order to reach consensus on a public blockchain.

Furthermore, the consensus model of the Hyperledger Sawtooth platform8,
originally contributed by Intel, includes the Proof-of-Elapsed Time (PoET)
consensus protocol based on SGX. It replaces the proof-of-work function for
leader election in Bitcoin’s Nakamoto consensus with a mandatory, random
waiting time imposed by an enclave running in SGX; otherwise the protocol is
similar to the Nakamoto consensus.

State Continuity and TEEs. Kaptchuk et al. [KMG17] address state
continuity for memoryless secure processors that have access to a distributed
ledger. They construct a generic protocol for detecting rollback attacks,
assuming the processor is always given access to latest ledger state. This is
an interesting conceptual approach to detect rollbacks, assuming an idealized
trusted ledger that cannot be rolled back.

8https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-core

https://github.com/hyperledger/sawtooth-core
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6.9 Discussion
This section discusses practical challenges that arise from the combination
of smart contracts with TEEs. Our approach presented in this chapter and
other recent systems for executing smart contracts within TEEs have the
common goal to protect the integrity and confidentiality of a smart-contract.
However, they differ in details, for instance, in their support of different pro-
gramming languages including C++, Java, EVM, and Scheme. These systems
can be divided in those with on-chain execution, the Coco Framework [Mic17a]
and our approach presented here, and those that execute contracts off-chain,
like the Hyperledger Private Data Objects (PDO) project [Int18c] and Eki-
den [CZK+18].

In the remainder of this section we discuss the conceptional differences of
on-chain and off-chain execution followed by technical challenges that arise
from the combination of smart-contract execution with TEEs.

On-chain vs. Off-chain Execution. Many of the proposed systems use off-
chain execution [CZK+18, Int18c] to run a smart contract within a TEE such as
an Intel SGX enclave. In contrast to on-chain execution, a contract is executed
by a special node equipped with a TEE and not by the blockchain nodes. The
major benefit of this approach is that it allows to use a ledger abstraction
and thereby can support different blockchain systems. Ekiden [CZK+18], for
instance, demonstrated instantiations of their system for Ethereum and a
blockchain extending Tendermint. However, off-chain execution also delegates
the responsibility of contract lifecycle management to the TEE based smart-
contract system. PDO [Int18c], for this reason, maintains a contract registry
whereas this functionality is typically provided by the blockchain system.

In contrast, on-chain execution, as implemented by Coco [Mic17a] and our
approach, shifts the TEE-based runtime to the blockchain nodes. Indeed, this
requires more integration efforts but also comes with several advantages as we
argue now. A smart contract implements a stateful functionality that receives
some arguments and updates its state accordingly. In particular, the contract
state typically consists of multiple data items, which allows fine-grained access
to partial state according to the contract logic. With on-chain execution, a
smart contract can directly access the local ledger. Coco [Mic17a] maintains
the blockchain state within the TEE at every blockchain node, whereas our
approach only keeps some integrity metadata inside the TEE that is used to
verify the state when loaded from the local blockchain. With off-chain execution,
the contract state has to be fetched from the ledger by the clients prior to
invoking the smart contract. This can be difficult as it requires knowledge of
which data items will be needed for the execution. PDO [Int18c] simplifies
this by encapsulating the contract state in a single object. However, for larger
states and concurrent execution this solution may not be satisfying. Recall the
voting example, where users can concurrently cast their votes. Using a single
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state object for the whole voting application would cause many read-write
conflicts at the ledger.

Many blockchains also support contract-to-contract invocation that lets one
smart contract call another one. Thereby, complex applications can be easily
composed from many contracts. However, as argued before, with off-chain
execution clients may need to fetch the corresponding state which may be even
more complex when contract-to-contract execution is involved. In the on-chain
model this is not an issue.

As described the choice of on-chain vs. off-chain trusted execution has
many implications. Which choice will be preferred depending on the use case,
privacy requirements, and performance demands?

Attestation and Key Management. Attestation allows the clients to ver-
ify that the correct smart contract is loaded and executed in a genuine TEE.
This is crucial in order to establish trust in a smart contract executed within
a TEE at a potentially untrusted node. However, attestation is expensive as
it usually requires an interactive protocol. The attestation protocol of Intel
SGX, for instance, involves a trusted third party (i.e., the Intel Attestation
Service) that is consulted for every attestation. For this reason, our proposed
system and others [Mic17a, CZK+18, Int18c] use the blockchain to build an
attestation infrastructure for smart-contracts TEEs. They perform attestation
only initially and store the attestation result on the ledger. However, currently
only Intel SGX supports public verifiable attestation that is a prerequisite in
the blockchain context (recall Chapter 4) to allow all participants to verify
an attestation evidence. To prevent TEE vendor lock-in and provide inter-
operability it is necessary that the industry adopts a common set of security
features including attestation.

Generally, TEEs do not guarantee availability, that is, a malicious node
can terminate a smart-contract TEE at any time. To overcome this issue,
multiple nodes may execute the same contract within a TEE on each node.
However, this requires key management which is another technical challenge.
In detail, a contract state exits only inside the TEE in clear and is encrypted
when stored on the ledger. Unfortunately, data sealing supported by Intel
SGX cannot be used directly to share data across multiple TEE instances. A
common approach is to establish a shared key for encryption. For instance,
Ekiden [CZK+18] replicates the shared key for each smart contract among all
nodes using a special key manager TEE assuming that at least one node is
always available. In contrast, PDO [Int18c] uses a distributed key-provisioning
service based on threshold cryptography.

The proposed systems have not yet shown satisfying solutions for key
revocation in case of key compromise. What is the trade-off between availability
and security of smart-contract execution with multiple TEE-nodes?
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Non-deterministic Execution. A common belief is that by executing a
smart contract within a TEE the blockchain can support non-deterministic
transactions, as featured by the Coco Framework [Mic17a]. Non-deterministic
transactions usually incorporate randomness or input from off-chain services (or-
acles), such as TownCrier [ZCC+16]. This can work when transactions are
only executed by a single TEE as the execution can be trusted.

However, in practice TEEs can be compromised, which leads to loss of
confidentiality and most notably execution integrity is not guaranteed anymore.
To resolve this issue, cryptographic protocols for verifiable execution or simple
replication may help to detect a discrepancy and may evidence that a certain
smart-contract TEE behaves incorrectly. How can one differentiate between a
discrepancy and non-determinism execution? Current systems do not address
this issue, except for Hyperledger Fabric [ABB+18] which contains means to
deal with non-deterministic executions.

6.10 Summary
The work in this chapter has explored some pitfalls that arise from the com-
bination of trusted execution with blockchains. In particular, smart-contract
execution with Intel SGX promises protection for blockchain applications with
strong privacy demands. However, since TEEs are susceptible to rollback
attacks (recall Chapter 4), a malicious blockchain peer may break confiden-
tiality by resetting a TEE to manipulate the operation invocation order. We
illustrated this problem with a sealed-bid auction application and argued that
state-continuity must be ensured to protect data confidentiality. Existing ap-
proaches, such as Trusted Monotonic Counter (TMC) or Lightweight Collective
Memory (LCM) as introduced in the previous chapter, are not feasible in the
blockchain setting as discussed in this chapter.

We have addressed this problem and presented a solution that selectively
utilizes Intel SGX to enable secure chaincode execution for the Hyperledger
Fabric platform. Our architecture isolates each chaincode in a separate enclave,
which allows to process encrypted blockchain data without revealing it to the
executing blockchain peer. By introducing a trusted ledger enclave, the system
ensures that the state input of a chaincode enclave always corresponds to a
committed blockchain state; and thereby prevents information leakage through
rollback attacks. A prototype implementation demonstrates the practicability
of our system with a sealed-bid auction deployed on a Fabric network. An
evaluation has shown that our design minimizes the TCB and that the overhead
of our approach is within 10% – 20% compared to unprotected native execution.





Chapter7
Concluding Remarks

Outsourcing data to cloud services has become part of people’s day-to-day life
for both private and professional use. Despite of the benefits those remote
services offer, broad adoption still faces security challenges related to data
confidentiality and integrity. This thesis aims to address the problem of securing
data integrity in different settings where data is outsourced to an untrusted
remote service and consistency violations through rollback and forking attacks
may lead to loss of data integrity. Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)
promise to overcome these challenges by providing hardware-aided protection
for applications and their data even in the presence of a potentially malicious
host system. However, the lack of system protection against rollback and replay
attacks makes it still challenging to leverage the full protection potential of
this technology and thereby solve the integrity issue in the case of an untrusted
remote service.

The goal of this thesis, as outlined in the introduction chapter, was to
identify a number of different cases where securing data integrity is challenging
and to provide practical solutions to protect against integrity and consistency
violations. These solutions are intended to reduce the required trust in the
service provider and to enable new applications that are otherwise not feasible.
To achieve this goal, we have proposed the design of three different systems. The
viability and applicability of these systems were demonstrated and evaluated
by providing prototype implementations that work with real world systems.

Contributions. In Chapter 3 we have presented VICOS, a complete system
for protecting the integrity and consistency of data outsourced to untrusted
commodity cloud object stores. It shows, for the first time, how to realize multi-
client integrity protection for generic functions with an authenticated data
structure (ADS). Its two-phase protocol structure reduces the communication
overhead compared to previous algorithms. VICOS works with commodity
cloud storage services and ensures the best possible consistency notion of
fork-linearizability. It supports wait-free client operations and does not require
any additional trusted components.

143
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We have extended our system model by adding Trusted Execution Envi-
ronments (TEEs) available at untrusted remote locations. As this emerging
technology promises to provide confidentiality and integrity for application and
its data, TEEs appear to be an attractive solution to solve the integrity and
consistency problem in the cloud storage case. However, our detailed analysis
of the most prominent commercial available TEE platforms (in Chapter 4) has
compared the provided security properties and shows that system support for
secure storage with rollback protection is challenging.

We have addressed this limitation in Chapter 5 and have introduced
Lightweight Collective Memory (LCM), which is a distributed protocol to
detect integrity and consistency violations of a remote application that uses
TEEs with the assistance of the clients. It ensures fork-linearizability and
notifies clients about operation stability. Compared to previous approaches that
rely on trusted counters, applications secured by LCM can be migrated across
physical TEEs and maintain their capability to detect rollback attacks and to
enforce fork-linearizability. Moreover, LCM reduces the protocol complexity
and increases the performance compared to solutions that do not utilize TEEs
while achieving the same security guarantees as VICOS.

In Chapter 6 we have focused on the extension of Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain platform with trusted execution technology to protect the confiden-
tiality of blockchain-based applications. It turns out that our approach used
in LCM to overcome the difficulties related to rollback and replay attacks on
the TEE cannot be used in the blockchain case as it requires the assistance
of mutually trusting clients. Therefore, we have introduced an architecture
tailored to specifically to Hyperledger Fabric. Our system resolves additional
difficulties posed by the specific execute-order-validate architecture of Fabric,
prevents rollback attacks on TEE-based execution as far as possible, and
minimizes the trusted computing base. For increasing security, our design
encapsulates each application on the blockchain within its own enclave that
shields it from the host system.

Moreover, the design and the prototype implementation have been released
as a Hyperledger Lab on Github1 and are currently being actively developed
by the Hyperledger community, with major contributions from IBM and Intel,
with the aim of integration into the Hyperledger Fabric platform.

Summary. All proposed systems address the problem of integrity and con-
sistency violations through a misbehaving service. VICOS and LCM build
on top of distributed protocols that provide the consistency notion of fork-
linearzability. VICOS is especially designed to protect cloud object stores,
whereas LCM allows the execution of arbitrary applications using TEEs. With
Secure Chaincode Execution we changed the setting from a traditional cloud
model to blockchain networks. While the motivation of this work was to enable

1https://github.com/hyperledger-labs/fabric-private-chaincode

https://github.com/hyperledger-labs/fabric-private-chaincode
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confidentiality by leveraging TEEs, the problem of rollback and replay attacks
had to be resolved and thereby aligned with the context of this thesis. LCM
also addressed the rollback issue but its design required a group of mutually
trusting clients to detect these attacks. As this changes of trust assumption is
not applicable for the blockchain case, our design utilizes the blockchain itself
to protect against integrity violations.

This thesis shows, among other things, that rollback and replay attacks on
TEE-based applications may pose serious security risks and require additional
protection. Consequently, just using TEE technology is not enough; more
focus on traditional security mechanisms seems to be needed to maintain the
TEE security guarantees.

Future Work. There are several challenges that this thesis does not address,
which remain open for future work. An interesting question, for instance, is
how to recover from an integrity violation in the case of a cloud storage system.
Since in the context of this thesis we assume only a single untrusted server
and client data resident at the cloud storage service, orthogonal techniques are
needed for resilience of the data itself.

Another exciting line of research deals with compromised TEEs. One usu-
ally assumes that a TEE is trustworthy. However, systems are not perfect and
therefore the risk of compromised can not ruled out completely as discussed in
Chapter 4. How can one detect that a TEE has been compromised and how
can one limit the scope of a breach? In the blockchain use case we have seen
that integrity violations of a compromised TEE can be detected through redun-
dant execution using the built-in mechanism of the blockchain platform itself.
However, this approach does not help to detect that a compromised TEE
discloses any sensitive data.

Finally, another area of future work is in enhancing hardware-based rollback
protection for TEEs, which would overcome the performance and usability
drawbacks of existing solutions. In particular, the performance limitation and
the lack of built-in migration support for Trusted Monotonic Counter (TMC)
leave room for improvement. This could also have the advantage of aligning
the security properties provided by different TEE platforms.
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